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EYES-FREE INTERACTION WITH AURAL USER INTERFACES 
Existing web applications force users to focus their visual attentions on mobile 
devices, while browsing content and services on the go (e.g., while walking or driving). 
To support mobile, eyes-free web browsing and minimize interaction with devices, 
designers can leverage the auditory channel. Whereas acoustic interfaces have proven 
to be effective in regard to reducing visual attention, a perplexing challenge exists in 
designing aural information architectures for the web because of its non-linear structure. 
To address this problem, we introduce and evaluate techniques to remodel 
existing information architectures as ―playlists‖ of web content − aural flows. The use of 
aural flows in mobile web browsing can be seen in ANFORA News, a semi-aural mobile 
site designed to facilitate browsing large collections of news stories. An exploratory 
study involving frequent news readers (n=20) investigated the usability and navigation 
experiences with ANFORA News in a mobile setting. The initial evidence suggests that 
aural flows are a promising paradigm for supporting eyes-free mobile navigation while on 
the go. Interacting with aural flows, however, requires users to select interface buttons, 
tethering visual attention to the mobile device even when it is unsafe. 
To reduce visual interaction with the screen, we also explore the use of simulated 
voice commands to control aural flows. In a study, 20 participants browsed aural flows 
either through a visual interface or with a visual interface augmented by voice 
commands. The results suggest that using voice commands decreases by half the time 
spent looking at the device, but yields similar walking speeds, system usability and 
cognitive effort ratings as using buttons.  
viii 
To test the potential of using aural flows in a higher distracting context, a study 
(n=60) was conducted in a driving simulation lab. Each participant drove through three 
driving scenario complexities: low, moderate and high. Within each driving complexity, 
the participants went through an alternative aural application exposure: no device, voice-
controlled aural flows (ANFORADrive) or alternative solution on the market (Umano). 
The results suggest that voice-controlled aural flows do not affect distraction, overall 
safety, cognitive effort, driving performance or driving behavior when compared to the no 
device condition. 
Davide Bolchini, Ph.D., Chair 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Accessing the mobile web while on the go in a variety of contexts (e.g., walking, 
standing, jogging or driving) is becoming increasingly pervasive (Kane, Wobbrock, & 
Smith, 2008; Schildbach & Rukzio, 2010; Zhou, Rau, Zhang, & Zhuang, 2012). Mobile 
users are often engaged in another activity while looking at their mobile screens, making 
such actions inconvenient, distracting and, sometimes, dangerous (Anhalt et al., 2001; 
Christian, Kules, Shneiderman, & Youssef, 2000; Garlan, Siewiorek, Smailagic, & 
Steenkiste, 2002; Yang et al., 2011). Although existing visual user interfaces are efficient 
in regard to supporting the quick scanning of a page, they typically require highly 
focused attention and may not work well while walking on a busy street, crossing the 
road or driving a car. In order to combat this challenge, this research seeks to explore 
novel ways by which to enable users to effectively access the mobile web while on the 
go. 
In our preliminary work, we introduced the ANFORA (Aural Navigation Flows on 
Rich Architectures) framework – a set of techniques aimed at remodeling existing web 
information architectures as linear, aural flows that can be listened to with minimal 
interaction via a device using touch or gesture (Ghahari & Bolchini, 2011; Rohani 
Ghahari, George-Palilonis, & Bolchini, 2013). Aural flows are concatenated sequences 
of pages extracted in real-time from web sources and played to users on their mobile 
devices, much like playlists for listening to music. They enable a new class of aural and 
semi-aural (i.e., a combination of visual and aural interfaces) applications and are 
anticipated to minimize the visual attention required for the use of mobile devices, while, 
at the same time, maximize consumption of relevant content without compromising 
safety during multitasking. 
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In order to investigate the potential of ANFORA, we applied our concept to the 
news domain because news websites are content-intensive and employ complex 
navigational structures. News consumption on mobile devices is also increasing, making 
news content an interesting test bed for aural browsing. Our approach was exemplified 
by ANFORA News, a set of semi-aural mobile application prototypes that generate real-
time aural flows from web sources and enable users to listen to collections of news 
stories while on the go. 
Interacting with aural flows using existing mechanisms, such as touch or gesture 
(Ghahari & Bolchini, 2011; Rohani Ghahari et al., 2013), forces users to pay attention to 
displays. To relieve users from this potential distraction and unleash a more complete 
eyes-free experience, we investigated voice commands. For example, Apple Siri™ has 
been marketed as the solution for eyes-free experiences for users on the go by enabling 
them to have more natural interactions using voice commands (Lager, 2012). iPhone 
users can check the weather, send tweets, post to Facebook, schedule meetings, find 
contacts, get directions and send texts using Siri. However, if users want to access the 
latest news stories on their iPhones, Siri will direct them to a Google page containing a 
list of news stories from different sources. This example demonstrates how today‘s most 
advanced consumer products for mobile voice browsing fail to provide fluid access to 
arbitrary web content unless the capabilities for interacting with that content are explicitly 
pre-programmed into the interaction agent. 
To solve the above-mentioned challenges, the two main questions addressed by 
this research are: How do semi-aural mobile applications support users engaged in web 
navigation, while also carrying out a parallel primary task with lower (e.g., walking) and 
higher cognitive loads (e.g., driving)? How do different input modalities affect the user 
experience, while one is interacting with semi-aural mobile applications? Accordingly, 
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this dissertation presents four interconnected research projects that explore these 
questions. The first project presents the different types of aural flows that underlie the 
ANFORA framework as well as the application of this framework on the National Public 
Radio (NPR) news website. Content-rich websites can adopt ANFORA to automatically 
convert their content to playlists that can then be listened to on the go. 
To evaluate the ANFORA framework, the second project explores how well 
ANFORA supports an eyes-free browsing experience while walking. This project also 
explores the usability, enjoyment, strengths and weaknesses of the ANFORA framework. 
The results of this exploratory study suggest that the ANFORA framework minimizes 
visual engagement with the mobile device screen. 
However, this framework still requires that the users interact with buttons and 
gestures, which requires visual attention. As such, in order to reduce the necessary 
visual attention to the screen, the third project establishes novel navigation vocabularies 
to aurally interact with the content playlist using voice commands. To support a more 
fluid and natural control of the aural flows, this project iteratively creates, deploys and 
experimentally evaluates the usability of a set of voice commands for aural web 
browsing on mobile devices. This project also enables us to understand the users‘ 
preferences for different voice commands that can be used to control the aural flows. We 
manifest the design ideas and vocabulary for the commands in a prototype named 
Linkless ANFORA. 
Finally, to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of aural web navigation, we 
explore the potential and limits of the voice-controlled aural flows on the user experience 
by performing a set of evaluation studies involving participants using mobile devices 
while walking. To understand how Linkless ANFORA will apply to the driving scenario, 
the fourth project evaluates the impact of voice-controlled aural flows on drivers in a 
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driving simulation lab. This project is a significant next step because it evaluates the idea 
of voice-controlled aural flows in a context featuring higher cognitive load and distraction 
compared to the context of walking. Therefore, fourth project presents how the paradigm 
of aural flows for the news domain could impact the user experience, especially in 
regard to distractions, overall safety, cognitive efforts, driving performance and driving 
behavior. 
The rest of the chapters in this dissertation are organized as follows. Chapter 2 
reviews the theoretical background of this dissertation, which includes a discussion of 
aural user interfaces, voice user interfaces and their application in driving, and various 
distractions while using mobile devices. Chapter 3 introduces the ANFORA framework 
as it is related to remodeling existing web information architectures into aural flows and 
presents the resulting design issues raised by the framework and the ANFORA News 
prototype. Chapter 4 presents the preliminary evaluation of the ANFORA framework 
showing how aural flows support an eyes-free browsing experience while walking and 
listening to web content. Chapter 5 introduces Linkless ANFORA along with the voice 
command vocabulary and presents the findings of a second, controlled evaluation study. 
Chapter 6 evaluates the voice-enabled aural flows in the driving context with 60 
participants. Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of this dissertation, and Chapter 8 
discusses possible future research directions.  
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Chapter 2. Review of Theoretical Background 
Zhang and Lai (2011) noted that a number of studies has been conducted that 
suggests guidelines for modifying desktop-based websites to be usable on mobile 
devices for visual consumption. However, little research exists in regard to modifying 
desktop-based websites to be usable on mobile devices for aural consumption. This 
dissertation is rooted in five areas: (1) the theoretical background behind visual and 
auditory channels, (2) aural user interfaces, (3) solutions for automated browsing 
concepts, (4) voice user interfaces and their application in regard to use while driving 
and (5) research on distractions while using mobile devices. 
2.1. Theoretical Background Behind Visual and Auditory Channels  
The Multiple Resource Theory (MRT) (Wickens, 1980; Wickens, 2002) explains 
the importance of decoupling visual and auditory channels (Figure 1). This theory 
originated from an examination of how people time-share two or more number of 
activities. The examination showed that visual-auditory task (cross-modal) combinations 
could be time-shared more efficiently (in terms of performance and parallel processing) 
than either visual-visual or auditory-auditory (intramodal) task combinations. For 
example, the tasks of walking, monitoring the environment and listening to the content of 
a website simultaneously were performed more efficiently compared to the tasks of 
walking and browsing website content visually. The reason why cross-modal 
combinations are more efficient is because two different resources (i.e., visual and 
auditory resources) are used at the same time, while, in the intra-modal combinations, 
the same resource is used simultaneously. 
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Figure 1. Multiple Resource Theory (MRT) (Wickens, 1980; Wickens, 2002). 
 
Imagine a scenario in which users are involved in the tasks of walking and 
monitoring the environment, which uses the users‘ visual resources. When users time-
share a task of browsing a website with the task of walking and monitoring the 
environment, they, again, use their visual resources (Figure 2a). Therefore, the 
performances related to browsing a website and walking are reduced, as outlined by the 
Multiple Resource Theory. In order to address this problem, users could use their 
auditory resources, instead of their visual resources, to browse the website (Figure 2b). 
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(a) 
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Figure 2. Application of the MRT as related to the tasks of walking, monitoring the environment 
and browsing web content at the same time. (a) Using visual resources for both of the tasks 
(monitoring the environment and browsing web content) simultaneously is less efficient in terms 
of performance than (b) using visual resources to monitor the environment and auditory 
resources to browse web content. 
 
In addition, the auditory channel is omni-directional, meaning that information can 
be perceived from any direction. For example, listeners do not need to focus on a 
specific direction to hear sound. Therefore, users can direct their visual attentions to 
other tasks with the benefit of being able to focus on different things while listening to the 
information (Baldwin, 2012). Overall, this theory explains why using the auditory channel 
in addition to the visual channel can create opportunities for improving dual-task 
performances in a variety of contexts. 
 
(b) 
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2.2. The Value of Aurally Navigated User Interfaces 
A number of studies have emphasized using audio interfaces over visual 
interfaces to consume content, as well as provided reasons why audio interfaces may be 
preferred. Recent studies have shown that audio interfaces in cars are less distracting 
compared to traditional visual interfaces (Brumby, Davies, Janssen, & Grace, 2011). 
Users, however, select the modality according to their performance objectives. For 
example, Li, Baudisch, and Hinckley (2008) introduced the blindSight prototype, which 
helps users access calendars and contact lists via audio feedback, instead of looking at 
a screen. This study showed how audio interfaces could allow users to access quickly 
and interact with systems, while engaged in other primary tasks. In another study, Zhao, 
Dragicevic, Chignell, Balakrishnan, and Baudisch (2007) discussed five reasons why 
visual feedback might not be feasible: ―competition for visual attention, absence of a 
visual display, user disability, inconvenience and reduction of battery life‖ (p. 1395). 
A number of domains make use of audio navigation strategies, including audio 
museum navigation guides, audio books and audio playlists. Audio museum navigation 
guides allow users to carry a PDA in a museum to listen to linear information related to 
the artwork. Some of the examples of audio museum navigation guides include Ec(h)o 
(Wakkary & Hatala, 2007) and the Multimedia Museum Guide (Zancanaro, Stock, & 
Alfaro, 2003), both of which allow the user to pause, fast forward, rewind or stop the 
presentation by tapping on the PDA display. 
Digital Talking Books (DTBs) are another form of text-based content that can be 
aurally navigated. DTBs give access to the full text of books, allowing users to interact 
with it using a keyboard (Morley, 1998). Likewise, the Mobile Rich Book Player prototype 
is a type of DTB that uses the Windows Mobile platform. However, for this platform, vast 
amounts of information cannot be displayed at once, since the screen size is too small. 
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In order to overcome this drawback, its developers have implemented tabs and a variety 
of pages that can be navigated using a minimal set of physical buttons  Duarte   
Carri o, 2009 . 
In addition, Jain and Gupta (2007) presented a system called VoxBoox, which 
generates automatic interactive talking books. This system converts digital books to 
audio books and makes them accessible to visually-impaired users using voice 
commands for navigation. Recently, commercial services, such as audible (Audible, 
2015), also offer audio books via an iPhone application and users can download the 
audio books to listen to them on the go. 
Capti narrator (Borodin et al., 2014) and Voice Dream (Voice Dream, 2015) are 
two types of audio playlists that allow users to add content or web pages to their playlists. 
For example, users can select a pdf or a Word document via their Dropbox or Google 
drive accounts and add them to their playlists to listen to later. Once users have 
populated their playlists with their favorite content, they can listening to the content. 
2.3. Automated Browsing 
Since the ANFORA framework is based on the notion that the aural flow allows 
the user to automate browsing tasks, it is worth acknowledging some similar 
technologies that exist to implement automated browsing. Automating repetitive 
browsing tasks, such as checking email and paying bills, can reduce user interactions 
with an application. Some of transactions might need the user‘s visual attention and 
feedback, while others can happen automatically (Borodin, 2008). For example, 
WebVCR allows users to record and replay their browsing steps (e.g., filling out a series 
of forms to access data on travel websites) in smart bookmarks as shortcuts to web 
content. This feature exists so that users do not have to repeatedly and manually enter 
the information each time they interact with the application. The pages involved in these 
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browsing steps are hard-to-reach and, as such, are good candidates for this shortcut 
strategy (Anupam, Freire, Kumar, & Lieuwen, 2000). 
Similarly, Chickenfoot, a Mozilla Firefox extension, allows users to automate and 
customize their web experiences without changing the source code of the website. 
Chickenfoot provides a programming environment in the sidebar of a web browser that 
allows users to write scripts to manipulate and automate web pages. This automation 
helps reduce tedious repetition of tasks (Bolin, Webber, Rha, Wilson, & Miller, 2005). 
Hence, the notion of automated browsing is not new in the field of Human-Computer 
Interaction (HCI), but its application in regard to aural navigation is new and will, 
hopefully, create new opportunities for browsing content-rich websites on the go. 
2.4. Voice User Interfaces and Their Application in Regard to Driving 
2.4.1. Voice Input User Interfaces 
Recently, several studies have investigated the importance of voice commands 
as an interaction medium. For example, Aural Language for VoiceXML Interpretation 
and Navigation (ALVIN) is a voice-based scripting language that allows users to define 
navigation strategies. It is completely voice/audio-based and intended to be used with 
voice/audio-only devices, such as telephones (Nichols, Gupta, & Wang, 2005). 
Along the same line, the Dynamic Aural Web Navigation (DAWN) system 
translates HTML pages into VoiceXML pages (Gupta, Raman, Nichols, Reddy, & 
Annamalai, 2005). DAWN presents a small set of global voice commands for moving 
across documents, such as ―skip‖ and ―back.‖ It also allows users to create and attach 
voice anchors or labels to any part of a document in order to return to those points later 
simply by saying the name of the label. 
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Another example of a system that uses voice commands is the Web-based 
Interactive Radio Environment (WIRE), an in-car voice browser designed to be used 
safely by a driver while in transit. WIRE supports interactions from drivers via physical 
buttons and a simple vocabulary of speech commands (Goose & Djennane, 2002). 
Along the same line, Commute UX is a voice-enabled infotainment system used in the 
car. This system enables drivers to access their music players, respond to messages 
and search car manuals via voice commands (Tashev, Seltzer, Ju, Wang, & Acero, 
2009). 
Similarly, VoxBoox automatically translates HTML books into VoiceXML (Jain & 
Gupta, 2007), which creates pages enhanced with additional control facilities (i.e., voice 
commands) in order to provide an enhanced browsing experience and additional 
navigation controls. Voice commands, such as ―skip,‖ ―back,‖ ―start,‖ ―end,‖ ―repeat‖ and 
―pause,‖ are available to users. In addition, users can place voice bookmarks (or voice 
anchors) on various paragraphs and return to them later by saying the name of the voice 
anchor. 
Likewise, Nomadic Radio is a wearable device that delivers information, such as 
emails, voicemails, news broadcasts and personal calendar events in the form of audio 
data (Sawhney & Schmandt, 2000). It is designed as a neckset (Neckset, 2015) with two 
directional speakers and one directional microphone to be used in indoor and outdoor 
environments. Users can navigate and interact with Nomadic Radio using voice 
commands (e.g., go to my email, move forward, move back and play audio). They can 
also use a push-to-talk strategy to activate voice commands while in noisy environments 
or use a continuous monitoring strategy (i.e., always in a listening mode) when in quiet 
environments. Nomadic Radio notifies users about incoming information using different 
scaled auditory cues based on the priority of the information, usage level and user 
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context, which will help reduce annoyance on the part of the user related to constant 
auditory notifications. Apple‘s Siri  Apple Siri, 2015  uses Nuance Dragon (Nuance, 
2015), which enables people to use voice commands and ask their ―personal assistant‖ 
to do things for them, such as check the weather, schedule a meeting or set an alarm. 
Siri allows users to have natural, conversational interactions with their device (Hearst, 
2015) by selectively retrieving information and services from the phone or web.  
2.4.2. Disadvantages of Voice Interaction  
In the previous section, we discussed several interfaces that use voice inputs as 
their modalities of interaction. Although voice inputs are beneficial in hands- and eyes-
free interactions, several disadvantages exist to using the voice to interact. The first 
problem is that speech is slow due to its sequential and transient nature (Sawhney & 
Schmandt, 2000). The second problem is that users need to recall the voice commands 
unlike on-screen buttons (Sawhney & Schmandt, 2000). The third problem is the effect 
of the environment on the success of the voice command recognition program (Sawhney 
& Schmandt, 2000). For example, noisy environments can reduce the system‘s voice 
recognition success and, eventually, frustrate the user. However, the addition of a noise-
canceling microphone tends to resolve this issue. The fourth problem is that users do not 
feel comfortable talking to themselves (Sawhney & Schmandt, 2000) or a device (Patel 
et al., 2009) when in social environments. Users also feel that they might lose their 
privacy if they have to say confidential information, such as passwords, when in public 
(Sawhney & Schmandt, 2000). The fifth problem is the effect of motion on recognition 
error rates. Recent research (Price et al., 2006) demonstrated that motion causes higher 
recognition error rates, but it may be possible to lessen the effects of motion through a 
system adaptation. The final problem is the difficulty that exists in regard to recovering 
from system recognition errors (Patel et al., 2009) or errors in speech (Patel et al., 2009; 
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Tang, Wang, Bai, Zhu, & Li, 2013). Some of the abovementioned issues with speech 
commands will be resolved as technology advances. 
2.4.3. A Design Method for Voice Commands 
Several studies have introduced the Wizard-of-Oz approach to designing voice 
commands. This method (Dahlbäck, Jönsson, & Ahrenberg, 1993; Green & Wei-Haas, 
1985) means that subjects are told that they are interacting with a computer system, 
when, in fact, they are not. Instead a human operator, the wizard, mediates the 
interaction. For example, SUEDE (Klemmer et al., 2000; Sinha, Klemmer & Landay, 
2002) is an informal prototyping tool used to map natural language interactions quickly 
and then test those interactions using the Wizard-of-Oz approach. SUEDE consists of 
two modes: design and test. The design mode allows designers to map interaction flows 
and record voices to act as both the computer and user. The test mode converts the 
dialogue sequences to a browser-based interface for the ‗wizard‘ to use while performing 
the test. 
Along the same line, Salber and Coutaz (1993) demonstrated how the Wizard-of-
Oz approach could be extended to analyzing the multimodal interfaces. In addition, Fong 
and Frank (1992) designed a rapid, semi-automatic simulation method to compare pen 
and voice as interaction modalities. Another study used the Wizard-of-Oz approach to 
test how users use a system in order to build a multimodal interface, using speech and 
pen as an input (Vo & Wood, 1996). Similarly, the Wizard-of-Oz approach was found to 
be beneficial in regard to simulating speech recognition systems and is recommended 
for similar experiments in the future (Tsimhoni, Smith, & Green, 2004). These studies 
support the notion that the Wizard-of-Oz approach is a possible method for the rapid 
design of voice command vocabulary as another interaction modality. 
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2.4.4. Guidelines for Effective Voice Commands 
Researchers have introduced guidelines by which to design the vocabularies of 
voice commands. One experiment demonstrated that participants made significantly 
more memorization errors when using speech versus a mouse for command activation 
(Karl, Pettey, & Shneiderman, 1998). Other studies have focused on improving voice 
commands in order to enable users‘ memorizations and recall of the commands. For 
example, one study suggested that designers should only use a few short and aurally 
distinct words. Moreover, speech recognition software could be configured to respond 
similarly to a lowered tone of voice. This configuration would permit a user to carry on a 
normal conversation without inadvertently activating a link (Christian et al., 2000). 
Another study mentioned that applications using small vocabularies and predefined 
commands can significantly reduce error rates and improve recognition accuracy (Feng 
& Sears, 2009). It is important to avoid multiple commands that sound alike, as such 
choices will lead to errors and confusion. In addition, the dialogue should effectively 
leverage the user‘s vocabulary, making the interaction with the system natural. In this 
way, many vocabulary problems can be reduced, and commands easier to learn, 
remember and retrieve. Another study suggested that a short command vocabulary 
remains easier to discern and understand in short-term memory (Bradford, 1995). Hence, 
these guidelines informed our design of the high-level vocabulary of the voice 
commands in the mobile setting used to control the aural flows. 
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2.4.5. Voice Interaction in Driving Context 
    
Figure 3. Ecosystem of devices in the car (Google Images, 2015). 
 
In the driving scenario, the primary task is defined as the actual driving task and 
is often performed out of habit, grounded in people‘s prior driving experience. However, 
secondary tasks (e.g., selecting music from a hand-held or hands-free music player, 
receiving and accepting a call, entering data into a navigation system) are not part of the 
natural driving response. As such, these secondary tasks have the capability to divert 
the driver‘s attention away from the driving task (Peissner, Doebler, & Metze, 2011). 
Considering the evolution of modern, in-vehicle technologies (Figure 3), several studies 
have focused on the impact of distractions due to driver interactions with information 
systems (Harbluk, & Lalande, 2005; Lee, Caven, Haake, & Brown, 2001; Peissner et al., 
2011; Tchankue, Wesson, & Vogts, 2012; Tsimhoni et al., 2004; Yang, Reimer, Mehler, 
Wong, & McDonald, 2012). ―Driver distraction can be defined as the diversion of 
attention away from activities critical for safe driving toward a competing activity‖ (Young, 
Lee, & Regan, 2008, p. 34). 
The findings of a 100-car study conducted by Neale, Dingus, Klauer, Sudweeks, 
and Goodman (2005) shows that ―lapses in selective attention either through inattention 
or distraction, cause many crashes‖ (Trick & Enns, 2009, p. 64). Therefore, two types of 
distractions (i.e., cognitive and visual distractions) can occur due to interactions with car 
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systems. Complexity of the interactions plays a role in causing the cognitive distractions, 
while the interaction modes and nature of the secondary tasks affect the visual 
distraction. 
Strayer, Watson, and Drews (2011) introduced a third type of distraction called 
the manual distraction, which occurs when ―drivers take their hands off the steering 
wheel to manipulate a device‖ (p. 31). Figure 4 illustrates three types (i.e., visual, 
cognitive and manual distractions) and levels (i.e., low, moderate and high) of the 
distractions. For example, a low level of distraction occurs when a driver listens to the 
radio while driving. In this situation, a low level of demand occurs on the driver‘s visual, 
manual and cognitive resources. An example of a high level of distraction occurs when a 
driver uses a touchscreen device while driving, which places a high level of demand on 
the driver‘s visual, manual and cognitive resources. 
 
Figure 4. Driver distraction framework (Strayer et al., 2011). 
  
Another factor that plays an important role in distracting drivers is the duration of 
the secondary tasks with which they are engaged. For example, when the secondary 
task involves interacting with a visual interface in a car, the length of time that the driver 
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spends interacting with the interface (e.g., five seconds vs. 150 seconds) plays a strong 
role in how distracted the driver becomes. 
A number of strategies have been attempted to address various types of 
distractions. For example, some studies provide evidence that speech-based 
interactions can reduce visual (Barón & Green, 2006; Peissner et al., 2011; Ranney, 
Harbluk, & Noy, 2005) and manual distractions (Harbluk, Eisenman, & Noy, 2002; 
Peissner et al., 2011; Ranney et al., 2005), which can also improve driving performance 
(Barón & Green, 2006; Maciej & Vollrath, 2009; Tsimhoni et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2012) 
and reduce accidents (Peissner et al., 2011). However, it is important for the speech 
recognition system to be accurate and easy-to-use in order to enable better and safer 
interactions in the car (Peissner et al., 2011). 
Contradictory research results also exist on the use of audio/voice interaction 
systems in the car. For example, several studies have mentioned that audio/voice-based 
interactions introduce significant cognitive overload (Harbluk & Lalande, 2005; Harbluk 
et al., 2002; Hua & Ng, 2010; Lee et al., 2001; Strayer et al., 2013; Winter, Grost, & 
Tsimhoni, 2010) when compared to baseline tasks, such as driving only or driving and 
listening to the radio. However, one study demonstrates that audio/voice-based 
interactions introduce less cognitive overload when compared to visual/manual-based 
interactions (Barón & Green, 2006). Another study stated that in-car systems with 
advanced auditory cues can decrease cognitive overload when compared to visual 
systems (Gable, Walker, Moses, & Chitloor, 2013). 
Two sources of cognitive distractions exist when using voice-based interfaces: (1) 
listening to audio interfaces and (2) using voice commands to interact with interfaces.  
 Listening to audio interfaces: Some studies (Harbluk, & Lalande, 2005; 
Lee et al., 2001) have shown that listening to audio interfaces, paying 
attention to what is being said and acting upon it consumes cognitive 
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resources. The more cognitive resources are being used, the higher the 
potential for distraction. 
 Using voice commands to interact with interfaces: One study mentioned 
that the voice commands used to interact with audio-based systems can 
also increase cognitive load (Winter et al., 2010) due to the need to 
memorize the commands. With the increasing number of domains in 
which speech applications are applied, drivers must memorize a number 
of command words to control traditional speech interfaces. This study 
showed the commands that are more dialogic in nature can be easily 
memorized (Winter et al., 2010). In order to address this memorization 
issue, we introduced several guidelines (e.g., using short and distinct 
words, small vocabularies, predefined commands) in the previous section.  
 
A body of work also exists in regard to predicting driving performance 
measurements, while using any user interface in a car simulator (Liu & Salvucci, 2001; 
Salvucci, 2001; Salvucci, 2002; Salvucci, 2005; Salvucci, 2006; Salvucci, 2013; Salvucci 
& Taatgen, 2008). Through this body of work, researchers developed a novel simulation 
software called Distract R, which provides a way for researchers to design an interface, 
set an interaction with the interface, set the cognitive level in the simulator and run a 
simulation to receive a few of the predicted measurements for the driving performance 
(Salvucci, 2009; Salvucci, Zuber, Beregovaia, & Markley, 2005). Three limitations exist 
in regard to using Distract R. First, it only supports comparative evaluations among 
identical prototypes with different interaction modalities. Second, it only predicts some of 
the simulation measurements (e.g., brake response time, longitudinal speed deviation). 
Third, it only predicts these measurements at the time of the interaction. 
Hence, conducting a study in a driving simulation lab is a more promising way 
because it allows for the prediction of all possible measurements (e.g., peak longitudinal 
acceleration, lane keeping/displacement, number of lane departures, mean and SD of 
following distance, number of accidents, mean of glance time) and looks at the user 
experience as a whole. In addition, the framework for distraction (Strayer et al., 2011) is 
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fundamental in regard to understanding the limitations and benefits of ANFORA as it can 
impact a number of different distraction dimensions while driving. 
2.5. Measuring Distraction Due to Interactions with Mobile Devices 
Interacting with mobile devices while walking requires both visual (Bragdon, 
Nelson, Li, & Hinckley, 2011; Lemmelä, Vetek, Mäkelä, & Trendafilov, 2008) and 
cognitive attention (Lemmelä et al., 2008), which can be distracting. The complexity of 
the interactions play a role in causing cognitive distractions (Young, Regan, & Hammer, 
2007), while the interaction modes and nature of the secondary tasks affect the visual 
distractions (Young et al., 2007). Visual distractions are measured by the number and 
duration of glances towards the mobile device (Metz & Krueger, 2010), while cognitive 
distraction is measured through cognitive load. 
As shown in Table 1, cognitive load can be measured directly using the NASA 
Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) questionnaire (Hart & Staveland, 1988) or indirectly using 
the cognitive load theory (CLT) (Sweller, 1988). Sweller introduced different types of 
cognitive loads, such as Intrinsic Cognitive Load (ICL), Extraneous Cognitive Load (ECL) 
and Germane Cognitive Load (GCL). ICL (Sweller & Chandler, 1994) is the integral level 
of difficulty related to the task. ECL (Chandler & Sweller, 1991) is engendered by the 
approach through which information is presented to the subject as a part of the system 
design. GCL (Sweller, Van Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998) is the load devoted to the 
processing, construction and automation of the system operations related to the 
subject‘s prior experiences. Measuring these three types of cognitive loads are important 
in regard to understanding how interaction modalities while navigating aural flows can 
effect cognitive efforts. In addition, understanding and measuring different types of 
distractions that may occur while walking and interacting with mobile devices facilitate a 
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better experimental setup in terms of adopting the right questionnaires and data 
collection methods. 
Table 1. Direct and indirect measurement of cognitive workload. 
 
In summary, this literature review has examined the role of user interfaces in 
dual-task scenarios. The following chapter introduces novel ideas that enable users to 
listen to content-rich websites, while engaged in another primary activity, such as 
walking, jogging or driving. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Direct Measurement Indirect Measurement 
NASA-TLX Questionnaire 
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) =  
Intrinsic Cognitive Load (ICL), Extraneous 
Cognitive Load (ECL) and Germane Cognitive 
Load (GCL) 
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Chapter 3. Introducing the ANFORA Framework 
In Chapter 2, we presented different studies in the area of multitasking, while 
using mobile devices and discussed different types of distractions that may occur. This 
chapter introduces the ANFORA framework, which contains a set of techniques to be 
used to remodel existing web information architectures as linear, aural flows. 
3.1. ANFORA Framework 
ANFORA is a conceptual framework built on top of existing, content-rich, 
information architectures (Ghahari & Bolchini, 2011). ANFORA framework provides a 
method to remodel existing websites into a set of aural flows. An aural flow is a 
concatenated, design-driven sequence of content pages with self-activating links; thus, 
an aural flow can be listened to with minimal interaction required. ANFORA provides a 
vocabulary and simple set of design principles by which to define flows of aural content 
on top of the existing web navigation structures. Such vocabulary is extended from the 
tradition of hypermedia design models (Bolchini & Paolini, 2006), which aim to describe 
information and navigation structures at the conceptual level independently of the 
implementation mechanisms. 
ANFORA could be applied to websites in a number of domains, such as museum, 
travel, tourism and news sites. By making use of an aural navigation system, ANFORA 
presents a number of design alternatives that have the potential to enhance quick 
scanning through content-rich pages when time, contextual and physical constraints are 
at play. When using ANFORA, users can choose content from the news categories in 
which they are most interested. Then, users can choose how in-depth they want to delve 
into those categories based on how much time they have. Finally, ANFORA transforms 
text on information-rich web pages into a Text-to-Speech (TTS) presentation that users 
can listen to instead of read. These strategies are an evolution of the guided tour 
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concept, which is a common pattern in media modeling. In a guided tour navigation, 
users are ―led around‖ by the application  e.g., selecting ―next‖ or ―previous‖ commands , 
according to the appropriate sequences of content conceived by the designers (Paolini, 
Garzotto, Bolchini, & Valenti, 1999). Through ANFORA, we investigate new ways by 
which different types of aural flows can be effectively applied to conventional web 
information architectures. In an effort to further describe the ANFORA experience, we 
have identified two main types of aural flows (group flow and full flow) that will be used to 
describe the interaction patterns outlined below. 
3.1.1. Full Flow for Prolonged Aural Experiences 
Full flow is the concatenation of some or all of the categories of content (e.g., u.s. 
news, local news and world news). Full flow allows users to experience all of the main 
content available (Figure 5a). The length of the flow is determined by the number of 
items (e.g., news stories) in each group as well as by the number of groups. One 
advantage of full flow is that it caters to situations in which users have relatively long 
periods of time to listen to content while on the go. Some of the disadvantages, however, 
are that users might not perceive changes from one category to another and may have 
difficulty building mental models of the content structure being played. In addition, some 
content types can become rather lengthy and, in these situations, the computer-
generated voice may cause users to lose interest or become bored. 
3.1.2. Short Aural Explorations with Group Flow 
Group flow provides users with aural access to a selected category of content 
(e.g., u.s. news) and plays all of the individual items (e.g., news stories) within the 
selected group (Figure 5b). The flow stops when all of the items in the category have 
been read. At that time, the user is led back to the homepage. Obvious advantages of 
this flow are that users can decide from the outset which category of content they would 
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like to listen to and they have this choice every time a category ends. They can also 
avoid categories of content in which they are not interested. A favorite group flow can 
also be bookmarked. A disadvantage, however, is that users need to interact with the 
interface every time they wish to select a new category. 
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Figure 5. Aural flows in a typical web architecture: (a) Full flow through all categories and  
(b) Group flow through one category at a time. 
 
(a) 
(b) 
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3.2. Reifying ANFORA in the News Domain: ANFORA News  
In order to reify the ANFORA concept, we have applied it to the news domain 
because traditional news sites require active navigation and constant visual engagement. 
3.2.1. The Four Different News Consumption Experiences of ANFORA News 
In order to give ANFORA News‘ listeners a number of listening options based on 
how much time they have and how in-depth they want to ‗read‘ into a story, ANFORA 
News offers several types of listening experiences, each based on the length of the story 
(Table 2). This design strategy is based on a number of well-defined news consumption 
experiences: scanning, sampling and comprehensive reading/listening as modeled in 
Eyetracking the News, a widely cited study on print and online news consumption 
conducted by the Poynter Institute for Media Studies (Quinn, Stark, Edmonds, Moos, & 
Van Wagener, 2007). 
Scanning is defined as the quick perusal of headlines, other display type, 
hyperlinks and visual elements. Scanning readers rarely read full-text versions of stories, 
opting instead for a cursory glance at the news through top-level headlines and links 
(Quinn et al., 2007). Sampling occurs when news consumers go one step further than 
scanning by also engaging with brief summaries (one to five sentences) of the text-
based stories. If summaries aren‘t available, samplers sometimes read the first one or 
two paragraphs of a story, but rarely go further (Quinn et al., 2007). Comprehensive 
reading/listening occurs when news consumers read full stories. Comprehensive 
readers/listeners tend to engage with news products (i.e., newspapers, magazines and 
websites) more entirely than scanners and samplers (Quinn et al., 2007). Supplemental 
reading/listening is a fourth category that has been added to identify an interaction 
pattern that is more specific to the web information architecture that includes hyperlinks 
and the ability to comment on web content. This category occurs when news consumers 
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choose to read deeper into a topic for which they have acquired an interest. To do so, 
they may click on hyperlinks to related stories. They may also choose to comment on a 
story they have read as a means for interaction with the news source and/or other 
readers. 
Table 2. Aural flow navigation patterns. 
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3.2.2. ANFORA News‘ User Profiles 
ANFORA News targets a broad audience of news consumers characterized 
largely by individual differences in news consumption habits. As previously mentioned, 
some news consumers are more likely to scan and sample stories of interest. Others 
tend to immerse completely, spending more time reading a wider range of news stories 
from several categories. Still others engage in both types of activities, depending on how 
much time they have to devote to the news at that moment. Thus, we envision that 
ANFORA News‘ users can be broken down into three key categories: light, heavy and 
combination users. These titles are based on the premise that different users exhibit 
varying levels of information motivation, technical savvy and expectations regarding the 
time commitment related to news consumption at a given time. 
Light users most often choose to scan headlines or sample story summaries, 
rather than listen to full stories. They do so because they are motivated by both time 
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constraints and a less intense desire to spend time listening to news. Major news stories 
– regardless of category – are generally of interest. Examples of such stories include the 
death of Osama bin Laden, presidential elections or breaking news stories. Light users 
are also often motivated to engage with only the stories in which they are personally 
interested. Heavy users are generally more likely to regularly spend more time with news 
than light users. They are more likely to listen to stories on a variety of topics, regardless 
of personal interest, and are more willing to listen to full stories than light users. Finally, 
combination users may exhibit behaviors common of both light and heavy users based 
on how much time they have and/or how motivated they are at a given time to engage 
with the news. 
These user profiles were used to inform the design of ANFORA News‘ user 
experience. By providing users with a number of levels of listening – scan headlines, 
sample news stories, listen to full stories and supplement with related headlines and/or 
reader comments – ANFORA News allows them to listen to the news in whatever format 
fits their current time constraints, interests and desired levels of detail when it comes to 
story length. 
3.3. The ANFORA News Prototype 
The ANFORA News design capitalizes on common news consumption habits by 
allowing users to choose which level of listening (i.e., scanning, sampling, 
comprehensive listening or supplemental listening) they wish to engage (Figure 6). Thus, 
we have designed a mobile version of this audio-based news website that looks like an 
application and implements different aural flow types in one prototype. After users 
access the website, an introductory page is displayed for few seconds before they are 
redirected to the home page where they can decide how deeply they want to listen to the 
news. Users can select ―scan headlines,‖ ―sample story summaries‖ or ―listen to full 
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stories.‖ They can also add ―related stories‖ or ―readers‘ comments.‖ Next, users are 
redirected to a page where they can select the main categories of news; the 
subcategories are decided based on the main category choices. Once all of these 
choices are made, the news is automatically read via TTS. Users can also follow along if 
they wish by looking at the screen (See Appendix A for detailed screenshots of the 
ANFORA News prototype).  
 
Figure 6. ANFORA lets users choose how much time they want to spend with the application and 
then creates a custom aural flow of news stories. 
 
ANFORA News is designed to minimize visual and physical interaction with the 
screen, using self-activating links that concatenate pages in the flow (Figure 6). However, 
Selecting the Flow (Sample stories, Indiana Local News)
. . .
Experiencing the Aural Flow (Listening to Sample Stories)
Self-activating links
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if they want to, users can interact by using either tap button commands and/or touch-
based gesture commands. These commands allow users to pause, resume, replay and 
stop the flow. Commands also allow users to fast forward to go to the next segment of a 
single news story  e.g., related stories or readers‘ comments  or rewind to the previous 
segment of a single news story. Finally, users can skip to the next news story or go back 
to the previous one at any time by using the ―jump forward/backward‖ commands. Figure 
7 shows the gesture commands that correspond with these interaction patterns. Figure 8 
shows the appearance of the button commands. 
 
Figure 7. Touch-based gesture commands can be used at any time during the flow experience. 
 
 
Figure 8. Button commands can be used at any time during the flow experience. 
 
Consider, for example, a scenario in which a user decides to listen to ANFORA 
News during his 30-minute walk to work (as shown in Figure 9). He chooses to listen to 
the summaries for the ―top 5‖ and ―most recent‖ stories in the ―world news‖ category as 
well as the ―most recent‖ story summaries in the ―national news‖ category and ―indiana‖ 
stories in the ―local news‖ category. Between stories and categories, the user hears 
sound effects (i.e., earcons) to indicate when a new story or category begins. Earcons 
are ―non-verbal audio messages used in the user-computer interface to provide 
information to the user about some computer object, operation or interaction‖  Blattner, 
Pause/Resume
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Sumikawa, & Greenberg, 1989, p. 13). In this scenario, the user employs gesture 
commands to skip to the next story summary or replay a summary. 
 
Figure 9. Visualization of an ANFORA News experience scenario. 
 
3.3.1. Content, Styles and Formats 
The ANFORA News prototype contains news stories pulled from the NPR news 
website (www.npr.com). NPR was chosen for its comprehensive coverage of u.s. and 
world news, as well as its regional focus on several local markets, including the market 
in which this study was conducted. Some of the stories used for the ANFORA News 
prototype were downloaded audio files from NPR programs. Others were text-based 
stories converted to TTS. ANFORA News could allow news organizations to offer a mix 
of broadcast quality reports along with TTS news stories. 
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The news stories were divided into three main categories: ―local‖, ―national‖ or 
―World.‖ Stories that would remain interesting to a general audience for several months 
were chosen so that the prototype wouldn‘t have to be updated every day with new 
stories. Stories were then assigned to four sub-categories within each main news 
category (e.g., ―top 5‖ stories, ―most recent‖ stories, etc.). The number of stories in each 
main category varied, just as it would on a news website. Some stories could fall into 
multiple news categories or sub-categories. ANFORA News stories are tagged in such a 
way that when such redundancies occur, they appear in only one group/category, 
namely the first category encountered according to the order of the groups and 
categories selected by the user. 
3.3.2. Design Challenges for the Aural Experience 
Blending two distinct modalities, such as a TTS technology and news, is not 
without its challenges. In fact, a number of characteristics exist that are rather unique to 
the way news organizations operate and present content that poses notable roadblocks 
to the implementation of ANFORA News. These challenges are certainly not 
insurmountable. However, they are worth noting here, along with some of the ways in 
which the current iteration of ANFORA News responds to them. 
A few key issues arose in the early development of ANFORA: time, orientation 
and TTS voice quality. Time refers to the time it takes users to complete a full news 
listening experience. Of course, different users will intend to spend varying amounts of 
time with the ANFORA News application, depending on the time of day and how much 
time they have. Therefore, ANFORA News was designed to accommodate a number of 
different interaction lengths, from five to 10 minutes up to 45 to 60 minutes. Since 
ANFORA News was built with a number of time and engagement options, users can 
quickly become disoriented when engaging with multiple news stories from different 
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news groups  e.g., ―local news‖, ―national news‖ or ―world news‖). Thus, a number of 
strategies for maintaining user orientation were designed. 
3.3.2.1. Ensuring User Awareness of Time Commitments 
News stories vary in length, depending on the importance of the story and the 
amount of space and resources available for its coverage. For example, many news 
organizations repurpose stories originally written for print, a medium that is very space 
dependent, for online news sites. Significant stories are often written in greater depth 
and length than stories deemed less newsworthy. This concept is significant for a TTS 
application because it results in variations in regard to the time that it takes for each 
story to play. As ANFORA News is designed to be used primarily when news consumers 
are engaged in other tasks and since news consumption itself has been defined as a 
―snacking‖ activity when executed on a mobile device (Meijer, 2007), it is imperative that 
users are always aware of how much time they are investing in ANFORA News. 
ANFORA News employs a few key strategies to address the issue of time. First, 
each news sub-category (e.g., within the ―local news‖ group, users may choose to listen 
to ―top stories,‖ ―most recent‖ news stories or stories focused on ―indiana‖ or 
―indianapolis‖  is labeled with the amount of time it will take to listen to the news sub-
category in its entirety. Second, each news story is displayed on the device screen as it 
is being read and users can scroll through it to see how long it is. Third, each story 
segment (e.g., summary, full story, related stories and reader comments) is labeled with 
its length in minutes and seconds. Finally, as each segment plays, a label indicates how 
much time is left in the article. Together, these strategies ensure that users are always 
aware of how much time their choices will take and how much longer a particular 
listening experience will last. 
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3.3.2.2. Ensuring User Orientation 
ANFORA News can provide news headlines, summaries, full stories of varying 
lengths, reader comments and related summaries in a TTS format. Users may also 
choose to listen to several stories from a number of different news categories (e.g., 
―local‖, ―national‖ and ―world‖). As ANFORA News transitions from a story in one 
category to another story in the same category, it is necessary to include clear labeling 
to ensure that users can quickly assess which category of news they are listening to at 
any point in time. Finally, as users‘ attention is often divided between ANFORA News 
and other tasks (e.g., cooking, walking and jogging), it is easy for users to quickly 
become disoriented. For this reason, it is important that users can easily reorient 
themselves. 
Two levels of orientation exist in the program as shown in Figure 10. The first 
level of orientation, flow-level orientation, provides users with an indication of how many 
news stories they have listened to or how many news stories are left to listen to in the 
flow. For example, a user might listen to the first of 12 news stories across ―top local‖ 
news, ―most recent local‖ news and ―indianapolis‖ news. This information enables users 
to plan ahead by providing them with a sense of how long the complete experience will 
last. 
The second level, group-level orientation, provides users with an indication of 
how many news stories exist in each category. For example, a user might listen to the 
first of five news stories in the ―top local‖ news category and then might listen to the 
second of four news stories in the ―most recent local‖ news category. In this case, the 
user would not know how long the complete experience will take and cannot plan ahead. 
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Figure 10. We combine group- and flow-level orientation by allowing users to see and hear which 
category of news they are listening to and hear which story they are listening to. 
 
The challenge that exists for designers relates to which of these experiences – 
the flow- or group-level orientation – to offer. If designers show the orientation at both 
levels, they will likely overload the users aurally, increasing cognitive load. For example, 
imagine that you are listening to the first of 12 news stories in a flow made up of more 
than one category. For example, the first five stories might be ―top local‖ news stories, 
the next four stories might be under the ―most recent local‖ news category and the 
remaining three stories might be from the ―indianapolis‖ news category. In a strictly 
visual interface, such as a common news websites, it is easy to illustrate these 
categorizations, while still allowing the user to view all 12 stories in a row. These 
divisions can be distinguished through the use of navigation labels, hierarchical menus 
and other visual cues. However, these strategies are not available in the aural 
Flow-level Orientation
Group-level OrientationNational News
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experience. Users would have to listen to a large amount of orientation information (e.g., 
―reading story one of 12 total stories; story one of five in the ―top local‖ news category‖ , 
which would disrupt the flow experience. Listening to large chunks of sequential 
information can be improved by having sounds that mark the breaks or movements 
between one story and the next and one category and the next. 
In order to achieve this goal (Figure 10), we decided that it is more important for 
the user to know how many stories (12) make up the complete listening experience. As 
such, we opted for flow-level orientation, which provides the user with an overall sense 
of flow. At any point during the flow, however, a user could glance at the screen to see a 
label explaining to which category of news (e.g., ―top local‖, ―most recent‖ and 
―indianapolis‖) the story he is listening to belongs. This strategy enables the user to 
regain a sense of group-level orientation. Thus, although the primary function of 
ANFORA News is to provide a hand- and eyes-free TTS news experience, a visual 
interface exists to ensure that users clearly understand their time commitments and 
orientation at any given moment. 
In this chapter, we have presented the ANFORA framework and its application to 
the news domain. The next chapter will report on an exploratory study conducted on 
ANFORA News that investigates how well aural flows support an eyes-free browsing 
experience that takes place while walking and listening to web content. 
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Chapter 4. Preliminary Evaluation of the ANFORA Framework 
This chapter will present an evaluation of the ANFORA framework via an exploratory 
study and its results. The exploratory study had four goals: 
1. To explore how well the initial ANFORA News design supported an eyes-free 
browsing experience; 
2. To learn how well ANFORA can coexist with the physical and cognitive tasks 
inherent to the mobile experience (e.g., walking and paying attention to 
surroundings); 
3. To explore the ecological validity of the ANFORA concept by testing the usability, 
enjoyment and information value of the aural flows and the semi-aural 
experience; and 
4. To explore the strengths and weaknesses of ANFORA in regard to the user 
experience of listening to news. 
4.1. Study Design 
4.1.1. Physical Setup 
The evaluation study was conducted in a controlled environment that consisted 
of a predetermined path that users had to walk while listening to ANFORA News. The 
path was established through the hallways in a highly populated building and included 
six sharp turns to simulate a real-world scenario in which people are required to avoid 
other people and objects. The users‘ interactions with ANFORA News was video 
recorded to capture their walking behavior along the path. The participants were 
encouraged to walk on the path as naturally as possible while listening to ANFORA 
News. 
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4.1.2. Participants  
Twenty participants (10 male and 10 female; all graduate students at a large 
Midwestern university) were recruited for this study. All of the participants spoke English 
fluently and none of the participants had hearing or walking impairments. The 
participants were all daily users of a touchscreen mobile phone and regular news 
consumers. They received a $15 Amazon gift certificate for approximately 60 minutes of 
participation. 
4.1.3. Procedures and Tasks 
Five tasks were identified in order to ensure that the participants would engage in 
all of the interaction patterns available in the ANFORA News prototype. As each task 
yielded a listening experience that ranged from three to 15 minutes, the tasks were 
divided into two groups. This division of participants ensured that each research session 
would last no more than one hour in order to minimize the participants‘ fatigue. Group 
one contained three tasks and group two contained two tasks. The participants were 
assigned to one of the two task groups. Although the tasks were slightly different, 
depending on which type of listening interaction pattern (i.e., scanning, sampling or 
comprehensive listening) the users were asked to perform, the nature of the tasks was 
the same. Thus, although the users made different initial selections, their general 
experiences were the same. Once a listening session began, the only difference present 
was in the length and subject matter of the stories. Thus, we can consider the two 
groups to be a single sample consisting of 20 participants because the aspects of the 
interactions and listening experiences central to the study were the same. 
Prior to commencing the study, the participants were given a brief explanation of 
ANFORA News. The researchers gave each participant a short demo of the interface 
and allowed each person to practice using it to get a feel for how ANFORA works. The 
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first task group was asked to complete a series of three tasks focused on the scanning, 
sampling and comprehensive listening interaction patterns. In the comprehensive 
listening task, the participants also engaged in the supplementing interaction pattern by 
adding reader comments and related stories to the initial selection. The second task 
group was asked to complete two tasks focused on the sampling and comprehensive 
listening interaction patterns. The participants were told that they were not required to 
interact with the screen after creating the initial news playlist. However, they were also 
told that, if they wanted, they could use either/both control buttons on the screen and 
gesture commands to interact with the screen. The length of each task depended upon 
the interaction pattern. The tasks ranged in length from four minutes (scan headlines) to 
15 minutes (listen to full stories). 
The researchers accompanied the participants during the walking aural 
experience and video recorded the sessions. Three main types of data were recorded 
during this portion of the study. First, the researchers recorded whether the participants 
completed each task with or without assistance and whether they chose to stop the aural 
flow before the end of the flow. This data is referred to as the aural flow completion rate. 
Second, the researchers recorded the number of errors that occurred during each task 
and then categorized those errors according to their main causes. This data is referred 
to as the occurrence of error percentage during the total number of listening sessions. 
Third, the researchers recorded the amount of time that users visually or physically 
engaged with the screen. These data are referred to as the percentage of time spent 
engaged with the screen. 
After completing the tasks, the participants completed two brief five-point Likert 
item surveys about their experience based on which group they were in. Both task 
groups engaged in a ―sample story summaries‖ task, while task group one also engaged 
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in ―scan headlines‖ and ―listen to full stories‖ tasks. Thus, task group one responded to 
16 questions, while task group two responded to 14 questions. After completing the 
survey, the participants engaged in a 15-minute interview with the researchers (See 
Appendix B for the full list of tasks as well as the surveys and interview questions). In the 
interview, participants were asked to report whether they became distracted by their 
surroundings and, if so, whether the distractions prohibited them from paying attention to 
the news. Likewise, they were asked to report whether listening to the news or any 
interaction with ANFORA News interfered with their abilities to effectively navigate their 
surroundings. 
4.2. Analysis 
For the task performance data analysis, the aural flow completion rate, rate of 
occurrence in regard to different types of errors during the tasks and the amount of time 
that the users engaged with the screen during the tasks were recorded. These measures 
helped form an understanding of how easy or difficult it was for the users to use the 
ANFORA News interface while walking and to what extent they engaged in an eyes-free 
aural news consumption experience. The surveys were used to measure ease-of-use, 
willingness to use ANFORA News again, quality of TTS, perceptions of orientation and 
opinions about the value of the specific levels of reading (i.e., scanning, sampling, 
listening in full and supplementing) in which they engaged. The results for the surveys 
were averaged across participants across tasks. For the qualitative analysis of the post-
task interviews, recurrent themes were extracted and comments were grouped by theme. 
The emerging issues highlighted user satisfaction with the ANFORA News listening 
experience, reflection on levels of distraction encountered during the listening 
experience, and positive and negative opinions about the interface. 
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4.3. Results 
4.3.1. Task Performance Data Analysis 
4.3.1.1. Aural Flow Completion Rate 
Of the participants, 90% (18) completed the flow from start to finish with or 
without assistance (Figure 11). Only 10% of the participants (2) stopped the flow early 
(one during Task 4 and one during Task 5). The tasks varied in length, depending on the 
reading level (i.e., scan headlines, sample story summaries, listen to full stories) and 
number of stories in the particular selection. In cases in which the session was long 
(sometimes as long as 60 minutes) due to a large number of long stories, the 
participants were asked to stop after 15 minutes in order to reduce fatigue. The aural 
flow completion rate was defined by whether a user stopped the task before all of the 
stories in a selection were read or before the 15 minutes had been completed (See 
Appendix C for the tabulated data). 
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Figure 11. Aural flow completion rate across all five tasks. 
 
Of the participants, 80% (8) completed Task 1 without assistance. This 
percentage is greater than the percentage of the participants who completed the other 
tasks. As Task 1 encompasses scanning headlines, the task is shorter than the other 
tasks. The longer the task, the more likely the user needed assistance, mainly due to 
technical errors (explained in the next section) and not the design or orientation. In 
addition, users were more likely to become disinterested during longer browsing tasks, 
such as listening to full stories. 
4.3.1.2. Percentage of Error Occurrences During Total Number of Listening Sessions  
Figure 12 shows the different types of errors that occurred during the total 
number of task sessions (n=50). These errors often caused the participants to engage 
with the screen either by looking at it or physically interacting with it through button or 
gesture commands. Overall, the reasons why the users engaged with the screen can be 
summarized as ―confused by long pauses,‖ ―encountered technical problems,‖ ―poor 
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recall of the gesture commands,‖ ―misunderstood button labeling‖ and ―misunderstood 
TTS‖  See Appendix C for the tabulated data). 
 
Figure 12. Percentage of error occurrences during total number of listening sessions (n=50).  
 
Confused by long pauses: Confusion caused by long pauses between 
stories occurred in 50% of the total sessions and was the most frequent type of error that 
the participants encountered. Although the pauses between the stories were designed to 
be about one-half second, a slow network connection sometimes caused them to be as 
much as three seconds. These long pauses often caused the participants to look at the 
screen because they thought something was wrong.  
Encountered technical problem: Technical problems accounted for 36% of the 
errors experienced. Sometimes, the application timed out due to network malfunctions. 
This error often caused the users to look at the screen in an attempt to determine why 
the flow had suddenly stopped. 
Poor recall of the gesture commands: Twenty-eight percent of the error 
occurrences were due to a poor recall of the gesture commands. The participants also 
had trouble remembering the different gesture commands. Therefore, they sometimes 
incorrectly used one- or two-finger swipe commands. 
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Misunderstood button labeling: Ten percent of the errors occurred when the 
users didn't fully understand the functions of particular button commands. Although they 
understood that ―next‖ and ―back‖ would take them to the next or previous stories, they 
did not always know what the double arrow/line button (i.e., jump forward/jump backward) 
meant. 
Misunderstood TTS: Across all of the error occurrences, misunderstood TTS 
accounted for 6% of the errors encountered. The participants often looked at the screen 
when they had trouble understanding the TTS. As the written stories appear on the 
screen as they are being read, users have the opportunity to clarify what they are 
hearing by visually following along with what they see on the screen. 
4.3.1.3. Percentage of Time Engaged in the Aural Flow 
Overall, the users spent more than two-thirds of the time on task engaged in the 
aural flow. The amount of time spent listening to the news without engaging with the 
screen increased from Task 1 to Task 3 for the first group of participants and from Task 
4 to Task 5 for the second group of participants (Figure 13) (See Appendix C for the 
tabulated data). 
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Figure 13. Users spent two-thirds of the task time listening to the aural flows without engaging 
with the screen. 
 
4.3.2. Post-task Survey 
The overall response to ANFORA News was positive. On average, the users 
found ANFORA News to be easy-to-use (average response: 4/5), enjoyable (average 
response: 3.95/5) and easy-to-navigate (average response: 3.7/5). Most users also 
reported that they would use ANFORA News again (average response: 3.85/5) and that 
the TTS voice was easy-to-understand (3.9/5). Figure 14 shows the average responses 
across all 20 participants to each of the 14 questions. As previously noted, although the 
two groups completed slightly different tasks, the nature of the tasks was the same, 
making the overall user experience the same among all 20 participants (See Appendix C 
for the tabulated data). 
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Figure 14. Average responses to the survey questions (N = 20). 
 
It is worth noting that for six of the survey items, the deviation from the mean 
dropped below three. Responses to items five, six, 11, 12, 13 and 14 were more widely 
distributed. Items five (ANFORA News was easy-to-navigate) and six (The TTS voice 
was difficult to understand) can be directly correlated with the results of the error 
occurrences summarized above. 
Finally, in order to determine the relationships between the questions, we 
examined the factorability of the 14 survey questions. Nine of the 14 questions 
correlated with each other, suggesting reasonable factorability (Table 3). The Keiser-
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Meyer-Olkin test of sampling adequacy was .54 and Bartlett‘s test of sphericity was 
significant, χ2 (36) = 51.80, p < 0.05. The Cronbach‘s Alpha is .751. 
 
Table 3. Extracted factors from post-task survey questions.  
Factor Questions 
Factor 1. 
Enjoyability of ANFORA News 
 
Q11. After using ANFORA News, I feel well-informed about 
the news categories I listened to. 
Q3. I would use ANFORA News again. 
Q15. The ―sample story summaries‖ feature was useful. 
Q2. Listening to news on ANFORA News is enjoyable. 
Factor 2. 
Content of ANFORA News 
Q10. The news content was boring. (R) 
Q8. The news content was interesting. 
Q9. The quality of the TTS voice was satisfactory. 
Factor 3. 
Navigation Structure and 
Orientation 
 
Q13. While listening to ANFORA News, I realized the 
category in which the news story belonged. 
Q12. While listening to ANFORA News, I realized when the 
news story started and ended. 
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Table 4. Questions loading for each factor. 
Rotated Component Matrixa 
Questions 
Component 
1 2 3 
Q11. After using ANFORA News, I feel 
well-informed about the news 
categories I listened to. 
.783   
Q3. I would use ANFORA News again. .769   
Q15. The ―sample story summaries‖ 
feature was useful. 
.758   
Q2. Listening to news on ANFORA 
News is enjoyable. 
.637   
Q10. The news content was boring. (R)  .879  
Q8. The news content was interesting.  .799  
Q9. The quality of the TTS voice was 
satisfactory. 
 .768  
Q13. While listening to ANFORA 
News, I realized the category in which 
the news story belonged. 
  .900 
Q12. While listening to ANFORA 
News, I realized when the news story 
started and ended. 
  .827 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 
a. Rotation converged in four iterations. 
 
Three factors were extracted (see Table 4 for the questions loading on each 
factor). The first factor was the enjoyability of ANFORA News, which explained 34.71% 
of the total variation. The second factor was the content of ANFORA News, which 
explained 19.59% of the total variation. The third factor was the navigation and structure 
(i.e., orientation) of ANFORA News, which explained 14.21% of the total variation. 
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4.3.3. Post-task Interviews 
These semi-structured interviews included 15 questions and focused on three 
main themes: user satisfaction with the ANFORA News listening experience, reflection 
on the levels of distraction encountered during the listening experience and positive and 
negative opinions about the interface. We will discuss these three themes in the 
remainder of this section. 
4.3.3.1. User Satisfaction with the ANFORA News Listening Experience  
The interviews confirmed the users‘ general satisfaction with ANFORA news. In 
addition, all of the participants reported that it was easy-to-use and convenient. The 
interviews allowed the participants to elaborate on their survey responses and they cited 
ease-of-use and convenience as the most appealing aspects of the application. In 
particular, six users stated that they liked that they only had to listen to the categories of 
news in which they were interested. One likened the experience to reading only one 
section of a newspaper. 
Nineteen users reported that they would use ANFORA News if it were available 
today and noted that there were other contexts (besides walking) in which they would 
find it useful, such as while cooking or driving. One user said: ―It‘s quick and easy-to-use 
and you spend a lot of your time in motion, in commute to somewhere; you don‘t have a 
lot of time to sit still and focus on a reading, or news articles or news online.‖ Five users 
also noted that ANFORA is a good alternative to other news consumption activities, such 
as listening to the radio or podcasts or surfing the web. 
For the most part, the users were satisfied with the quality of the TTS. Three 
even suggested that it should be faster in order to keep their attention. However, one 
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user reported that the TTS was not pleasing, while two of the users stated that, at first, 
the TTS voice was confusing and hard to understand. 
4.3.3.2. Reflection on the Levels of Distraction Encountered During the Listening 
Experience 
When the participants were asked about whether they became distracted during 
their listening sessions, it became clear that distraction was a relative term in regard to 
aurally navigating the web while engaged in another task. In fact, distraction seemed to 
be measured on two ends of a continuum. At one end, the participants sometimes 
stopped carefully listening to the news in order to adequately monitor their surroundings. 
When they did, they often failed to fully process some of the content. At the other end, 
the participants were sometimes so engrossed in the story that they lost a sense of their 
surroundings. In these cases, continuing to listen may be dangerous. One participant 
noted that situational awareness fluctuated between the news story he was listening to 
and his surroundings. 
4.3.3.3. Positive and Negative Opinions about the Interface 
The participants were almost evenly split when it came to preferences regarding 
button or gesture commands for interacting with the screen. Ten users preferred gesture 
commands, while eight preferred button commands. Among those users who preferred 
gesture commands, the primary concern was efficiency. Several of the users noted that 
gesture commands allow them to quickly skip to the next story without having to look at 
the screen. On the other hand, those users who liked the button commands better noted 
that the buttons were more intuitive. Several of the participants said that the button 
commands made more sense because they were easier to understand than the gesture 
commands. 
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Although the users were generally happy with the ANFORA News experience, a 
few key recommendations surfaced repeatedly. Half of the users noted that they wanted 
even more choices in regard to selecting the news in which they were most interested. 
Ten of the participants specifically recommended that we give a list of headlines in each 
category so that users can choose individual stories for the playlist. Likewise, nine of the 
users reported that they would like more content options (e.g., sports, business, 
technology and entertainment). 
Only two complaints consistently surfaced about the ANFORA News interface. 
One complaint was related to the button and gesture command functionality, while the 
other complaint was related to the length of the pauses between the news stories. Five 
of the users said that the button commands were confusing and eight users said that the 
gesture commands were confusing. Seven of the users said that the pauses between 
the stories were too long, while five noted that the long pauses between the stories often 
caused the participants to look at the screen because they thought something was 
wrong. 
4.4. Discussion and Future Work 
Through this study, we unearthed initial evidence suggesting that aural flows 
represent a promising paradigm through which to support eyes-free browsing of mobile 
devices while on the go. However, we acknowledge a number of limitations that still 
need to be addressed. For example, a few of the participants required initial assistance 
to make sense of the mechanics of ANFORA News. In addition, as this study was 
preliminary, the number of participants (n=20) is relatively small, making it difficult to 
generalize the results. In spite of these limitations, this study provided some key insights 
into the benefits of using aural flows to minimize the amount of visual attention 
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necessary for users who wish to browse content-rich websites while on the go. 
Specifically, this study helped us address our research aims in the following ways: 
Regarding the first aim – to explore how well the initial ANFORA News design 
helps support an eyes-free browsing experience – the fact that the participants spent 
more than two-thirds of the time on task engaged in aural flows suggests that ANFORA 
News achieves what it was designed to do (i.e., minimize visual interaction with the 
mobile device screen). In addition, with an aural flow completion rate of 90%, it is clear 
that, for these participants, ANFORA News was easy-to-use while on the go. 
These results also lead us to believe that promise exists regarding the basis for 
the second aim, which was to explore how well ANFORA can coexist with the physical 
and cognitive tasks inherent to the mobile experience. As ANFORA News minimizes the 
amount of time users must engage with the screen during a rich news consumption 
experience, users are better able to monitor their surroundings while walking or engaged 
in other primary tasks. Unlike the experience of browsing news websites on a mobile 
device, ANFORA News promotes consumption of large amounts of information by 
listening to rather than looking at content. 
ANFORA News also differs from other methods of listening to news, such as 
radio broadcasts and news podcasts, as shown in Figure 15. These differences are 
based on a few key principles, including flexibility of access; broader content selection at 
a high level of abstraction; a multimodal experience, which provides different output and 
input modalities; and various levels of reading/listening (e.g., scan headlines, sample 
story summaries and listen to full stories). A radio news broadcast, on the other hand, is 
synchronous in that users tune in to a complete newscast edited linearly by a producer 
for a predetermined time slot and a mass audience. Thus, listening to a particular 
program that contains multiple news stories requires that users do so at a predetermined 
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time for stories presented in a pre-edited format. The news podcast provides a more 
asynchronous experience by allowing users to download programs and listen to them 
wherever and whenever they want. However, these programs are still edited by 
producers with a mass audience in mind. Thus, neither the radio newscast nor podcast 
can take into consideration any single individual‘s time constraints and/or personal 
interests. ANFORA News, however, lets users decide the length of time they will spend 
with the news, how in-depth they will delve into individual stories (e.g., scan headlines, 
sample story summaries or listen to full stories), what categories of news they will listen 
to. 
Admittedly, the cost for this flexibility lies in the fact that a user must initially take 
the time to select the category of news in which he is interested as well as the amount of 
time he wants to spend listening to the news. However, by spending just a few minutes 
making initial selections, users can create an automated playlist, avoiding the need to 
visually engage with a complex news website to browse and read stories of interest one 
at a time. Most users spent about one minute making initial selections. Once these 
selections have been made, subsequent visual interactions with the screen are minimal, 
as users spend the rest of the time listening to the stories they selected. On the other 
hand, visual interaction with a mobile device is exponentially higher when a user must 
visually browse a news website and then read stories while on the go. Thus, the cost of 
initial interaction is mitigated by the fact that all subsequent interactions are eyes-free. 
Finally, like a podcast, ANFORA News offers an asynchronous experience by 
allowing users to listen whenever they want to a concatenated linear broadcast entirely 
based on their individual choices. In this sense, users become producers/editors by 
creating their own, personalized news listening experiences. 
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Figure 15. Comparing ANFORA News to podcasts and radio broadcasts. Aural flows provide 
different reading levels and flexible access by content categories. 
 
The fact that most users found ANFORA News to be easy-to-use and preferred it 
to browsing news websites on their mobile devices lends additional promise to the third 
aim: To explore the ecological validity of the ANFORA concept by testing usability, 
enjoyment and information value of the aural flows and semi-aural experiences. This 
positive response was encouraging and even the more critical users provided great 
feedback as to how to improve ANFORA News for the future. 
This feedback helped address the forth research aim: To explore the strengths 
and weaknesses of ANFORA in regard to the user experience of listening to news. The 
results of both the post-task survey and semi-formal interviews yielded a few narrowly-
focused recommendations for improvement. For example, users preferered to have 
more categories of content (e.g., sports, business and entertainment) and a list of 
headlines in each section from which they could choose for their master playlists. We 
also learned that we need to redesign the button and gesture commands to make them 
more intuitive and utilize shorter pauses between stories. Thus, Chapter 5 will focus on 
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improving the modes of interaction through the addition of vocal commands for 
infrequent interaction as a means for navigating the flow. The results from a 2005 study 
on the use of vocal commands showed that participants evaluated speech modality as 
more satisfying, entertaining and natural to use than using the mobile keypad to interact 
with the mobile device (Lee & Lai, 2005). As our participants were not fully satisfied with 
the gesture and control commands, we will implement vocal commands to determine 
whether this control modality is preferred. We are currently exploring a logical 
vocabulary for a vocal library as well as planning additional user studies to inform that 
process. 
An important evolution of ANFORA is the seamless and automatic extraction of 
fresh content from existing websites. For example, in Chapter 5, we present a software 
engine that connects to the NPR Application Program Interfaces (API) in order to 
automatically extract daily news to be used to populate the ANFORA News database. 
This evolution would enable people to use ANFORA News as a stand-alone service. 
4.4.1. Validity of the Study 
4.4.1.1. Internal Validity 
Several strategies were used to maximize internal validity. First, consistent 
training (i.e., a demo of the interface and practice using the interface) was conducted 
with the participants before the experiment commenced so that the participants could 
reach a common threshold of experience with ANFORA News. Second, in order to 
reduce fatigue, the tasks were divided into two groups and no participant walked for 
more than 30 minutes. Based on our observations, it was clear that, although the 
walking tasks were potentially tiresome, the users were not overworked during these 
tasks. Third, only those users who reported that they are regular news consumers were 
chosen to participate in the study. This decision was important because those users who 
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have little to no interest in news would likely not find ANFORA News to be relevant to 
their lives. At a minimum, the participants must have had a general interest in news and 
a propensity to regularly browse news websites for their feedback about ANFORA News 
to be useful. Fourth, the survey and interview questionnaires were brief and provided the 
information needed to accomplish the research aims. 
4.4.1.2. External Validity 
As previously noted, in order to maximize internal validity, two groups were 
established. We acknowledge, however, that this decision poses a threat to external 
validity (or the generalizability of these results) because the sample size is low. However, 
given that the nature of the tasks is the same for both groups (as explained in section 
4.1.3), we can view the total sample size as 20, which is a suitable sample size given the 
preliminary nature of this study. 
As a further indication of the ongoing work on ANFORA News, we (Bolchini & 
Ghahari, 2013) filed a U.S. non-provisional patent application (No.: 14/024,612 on 
September 11, 2013  titled ―Aural navigation of information rich visual interfaces 
(Appendix D .‖ It is our hope that, after additional research and revision, ANFORA News 
will be ready for public use. 
Additional limitations include that the study was conducted in the hallways of a 
busy academic building, not on a city street. This decision was due to inclement weather 
and a desire to avoid fatigue and discomfort on the part of the participants. In addition, 
an experimenter effect may have existed on the users‘ general opinions about ANFORA 
News, in that they may have been more inclined to respond favorably in order to please 
the researchers who conducted the experiment. 
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4.5. Conclusion 
Through this preliminary exploratory study, we learned that aural flows can 
support eyes-free browsing. Although the participants needed some support to initially 
make sense of the new/novel framework, they were able to quickly grasp the ANFORA 
News concept and begin listening to news stories while walking with minimal interaction 
with the screen. The aural flows allowed them to engage with the web-based news 
content without having to visually browse the screen. Likewise, the participants reported 
that they generally enjoyed the experience and found the ANFORA News concept to be 
easy-to-use. Granted, this study was not a comparative study with a controlled condition. 
However, when the participants were asked to consider ANFORA News in relation to its 
alternative (i.e., visually navigating news websites while on the go), they reported that 
they believed ANFORA News would be safer and easier-to-use. These results provide 
initial evidence that aural flows support eyes-free browsing and can, therefore, mitigate 
the physical and cognitive tasks inherent to the mobile experience. 
Admittedly, ANFORA News needs additional improvement and development. 
Thus, Chapter 5 will include enhanced prototypes that address the less intuitive aspects 
of the existing ANFORA News design. Specifically, we will improve upon the selection 
and navigation controls and introduce voice commands in order to further minimize the 
amount of visual interaction required of the users. Chapter 5 will also present the 
findings from a controlled study used to examine the time taken to visually interact with 
the device, users‘ cognitive effort and usability of the button- versus voice-controlled 
aural flows in the context of walking. 
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Chapter 5. Linkless ANFORA and Evaluation 
As we have seen in Chapter 4, touch and gesture still force users to have a 
visual interaction with aural flows. In this chapter, we introduce voice as another modality 
of interaction to control and navigate aural flows. We also compare voice- and button-
controlled aural flows and examine the potential of voice commands to reduce visual 
interactions with the device. 
5.1. Linkless Navigation Over Aural Flows 
The ability to control aural flows using voice commands unleashes a ‗linkless‘ 
interaction paradigm, in which users need not select interface link labels on specific 
pages and, instead, can activate a limited set of dialogic commands at any time. 
5.1.1. Design Methodology 
In order to manifest the concept of linkless navigation, we first established full 
flow as the default setting for the user experience. Full flow enables users to listen to the 
summaries and full versions of each news story (Figure 16). Full flow also allows users 
to skip a story or go back and re-listen to a story. In addition, users have the option to 
listen to related news stories for any given story. 
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Figure 16. Semi-aural, linkless navigation strategy on ANFORA News: Architecture of aural flow 
types augmented by voice commands. Patent Pending (Bolchini & Ghahari, 2013). 
 
Second, we defined the aural ‗navigation vocabulary‘ to be used when moving 
within complex information architectures and interacting with aural flows (Figure 16). 
This small and simple vocabulary of commands was inspired by common primitives 
identified in conceptual navigation models (Bolchini & Paolini, 2006; Bradford, 1995; 
Feng & Sears, 2009; Garzotto, Paolini, & Schwabe, 1993). An aural navigation 
vocabulary was developed by matching new aural commands with each of the possible 
navigation strategies for the website. For example, a user could navigate from one news 
story to the next by saying ―next.‖ The design process for developing the final set of 
commands involved a team of seven designers who explored the commands and 
simulated the user experience through two rounds of Wizard-of-Oz approach. During 
these two rounds of Wizard-of-Oz approach, one team member said the voice command, 
the other team member played the related piece of audio, and all other team members 
provided their feedback on the voice commands and the piece of audio they heard. 
Although the Wizard-of-Oz approach (Fong & Frank, 1992; Klemmer et al., 2000) was 
used, the voice commands were kept short and simple because we wanted users to 
exert less cognitive effort to enact the commands (Bradford, 1995). Table 5 lists the 
voice commands (and the corresponding semantics) that were iteratively developed 
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using this Wizard-of-Oz approach. For some of the semantics, we provided a few 
options in regard to the voice commands in order to determine which commands would 
be used the most. 
Our set of voice commands belong to the following sources: 
 The voice commands were partially inspired by the elements used to control a 
music player (e.g., next, skip, back, previous, pause, stop and play). 
 Other commands were borrowed from traditional mechanisms used to control 
linear media (e.g., rewind, forward, restart and start). 
 Another set of commands that we introduced was specific to the nature of aural 
flows  e.g., category name, what‘s new, recent news, home, more, tell me more, 
like this and anything else). 
 
Table 5. The vocabulary of the voice commands to control the aural flows. 
 
Voice Commands System Action on Aural Flows 
U.S., World, Politics, Sports, 
Health, Science, Economy, or 
Technology 
Select U.S., World, Politics, Sports, Health, Science, 
Economy, or Technology News Category 
Start, What‘s New, Recent News Starts Playlist of News 
Restart Restart Playlist of News 
Rewind Previous Section in News Story 
Forward Next Section in News Story 
Back, Previous Previous News Story 
Skip, Next Next News Story 
More, Tell Me More, Anything Else, 
Related, Like This 
Related News Stories 
Home Return to Home Page 
Pause, Stop, Play Click on the Button to Pause, Resume or Play 
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5.1.2. Manifesting Designs in Linkless ANFORA 
In order to explore and evaluate the implications of the proposed navigation 
vocabulary for users browsing complex information architectures, we leveraged and 
improved on ANFORA News with Linkless ANFORA, which supports voice control over 
aural flows. In Linkless ANFORA, the aural flows were generated in real-time from 
existing news source (i.e., NPR website) and read aloud to users using a TTS service 
(www.ispeech.org). In order to demonstrate the navigation vocabularies used for 
dissemination and testing, two versions of Linkless ANFORA were instantiated in this 
study: one with button commands and one with both voice and button commands. 
Although the aural flows were fully implemented, the Wizard-of-Oz approach was used 
to control the participants‘ device when they used any of the voice commands (See 
Appendix E for the Linkless ANFORA prototypes). Hence, one researcher manually 
activated the commands voiced by the user through a control console. 
The Wizard-of-Oz approach is a very common testing strategy for early designs 
of complex interfaces that need quick iterations of features that would normally require 
lengthy implementation processes (Dahlbäck et al., 1993). In the evaluation study, 
however, the researchers did not use the Wizard-of-Oz approach to do a complete 
exploratory evaluation of the voice commands. This decision was made because it 
would have been difficult for the researchers to execute a random command and guess 
what the participants meant in a controlled evaluation study. 
5.2. Evaluation Hypotheses 
Based on the principles of linkless navigation as applied to an aural website 
scenario, our research question (RQ) and hypotheses are as follows: 
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RQ: When navigating aural flows while on the go, does a set of voice commands reduce 
a user‘s visual interaction with the device and improve the user experience compared to 
clicking buttons in order to navigate through content? 
 H1: Using voice commands, instead of button commands, requires less visual 
interaction with the device. (Although, by definition, using voice commands is 
expected to reduce the visual interaction, there are other factors that could come 
into play. For example, users might look at the screen while using voice 
commands because they are not yet familiar with the interaction modality or to 
check to see if the system did what they asked it to do.)  
 H2: Users will find voice commands easier to use than button commands. 
(Although the voice commands are expected to be a more natural form of input, 
both voice and button commands could cause cognitive distractions.) 
 H3: Users will find voice commands more enjoyable than button commands.  
5.3. Study Design 
In order to test the hypotheses, this paper conducted a controlled evaluation 
study with 20 users and adopted a within-subjects design in order to maximize internal 
validity. 
5.3.1. Physical Setup 
The evaluation study was conducted in an indoor navigation environment that 
included one large room connected to the main entrance corridor via another hallway 
(Figure 17). This study established a 54.4-meter long area that users walked while 
executing the aural browsing tasks. The path was marked on the floor using tape and 
included four sharp turns, two slight turns and two U-turns. Different static objects, such 
as tables and chairs, were placed along the route to simulate a real-world scenario in 
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which an individual must safely recognize and navigate around obstacles. The 
participants were led through the path before they started with their tasks. The 
researchers limited the distractions to the available artifacts on the wall. 
In order to effectively compare the experience of using voice commands to 
button commands, this study controlled for the condition of a noisy environment by 
conducting the study in an indoor environment. The researchers did not expect that the 
potential degradation of performance that might occur in a noisy setting would affect any 
particular problem; rather, they expected a reduction in accuracy, which would improve 
as the voice recognition system advanced. Additionally, the lists of voice commands 
were printed on an A4 size paper and placed on all the walls around the path (Figure 17). 
The lists of voice commands were comfortably readable from a distance of 190 cm. 
Therefore, the users could refer to these lists at any time in order to isolate the 
‗command learnability‘ factor of the study. 
 
Figure 17. The path layout used in the experiment was 54.4-meters long with four sharp turns, 
two slight turns and two U-turns. 
 
Starting 
Point
Location of Voice Commands 
Poster on the Wall
KEY:
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A distant side observer used a video camera to record the users‘ sessions and 
visual engagements with the application (Figure 18). A video recorder was used for two 
reasons. First, the researchers did not want to add new distractions to the experiment by 
making people walk around with a head-mounted eye-tracking devices (HEDs). 
Moreover, the condition of using an HED while walking is not externally valid. Second, 
the recorded video allowed the researchers to conduct post-task analyses and capture 
all other user activities (e.g., looking at the posters or the list of voice commands on the 
wall) during each task. 
 
Figure 18. Experimental setup: 1. Participant listens to aural flows on Linkless ANFORA. 2. 
Researcher video records the session. 3. Researcher controls the flow and interaction. 
 
The participants were encouraged to listen to the TTS content using Apple 
headphones and interact with the application using buttons or voice commands. They 
were instructed to hold the phone in one of their hands with their arms down while 
listening to the TTS content and hold the phone up when they used the button 
commands to interact with it (Figure 19). When the participants used a voice command, 
they had to click the button on the Apple Headphones Remote Button to simulate the 
real-world voice command activation. As the researcher had to walk behind the 
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participants to hear their voice commands, the participants were made aware that the 
researcher was manually activating the voice commands through a control console. 
 
Figure 19. (Left) Participant is holding the phone in her hand with her arms down while listening to 
the aural flows. (Right) Participant is holding the phone up when she uses the button commands 
to interact with the aural flows. 
 
5.3.2. Experimental Conditions and Study Variables 
The independent variable was the style of navigation over the aural flows, which 
varied on two levels: (1) button- or (2) voice-plus-button commands. The researchers did 
not include a voice-only condition on the basis that current interfaces, such as Apple‘s 
Siri and Android‘s Google Voice (Android, 2015), typically provide voice commands as 
only one of the possible modalities, and almost never employ only one interaction 
modality to interact. Having multiple modalities for interaction is likely to accommodate a 
range of individual user preferences. 
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The dependent variables were as follows: 
 Interaction time (IT): The overall time that the users were interacting with the 
interface regardless of the modality (voice or button). 
 Visual interaction time (VIT): The time that the users spent listening to the aural 
flows while looking at or touching the interface.  
 Speed of walking: The speed at which the participants walked while listening to 
the aural flows calculated by the total distance walked during a 15 minute task. 
 Frequency of using voice commands: The number of times each voice command 
was used. 
 Instructed activities: The number of activities performed by the users as 
instructed in the task, such as interacting via button/voice commands. 
 Non-instructed activities: The number of activities performed by the users in 
addition to what was instructed in the task, such as looking at and/or reading text 
on the interface. 
 System usability: The usability of the system as measured by the System 
Usability Scale (SUS) (Brooke, 1996) on the scale of 0 to 100 with cronbach 
alpha above .90 (Bangor, Kortum, & Miller, 2008; Lewis & Sauro, 2009).  
 Cognitive load: The perceived mental demand of the task, as measured by the 
NASA-TLX (Hart & Staveland, 1988) (Cronbach Alpha above .70 (Hoonakker et 
al., 2011)) on the scale of 0 to 100. Another strategy used to measure cognitive 
load is adding up the ICL, ECL and GCL scores. These scores are calculated 
indirectly through some of the questions in the SUS (Brooke, 1996). 
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The main purpose of using voice commands was to provide the users with a more 
eyes-free navigation experience. Thus, the researchers measured the visual interaction 
time in order to understand whether using voice commands required the users to look at 
the interface less than when they used only the button commands. In addition, visual 
interaction time and cognitive load were selected in order to measure visual and 
cognitive distraction, respectively. 
5.3.3. Participants 
Twenty participants from a large Midwestern University (10 male, 10 female) 
were recruited for this study. The participants ranged in age from 19 to 49 (M = 27; SD = 
8.14) and were native English speakers and frequent news consumers. All of the 
participants had experience with touchscreen mobile devices and none had hearing 
impairments. None of the participants had prior experience with Linkless ANFORA or 
ANFORA News prortoype. The participants each received a $20 Amazon gift card for 
their 90 minutes of participation. 
5.3.4. Procedure 
Each participant engaged in a session that consisted of three parts executed in 
this order: (1) training; (2) two-stage task session, including the use of Linkless ANFORA 
in one of the two conditions, followed by usability and cognitive load surveys; and (3) a 
post-task interview. 
5.3.4.1. Training 
The participants attended a 30 minute training session, during which they were 
introduced to Linkless ANFORA and briefed about the voice and button commands. In 
order to make sure that all of the participants could reach a common threshold of 
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familiarity with Linkless ANFORA, each participant executed simple navigation tasks 
using different versions of Linkless ANFORA. 
5.3.4.2. Task Sessions and Post-task Surveys 
The participants engaged in two stages of tests. The first stage used the button 
commands (B) as the control condition. The second stage used voice-plus-button 
commands  VB  as an experimental condition  hereafter to be referred to as ―voice‖ 
condition). The order in which participants engaged in each style of navigation was 
systematically counterbalanced across all of the participants in order to minimize the 
learning effect. Overall, each participant executed two tasks (Figure 20): 
a) One task (15 minutes) for the button condition and  
b)  One task (15 minutes) for the voice condition. 
The structure of each task was the same across the different conditions. The only 
difference was the category of news stories covered. For example, the voice task was as 
follows: 
In this version, you may navigate using either the voice or button 
commands. You have 15 minutes to use Linkless ANFORA. Please 
browse at least eight news stories during this time period and change the 
category to any other category at least once. Try not to listen to the 
category of news to which you have already listened. 
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 Figure 20. Within-subject design for the comparative evaluation of the different interaction modes. 
 
The task for each condition was designed to be 15 minutes long because it was a 
good compromise between the depth and breadth of aural flows exploration and the 
fatigue caused by walking and listening to content. Overall, the researchers controlled 
for the task time (15 minutes), modality of interaction and continuous interaction. Within 
the constraint of time and modality of interaction, the researchers let the participants 
browse the aural flows freely in order to explore the content. 
In a natural setting, users would be likely to employ several modalities at once. 
The combination of interaction techniques in one condition – voice and button – was 
used to preserve external validity. Moreover, the researchers‘ intentions were not to 
completely replace the existing button interaction techniques. Rather, they sought to 
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provide users with more flexibility and additional options for navigating a semi-aural 
interface with natural and efficient aural navigation flows. 
Finally, after each task, the participants rated the system‘s usability as well as 
their cognitive load using the SUS questionnaire (Brooke, 1996) and NASA-TLX 
questionnaire (Hart & Staveland, 1988), respectively. 
5.3.4.3. Post-task Interview 
After the two-stage task sessions and usability and cognitive load questionnaires, 
the participants answered interview questions related to both conditions. The purpose of 
the interview was to understand how the participants described their experience using 
Linkless ANFORA with different modalities; which modality of interaction they preferred 
to use in the voice condition and why; what they liked best or least about Linkless 
ANFORA; whether they listened to the news while walking and adequately monitored 
their surroundings; whether the orientation cues were clear to the participants; and in 
what other context would the participants prefer to use Linkless ANFORA (See Appendix 
F for the introductory script, training, tasks, surveys and interview questions). 
5.4. Analysis 
For the quantitative data, repeated measure t-tests were used in order to analyze 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the linkless navigation strategy as well as the effect of 
the interaction style. We used the interaction style (i.e., button vs. voice commands) as 
the within-subject factor. Several outcome variables (i.e., IT, VIT, walking speed, 
frequency of using voice commands, instructed activities, non-instructed activities, 
system usability and cognitive load) were compared. 
Two researchers watched the recorded videos in order to measure both the IT 
and VIT in order to maximize the reliability of our measurements (inter-rater reliability 
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metrics). Walking speed, instructed vs. non-instructed activities, and frequency of using 
voice commands were also measured by watching the recorded videos. System usability 
was reported using the SUS questionnaire and perceived cognitive load was calculated 
using the NASA-TLX on the scale of 0 to 100. 
During our analysis, however, we connected the questions from SUS to specific 
types of cognitive load (see Table 1) that we wanted to capture. We choice to utilize the 
SUS in this manner because cognitive load is an important variable. Hence, in order to 
increase the reliability of our results, we measured cognitive load both directly and 
indirectly. Table 6 shows an example of how the SUS questions were mapped to 
different types of cognitive load. For the qualitative analysis of the interviews, we 
transcribed each of the interviews, extracted the recurrent themes and grouped the 
comments by type. The emerging issues highlighted user preference for the interaction 
paradigms and the difficulties faced while using the voice and button commands. 
 
Table 6. Example of how the questions from the SUS were mapped to specific types of cognitive 
load. 
Different Types of Cognitive Load Questions Selected from the SUS 
Intrinsic Cognitive Load (ICL) 
Q2. I found this application unnecessarily complex. 
Q3. I thought this application was easy-to-use. 
Extraneous Cognitive Load (ECL) 
Q5. I found the various functions in this application 
well-integrated. 
Q6. I thought that too much inconsistency existed 
in this application. 
Germane Cognitive Load (GCL) 
 
Q4. I think that I would need assistance to be able 
to use this application. 
Q10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I 
could get going with this application. 
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5.5. Results 
5.5.1. Interaction Times with Aural Flows 
Figure 21a shows that the IT with the interface in the voice condition (M = 84.50 
sec., SE = 9.93) was lower than the button condition (M = 114.35 sec., SE = 15.66) (t(19) 
= 1.835, p = .082). However, this difference was not found to be statistically significant. 
In the voice condition, on average, participants spent 55.1 second out of 84.5 seconds 
interacting with the device using the buttons (Figure 21a) and 29.4 second out of 84.5 
seconds interacting with the device using the voice commands. On average, the 
participants spent 18 seconds looking at the voice commands posters on the wall. This 
activity was essential in regard to the users being able to interact with the voice 
commands, but the amount of time for this activity would decrease as users learn the 
voice commands. Hence, the time taken for this activity was not included in our 
interaction time measurement. 
Two researchers measured the VIT. Based on the first researcher‘s 
measurements (Figure 21b), the users spent 51.11% less time visually interacting with 
the interface in the voice condition (M = 104.20 sec., SE = 20.32) than they did in the 
button condition (M = 213.15 sec., SE = 20.73) (t(19) = 4.289, p < .01), which resulted in 
a statistically significant difference. Based on the second researcher‘s data, the users 
spent 40.20% less time visually interacting with the interface in the voice condition (M = 
121.00 sec., SE = 22.65) than they did in the button condition (M = 202.35 sec., SE = 
19.36) (t(19) = 3.693, p < .01), which is also a statistically significant difference. The 
inter-rater reliability correlations for the VIT by the two researchers were r(19) = .057, p 
< .01. 
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Figure 21. The voice commands (a) reduced the IT with respect to using buttons (with no 
statistical significance present), while the voice commands (b) also reduced the VIT with respect 
to using buttons (with statistical significance present). 
 
5.5.2. Walking Speed, System Usability and Cognitive Effort 
The participants‘ walking speeds while listening to the aural flows appears to be 
similar in the button (M = 58.22 cm/s, SE = 7.03) and voice conditions (M = 59.79 cm/s, 
SE = 6.94) (t(19) = .536, p = .59) (Figure 22a). Based on the SUS questionnaire, the 
system‘s usability appears to be similar in the button  M = 80.33%, SE = 2.75) and voice 
conditions (M = 77.50%, SE = 2.91) (t(19) = .921, p = .37) (Figure 22b) as well. 
Based on additional user experience questions, in general, the participants 
reported that controlling the aural flows was slightly more comfortable, enjoyable, 
satisfactory, pleasing, simple and easy to understand in the button condition than in the 
voice condition (Figure 23). However, the participants found that their experience of 
using the voice commands to be more engaging than using the button commands. 
Engaging was presented to the participants and measured as a polar opposite in the 
semantic differential scale to boring. 
The users‘ cognitive efforts – as based on the NASA-TLX questionnaire – in the 
two interaction conditions are compared in Figure 22c. The button condition (M = 
23.57%, SE = 2.82) yielded a similar cognitive effort as the voice condition (M = 24.64%, 
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SE = 2.74) (t(19) = .550, p = .59 . The users‘ cognitive efforts were also calculated 
indirectly using some of the questions in the SUS (Table 6). The results showed that 
indirectly calculated cognitive load (using SUS) was significantly correlated with directly 
calculated cognitive load (using the NASA-TLX) in both the button (r(19) = .491, p < .05) 
and voice conditions (r(19) = .632, p < .01). 
 
Figure 22. From left to right: No significant difference was found between the conditions for (a) 
the speed of walking, (b) system usability and (c) cognitive effort. 
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Figure 23. The participants who responded strongly agree/agree on every aspect of Linkless 
ANFORA experience. 
 
5.5.3. Voice Command Usage 
In the voice condition, the frequency of using the voice commands (M = 15.05, 
SE = 1.28) was significantly higher than the frequency of using the button commands (M 
= 4.85, SE = .97) (t(19) = 5.293, p < .01) (Figure 24). The average amount of time spent 
using the voice commands was 14.7 seconds. The three sets of commands used most 
often were as follows: (1) the ―next/skip‖ command was used significantly more than all 
of the other commands (used 155 times; an average of eight times per participant; SD = 
4.46); (2) the category selection commands, such as ―technology,‖ ―world‖ and ―health,‖ 
were used the next most often (used 45 times; an average of two times per participant; 
SD = 1.92); and (3) the ―forward‖ command was used to move from a story summary to 
a full version of the same story (used 41 times; an average of two times per participants; 
SD = 1.85). The ―anything else‖ and ―like this‖ commands were never used. 
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The results show that the participants used ―next‖ (124 times) more than the ―skip‖ 
command (19 times) to go to the next story and ―back‖ (four times) more than the 
―previous‖ command (two times) to go back to the previous story. The participants used 
―related‖ (nine times) more often than ―more‖ (five times) and ―tell me more‖ (two times) 
to go to a related story. They also used ―recent news‖ (five times) more than ―what‘s new‖ 
(two times) and ―start‖ (once) to begin listening to the aural flows playlist. 
Additionally, the results show that one participant said, ―reverse‖ instead of ―back‖ 
or ―previous‖ and ―skip next‖ instead of ―skip‖ or ―next.‖ Another participant used ―related 
link‖ instead of ―related‖ and 11 participants said ―summary‖ for ―rewind‖ and ―full story‖ 
for ―forward.‖ 
 
Figure 24. The participants used significantly more voice commands than button commands. 
 
5.5.4. Instructed vs. Non-instructed Activities 
In the voice condition, the participants performed significantly more non-
instructed (M = 26.65, SE = 3.18) than instructed activities (M = 19.90, SE = 1.20) (t(19) 
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= 2.281, p < .05) (Figure 25). Examples of instructed activities were the use of voice or 
button commands to interact with the interface. We also observed that the users looked 
at the list of voice commands or other artifacts available on the walls and glanced/read 
the news on the mobile interface, all of which are considered to be non-instructed 
activities. The participants either stopped to read the list of voice commands on the wall 
or glanced at it by turning their heads without stopping. 
Similarly, in the button condition, the participants executed significantly more 
non-instructed (M = 23.40, SE = 3.07) than instructed activities (M = 10.95, SE = 1.42) 
(t(19) = 3.701, p < .01). Taken together, these sets of results show that the participants 
performed more non-instructed than instructed activities regardless of the modality 
condition. 
 
Figure 25. The participants performed significantly more non-instructed than instructed activities 
in both the voice and button conditions. 
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5.5.5. Interview Results 
5.5.5.1. Self-reported Experiences 
The interviews confirmed the users‘ general satisfaction with Linkless ANFORA 
as all 20 participants reported that it was easy-to-use and convenient. In particular, three 
users said that they liked the wide range of categories and content taken from NPR. For 
example, one participant (P18) noted,  
I liked that you guys used NPR. I liked that there was lots of different 
news categories. It wasn‘t just world news. I usually like the special 
interest, health and science, so I liked that it had those categories 
available. 
 
Flexibility 
Four of the participants reported that they liked the flexibility associated with not 
having to look at the screen. Furthermore, two participants reported that they liked 
moving from one category to another by using the voice commands. One user (P6) 
noted, ―I was able to walk and not get distracted. I did not have to stop walking in order 
to press button commands on the screen and I felt safer because I was aware of my 
surroundings.‖ Another user  P13  said, ―I enjoyed the flexibility of not looking at the 
screen and being able to control the news category you liked to listen to.‖ 
Orientation 
Fifteen users reported that they did not feel lost (in terms of where they were in 
the news content) while listening to the news story and felt that the orientation of 
information was good. Likewise, all of the participants recognized when a news story 
started or ended. One user (P12) noted, ―I did not get lost, but if I did, I could have 
looked at the phone to know where I was.‖ Another user (P18) said, ―I did not get lost in 
what category I was in or what story I was listening to.‖ 
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Competitive Uniqueness 
Most participants reported that they had previously used other news applications, 
such as NBC news, CNN, BBC News, NPR, USA Today, Technews, and Stitcher. They 
all said that none of the applications they used previously are similar to Linkless 
ANFORA. In particular, two participants noted that they perceived Linkless ANFORA to 
be a new idea that is more akin to consuming news from radio and television broadcasts 
than from the web. 
For example, one of the participants  P2  noted, ―Linkless ANFORA differs from 
radio because with the radio you cannot skip over stuff that you do not want to listen to, 
and you have to wait to get to the next one. But Linkless ANFORA is broad, as far as the 
topics. If you like a certain topic, you can go back to that instead of going through 
everything.‖ The other participant  P10  said, ―It was very up to date and up to the point 
unlike the radio or TV news, there are commercials in between. Sometimes, I just do not 
like hearing them again and again. Linkless ANFORA was just very short, you could 
listen to the summary and if you are interested, you could listen to the full story.‖ Finally, 
a third user (P18) commented on carrying Linkless ANFORA everywhere:  
I can use Linkless ANFORA in the morning with my headphones when I 
cannot turn on the radio while my roommates are sleeping. Even if I can 
turn on the radio, when I leave my room, I cannot hear the radio any more 
but with my phone, I can just walk wherever I want and I do not miss 
anything when I walk from my apartment to my car. 
 
5.5.5.2. Multitasking 
Eighteen of the 20 participants said that they could adequately monitor their 
surroundings while listening to the news. However, one participant (P10) had to stop 
walking while using the button commands and was not able to monitor his surroundings. 
He said, ―I wonder how different [my experience will be] when I am walking in a crowded 
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area.‖ Three participants mentioned that the walking path was the same in both 
conditions and that there were not many obstacles, making it easy to monitor their 
surroundings. 
5.5.5.3. Combining the Visual and Voice Commands 
The participants were asked whether they preferred to use the voice commands, 
button commands or a combination of both types in order to interact with Linkless 
ANFORA. All of the participants used the voice commands, but three noted that they 
would prefer the button commands. They did not like the voice commands for four 
reasons. First, it was odd to speak aloud while alone in a public setting. Second, they 
had had prior negative experiences with the use of voice commands, particularly when it 
came to voice recognition interfaces. For example, they had to speak the voice 
commands several times until the system recognized it. Third, the participants had to 
learn and memorize commands that were named differently than they were on the 
interface, which could be time-consuming. For example, the voice command to move to 
a full story while in the summary is ―forward‖ instead of ―full story‖ and the command to 
go back to a story summary is ―rewind‖ instead of ―summary.‖ Forth, the difference 
between the ―forward‖ and ―next‖ commands was also confusing because ―next‖ would 
go to the next story, while ―forward‖ would go to the full story within the same story. 
Other participants, however, reported that they liked using the voice commands. 
Five of the participants noted that they did not have to stop walking to look down at the 
screen. Instead, they could do other things while using the voice commands, such as 
monitor their surroundings and look at posters on the walls. According to one participant 
(P6), ―I felt safer because I was aware of my surroundings.‖ Another participant (P14) 
said, ―The voice commands were quicker compared to the button commands.‖ One user 
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(P9) noted, ―It was easy to go from category to category just by speaking into it without 
going back to the home screen, so it was convenient. It was just all on the fly.‖ 
Seventeen of the 20 participants mentioned that they preferred to use a 
combination of the voice and button commands, but they had a variety of reasons. For 
example, one participant (P14) said, ―If voice does not work, I can still benefit from the 
button commands.‖ In other words, the button commands can be used as a backup 
navigation method if the voice commands are not working properly. Having button 
commands as a backup navigation method is a significant concept, as tone and tenor of 
voice, as well as voice quality and accents vary among individuals, making voice 
commands potentially less precise than button commands. 
The other main reason that the participants cited for preferring a combination of 
the voice and button commands relates to the contexts in which Linkless ANFORA might 
be used. For example, one user (P3) noted, ―I would use the voice, but, if I‘m leaving 
class, I would click on a story and go walking from there and then use the voice.‖ 
Another user (P8) said, ―If I am at a noisy place, like a subway, I would use the button 
commands. If I am walking in a quiet place, I would use the voice. I think it depends on 
the environment.‖ A third participant (P15) reported, ―If you come to talk to somebody, 
you would want to pause it with your finger, but if you are just walking around, you could 
just tell it what to do and do it.‖ Another participant (P19) noted, ―Like, if I were crossing 
a busy street or riding my bike, I would definitely prefer to use the voice than the button 
commands.‖ Finally, another participant (P3) said, ―If I were sitting somewhere, like a 
coffee shop or something, I might use the button commands because I‘m not moving, 
but, if I‘m walking, then I would use the voice.‖  
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5.5.5.4. Other Contexts for Voice-controlled Aural Flows 
The participants suggested other contexts in which Linkless ANFORA could be 
useful. Three participants noted they would use Linkless ANFORA while driving, when 
their eyes and hands are busy. One participant (P5) noted, ―This app is more 
appropriate for a driving context than only a walking context because, while walking or 
sitting down, I prefer to read it, which is faster than just listening to the content.‖ Another 
participant (P18) said, ―If I was driving, probably, I would use the voice commands 
because I did not have to look at my phone screen.‖ Several other potential contexts of 
use included: while on the way to work/class, outside a classroom, while sitting in a 
coffee shop, on the bus, while exercising, while riding a bike and while working around 
the house. 
5.5.5.5. Limitations and Improvements Suggested by the Users 
The users also provided suggestions on how to optimize the usability of Linkless 
ANFORA. 
Repetition of the Orientation Information 
Seven of the participants were frustrated with the repetition of the orientation 
information. For example, each time a new story began, Linkless ANFORA included 
audio that reported the story number, category and news headline. Two of the users said 
that the story number was of little interest. One participant (P8) added, ―If I was listening 
to a research paper, maybe it would be necessary, but not for a news story.‖ 
Confusing Category Transition 
Additionally, four participants said that the transition between two categories of 
news was not clear. One participant  P4  said, ―I guess I didn‘t understand when it 
switched from one category to another and I was like, oh wait, I‘m not in Science 
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anymore. I‘m in Economy or whatever it was.‖ Two users wanted some indication of 
when a story was finished, such as audio stating ‗end of story.‘ 
5.6. Discussion 
5.6.1. Voice Commands and Eyes-free Browsing 
Our study provides some empirical support to H1: Using voice commands, 
instead of button commands, requires less visual interaction with the device. On average, 
compared to the button condition, the voice condition saved about 40.20% to 51.11% of 
the time in visual interaction with the device. Therefore, combining voice commands with 
aural flows and button commands reduced visual interaction with the screen when 
compared to using button commands with aural flows. Likewise, this result validates the 
primary value of extending the interaction with aural flows through voice commands. 
In the voice condition, we also observed that the participants looked at the 
screen not only when they used the button commands, but, also, when they used voice 
commands for different reasons. For example, users were not yet familiar with the 
interaction modality or they checked to see if the system did what they asked it to do. 
We hypothesize that this visual interaction while using voice commands could decrease 
as users become familiar with and trust the application. 
Our study also confirms the findings from another recent study (Brumby et al., 
2011) on the use of mobile devices during secondary tasks. This study indicated that, 
although audio-based interfaces are slower to use, they are less distracting than visual 
interfaces. However, an important question is still unanswered: To what extent do 
combinations of aural flows with voice commands support eyes-free browsing while 
driving a car? Some of our participants noted that they would prefer to use Linkless 
ANFORA while driving. Furthermore, a recent study (Strayer et al., 2013) reported that 
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using TTS systems for sending and receiving text or email messages in the car is risky 
because too many and continuous voice interactions can also cause higher levels of 
cognitive distraction. We hypothesize that, by using a small vocabulary of voice 
commands (Feng & Sears, 2009), which are short and easy to remember (Bradford, 
1995) as discussed in the suggested design guidelines, the cognitive effort required for 
the use of Linkless ANFORA is still minimal and will not distract users from effectively 
monitoring their environments. This hypothesize is because users will not continuously 
have voice interactions with Linkless ANFORA and will only use a few short commands 
that will not tax their attention. Thus, future research needs to focus on using aural flows 
with voice commands while driving a car. 
5.6.2. Similar System Usability, Users‘ Cognitive Efforts and Walking Speed 
Both the button and voice conditions yielded a similar system usability and 
cognitive effort. Therefore, H2 was not confirmed. This similarity in the two conditions is, 
most probably, because aural flows already improve system usability and reduce 
cognitive effort so significantly – with respect to visually interacting with content-intensive 
websites on a mobile device – that merely changing the interaction style has no 
additional effect. Figure 22b shows that the system usability for the button and voice 
conditions were reported as 80.33% and 77.5%, respectively, which is close to an 
excellent rating (Bangor, Kortum, & Miller, 2009). Cognitive effort for both the button and 
voice conditions is 23.57% and 24.64%, respectively, which is a low cognitive effort 
score (Figure 22c). Overall, our results show that aural flows yield a very good user 
experience in both the button and voice conditions. 
Additionally, the low cognitive effort engendered by aural flows regardless of the 
interaction modality allowed the participants to do more non-instructed than instructed 
activities. This finding is because the users spent 12.71% and 9.39% of the time 
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interacting with the aural flows (i.e., instructed activities) in the button and voice 
conditions, respectively (Figure 21a) and engaged in non-instructed activities during the 
remaining time. For example, the participants looked at the posters on the wall or 
glanced at the mobile visual interface, which were not instructed to them as part of the 
task. This result is mainly relevant for multitasking experiences while on the go because 
attention to the mobile device and the risk of having an accident are minimized. 
Similarly, the participants‘ walking speeds were similar in both the button and 
voice conditions. This result shows that the interaction modality did not have measurable 
effect on their walking speeds. As we discussed previously, the voice commands 
significantly reduced the amount of time required to interact visually with the device. 
However, the participants‘ walking speeds show that not focusing on the device does not 
necessary make the users walk faster. This finding could be because the participants 
had to walk the same path in an indoor environment repeatedly. Figure 8a shows that 
the walking speeds for the button and voice conditions were 58.22 and 59.79 cm/s, 
respectively, which is far below the average walking speed for adults (140 cm/s) in the 
20- to 30-years-old age range (Bohannon, 1997). This finding could be because the 
participants had 15 minutes for the task and were not in a rush to finish the path or reach 
a particular destination. We realize that the participants walked in an environment where 
there were no dynamic obstacles and the static obstacles were always present in the 
same position. Therefore, it is difficult to reach an ultimate conclusion about the real 
effects of distracted walking because of the nature of our environment. 
5.6.3. Experience with Voice Commands 
The analysis of the recorded videos revealed that the participants used the voice 
commands significantly more than the button commands to interact with the aural flows. 
However, the participants‘ answers to the interview questions revealed that 85% of them 
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chose a combination of both the voice and button commands by which to interact with 
the aural flows for different reasons. One of the reason was because some of the users 
reported poor previous experiences with voice commands. The main reason for their 
criticism was related to their perception that the tone and tenor of their voices, as well as 
voice quality and individual accents, affects systems‘ abilities to understand them. 
5.6.3.1. Contradictory User Experiences with Navigation Modalities 
A few possible reasons exist as to why the user experience was slightly less 
favorably in the voice condition than in the button condition (Figure 23). The Wizard-of-
Oz approach introduced a longer pause between actions for when a voice command is 
used compared to when a button command is clicked. Additionally, it may be difficult for 
users to quickly learn the voice commands and differentiate them from one another (e.g., 
next and forward . For example, in response to the statement, ―I found this application 
[voice condition] very cumbersome/awkward to use,‖ a participant rated the application 
as a five on a scale of one to seven (one = strongly disagree, seven = strongly agree). 
This same participant also rated ―I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going 
with this application [voice condition]‖ with a 7. 
One participant reported that using the button commands was less satisfactory 
and less enjoyable, but also simple, easy to understand and engaging. This discrepancy 
between user experience attributes could exist because, although the button interface is 
easy-to-use, the user had to stop walking to click the button commands. Three of the 
participants reported that using the voice commands was more frustrating than the 
button commands, but that the voice commands were simple, pleasing and enjoyable. 
The reason for this apparent contradiction is that, although the interface is easy-to-use, 
the user was frustrated with the repetition of orientation information (reported in our 
Interview Results, Section 5.5.5.5). 
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Our participants rated their user experiences slightly less favorably for the voice 
condition than for the button condition. However, they enjoyed using the voice 
commands slightly more than the button commands. One possible reason for this finding 
is that users do not have to look at the screen to interact with the device and can, 
instead, enjoy listening to the news while navigating with the voice commands. 
5.6.4. Consistency between the Aural and Visual Interfaces 
Our study reinforces the importance of the principle of ‗consistency‘ between the 
voice commands and the written labels on the button commands. For example, the 
Linkless ANFORA interface includes two button commands, ―summary‖ and ―full story,‖ 
but users must say ―rewind‖ and ―forward‖ to move between summaries and full stories. 
Our design included very simple playlist-like commands (e.g.,  forward and rewind), 
which were applicable to the playlist metaphor. On the other hand, to control the visual 
condition, we used a tab structure that includes ―summary‖ and ―full story,‖ which 
represents different sections of the news (i.e. world news vs. local news). At times, users 
said ―summary‖ or ―full story‖ instead of ―rewind‖ or ―forward.‖ Users reported that the 
labels on the button commands were not consistent with the voice commands, which 
caused confusion. While the common principle of consistency (Nielsen & Molich, 1990) 
usually applies to visual interfaces, studying semi-aural interfaces suggests the 
importance of examining issues related to cross-modal consistency (Evans & Treisman, 
2010; Spence, 2011). For example, how consistent do aural and visual interfaces need 
to be? Does the consistency contribute to having natural interactions with the semi-aural 
interfaces? 
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5.6.5. Limitations of the Study  
One limitation of our experimental design is that the users had to walk in a 
controlled lab environment in order to avoid putting them in danger. Additionally, not 
having natural distractors in our environment could have affected the cognitive load 
measurements. The interview findings suggest that additional studies in which 
participants are put in new scenarios might be valuable in the future. The second 
limitation is that the users had to walk the same path with the presence of static 
obstacles for both conditions. Familiarization to the path, however, is partially lessened 
by the counterbalancing of two conditions.  
The third limitation is that the participants had to learn the voice commands and 
the Linkless ANFORA interface in a short period of time. Therefore, they were provided 
with lists of voice commands on all of the walls surrounding the path in the event that 
they could not remember them. Thus, learnability was factored out of the cognitive load 
measurement. 
The fourth limitation is that the voice commands were not fully implemented in 
the system. Instead, we used the Wizard-of-Oz approach in order to simulate voice 
interaction. The decision to use the Wizard-of-Oz approach was made in order to 
minimize the chances that many different speech patterns and/or accents would result in 
a high number of system errors, which would interfere with our ability to effectively 
measure the linkless user experience. Additionally, the Wizard-of-Oz approach led to a 
faster response time than might be expected in a real system. 
The fifth limitation is that we did not accurately capture whether the participants 
preferred button commands for certain types of interactions, although we did observe 
patterns of preferences while recording the participants‘ videos. For example, to go to 
the next or previous news story, sometimes the participants preferred the button 
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commands. However, in order to change the news category, the participants preferred 
the voice commands instead of going through the menu selection using the button 
commands. The sixth limitation is that the participants were not restricted to listening to a 
certain number of news stories, but were simply told to listen to a minimum of eight news 
stories. Therefore, all participants did not have the equal number of interactions with 
aural flows, which might have affected on some of the outcome variables. 
5.7. Conclusion and Future Work 
This study is the first study to demonstrate the properties of aural flows in the 
context of how to interact with them. Aural and semi-aural interfaces have the potential 
to amplify users‘ abilities to navigate the mobile web more safely and with fewer visual 
distractions from their surroundings. This work compared navigating aural flows with two 
different interaction modalities (i.e., voice and button). The results suggest that voice 
commands in combination with aural flows and button commands reduce visual 
interaction time with the device up to one-half compared to using button commands in 
combination with aural flows while walking. The results of the two conditions were also 
similar in terms of walking speed, system usability and cognitive effort. Overall, the low 
cognitive effort engendered by aural flows (regardless of the interaction modality) 
allowed the participants to do more non-instructed than instructed activities. We must 
consider that a noiseless environment and no errors in voice recognition were included 
as assumptions to reach the above conclusion. Hence, the ecological validity of the 
study is limited. In future studies, we will add errors in the Wizard-of-Oz approach (Fong 
& Frank, 1992; Klemmer et al., 2000) to better simulate a more realistic scenario. 
Several of our participants suggested that they would like to use Linkless 
ANFORA while driving a car. A recent study (Strayer et al., 2013) suggested that using 
speech-to-text systems in the car is risky because too many voice interactions still tax 
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our attention bandwidth. We are interested in studying whether the user‘s ability to listen 
to aural flows as he unfolds minimizes interaction and mitigates this problem. In the next 
chapter, I will present ways by which to use aural flows to mitigate the distraction by 
reducing both the visual and vocal interactions in a driving scenario. 
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Chapter 6. ANFORADrive and Evaluation 
As shown in the previous chapter, our participants were highly interested in using 
Linkless ANFORA as a form of infotainment technology while driving. Infotainment 
technologies provide a combination of information and entertainment contents, such as 
are available via a radio, CD player or smartphone (Demers, 2005). These infotainment 
technologies are widely used by young drivers (Alt et al., 2010), but studies have shown 
that they can distract them from safe driving (Lee, 2007). In this chapter, I assess the 
impact of Linkless ANFORA on drivers in order to gain a better understanding of a 
potential infotainment technology that provides content, while being less distracting than 
traditional infotainment technology. Moreover, driving was selected versus other 
contexts (e.g., jogging, exercising, biking or cooking) suggested by our participants 
because the cognitive load in the context of driving is higher than the other contexts. 
Therefore, I could test Linkless ANFORA in two extreme environments (walking and 
driving) in terms of cognitive load requirement. For simplicity, in this context, we will refer 
to Linkless ANFORA as ANFORADrive. 
6.1. Aural Flows in the Context of Driving 
The web survey conducted by Alt et al. (2010) showed that more than 90% of the 
respondents used a fixed or mobile display for navigation or entertainment purposes 
while in the car. This web survey (Alt et al., 2010) had two important findings relevant to 
our research. First, more than 70.3% of the respondents preferred audio to text, images, 
emails and videos as a form of entertainment. Second, 83.6% of the respondents 
preferred general news as the type of content to listen to while driving. The reason for 
this preference could be as a result of an adaptation to the use of radio in cars (Alt et al., 
2010). Therefore, ANFORADrive could be a perfect example of embodying these 
elements (i.e., audio plus news) in a new way (e.g., aural flows). 
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Additionally, the rapid evolution of infotainment technology has become a 
distraction for young drivers more than other driving populations. This distraction occurs 
because young drivers have less experience in being able to anticipate and manage 
hazards while driving . Hence, an important question emerges: Could ANFORADrive be 
an example of suitable alternative in driving scenarios to enhance content-rich, non-
distracting infotainment technologies? 
6.1.1. Comparing Competing Aural Browsing Solutions  
Based on the user evaluation study conducted in Chapter 5, we discovered that a 
number of applications similar to ANFORADrive exist that contain one or more of the 
following items: pre-built playlist, default semi-aural or aural access, and voice-based 
category access. Some of these news applications are the BBC, CNN, NPR, Stitcher, 
Umano and USA Today. In a preliminary activity, we scanned the environments of these 
competing applications, investigated how users could interact with and consume the 
news through them and, finally, decided which application to pick for our controlled 
experiment. 
After careful consideration, we selected Umano (Umano, 2015), which provides 
news stories in audio format with an easy-to-use interface to compare with 
ANFORADrive. Umano, however, has some differences with respect to ANFORADrive 
(Table 7), including: 
 Pre-built playlist of all of the categories concatenated vs. one category: 
ANFORADrive enables users to listen to a pre-defined or pre-built playlist of 
news. This pre-built playlist covers all of the available categories in a list (i.e., full 
flow), but users can decide on the category of news from which they are 
interested in starting. While listening to the playlist, users can change the 
category by clicking a button to activate the device microphone and then say the 
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voice command (Figure 26). The concept of a pre-built playlist also exists for 
Umano, but it only covers one category at a time (the equivalent to group flow in 
ANFORADrive). For example, users can listen to only U.S. News. Therefore, in 
Umano (Figure 27), to listen to a different category, users have to return to the 
list of selected channels, select the channel they are interested in and choose a 
news story. This entire process consists of four clicks (Figure 26). Therefore, in 
order to prepare the news playlist, Umano requires to user to visually interact 
with the device more than would be required of ANFORADrive. 
 All-to-All vs. index category access: ANFORADrive provides users with an all-
to-all navigation pattern among new stories across all categories (Figure 26), 
which means that users can begin to listen to the news from any category and 
can move to any other category without having to return to the index page. 
Umano, however, provides users with a separate index navigation pattern for 
each category (Figure 26), which means that the users are required to return to 
the index page every time they want to change the category.  
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Figure 26. (Left) ANFORADrive provides all-to-all access and needs only one click of the steering 
wheel button to change the category via voice commands. (Right) Umano provides index access 
and needs four clicks on its interface to change the category. 
  
 Voice- vs. visually-based category access: In order to interact with the 
abovementioned navigation patterns, ANFORADrive enables users to say the 
category name (i.e., eyes-free modality of interaction) and the playlist jumps to 
that category. In Umano, users have to return to the index page by clicking on 
the back buttons (visual interaction), select another category, and then select the 
news stories they are interested in. 
 Multiple reading levels vs. one reading level: ANFORADrive introduces 
different types of content categorizations especially suited for aural navigation. 
For example, users can choose to listen to a segment of news stories (i.e., title, 
summary or full story) based on their time constraints and degree of interest in 
the content by selecting related stories. Umano only provides the full story and 
does not provide access to summaries or related stories. 
ANFORADrive
World NewsLocal News
Home Page
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N1 Nn………. N1 Nn………. N1 Nn……….
1
N
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Number of Clicks
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 Default semi-aural vs. aural access: ANFORADrive provides the news in both 
audio and text formats simultaneously. In Umano, users have to make two clicks 
to see the text of a news story, if interested. 
Table 7. ANFORADrive and Umano Comparison. 
Aural Flows 
(Manifest in ANFORADrive) 
Alternative Solutions on the Market 
(Manifest in Umano) 
Pre-built Playlist of All Categories Concatenated  
(i.e., Full Flow) 
Pre-built Playlist of One Category  
(i.e., Group Flow) 
All-to-All Category Access Index Category Access 
Voice-based Category Access Visually-based Category Access 
Multiple Reading Levels One Reading Level 
Default Semi-aural Access Default Aural Access 
 
In summary, we can characterize ANFORADrive and Umano as follows: 
 ANFORADrive is a voice-controlled full flow with all-to-all access to news 
categories that supports different reading levels, including a summary, full story 
and related stories. 
 Umano is a button-controlled group flow with index access to news categories 
and access to the full story only (Figure 27). 
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Figure 27. The Umano application interface displaying the step-by-step process of adding 
channels to a list and selecting which story to listen to. 
 
6.2. Evaluation Hypotheses 
Based on the abovementioned comparisons, we have defined our research 
question and hypotheses as follows: 
RQ: How the use of a voice-controlled aural flow (e.g., ANFORADrive) provide 
less of a distraction and improve driving performance than an alternative solution on the 
market (e.g., Umano) or a situation in which no flow or solution is utilized?  
Compared to the driving only condition (i.e., No Device), 
 H1.1: ANFORADrive does not increase the driver's cognitive effort. 
 H1.2: ANFORADrive does not increase driver distraction. 
 H1.3: ANFORADrive does not reduce overall safety. 
 H1.4: ANFORADrive does not reduce driving performance. 
 H1.5: ANFORADrive does not increase the driver's visual interaction time with 
the device. 
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Compared to the driving only condition (i.e., No Device), 
 H2.1: Umano increases the driver's cognitive effort. 
 H2.2: Umano increases driver distraction. 
 H2.3: Umano reduces overall safety. 
 H2.4: Umano reduces driving performance. 
 H2.5: Umano increases the driver's visual interaction time with the device. 
Compared to Umano, 
 H3.1: ANFORADrive reduces the driver's cognitive effort. 
 H3.2: ANFORADrive reduces driver distraction. 
 H3.3: ANFORADrive increases overall safety. 
 H3.4: ANFORADrive increases driving performance. 
 H3.5: ANFORADrive reduces the driver's visual interaction time with the device. 
 H3.6: ANFORADrive increases user satisfaction while using the device. 
6.3. Study Design 
In order to test our hypotheses, we conducted a controlled evaluation study with 
60 users and adopted a within-subjects design  from the participants‘ perspectives  to 
maximize internal validity. 
6.3.1. Preliminary Pilot Study 
Before we conducted the controlled study, we ran several iterations of the pilot 
study in the Transportation Active Safety Institute (TASI) lab (TASI, 2015) at the School 
of Engineering and Technology at IUPUI. The preliminary study was undertaken with five 
participants who tested the experiment procedures, accuracy and appropriateness of the 
driving scenario, relevance of the tasks and length of the training. The pilot study also 
enabled us to improve different aspects of the controlled study. Based on the results of 
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the pilot study, we conducted a controlled evaluation study from November 2014 to April 
2015. 
6.3.2. Physical Setup 
The evaluation study was conducted in the TASI facility at IUPUI, which is a 
controlled driving simulation environment. The driving simulation used at the TASI lab is 
called DriveSafety DS-600c. The DriveSafety DS-600c provides a flexible and realistic 
environment for testing. The Drive Safety DS-600c projects roadway images onto three 
large screens positioned in front of the cab of a Ford Focus to provide an immersive 
driving experience. 
This driving simulation also utilizes three mirrors: a center mirror and two side 
mirrors to account for blind spots. In the TASI lab, the users drove in the car simulation 
while executing aural browsing tasks. We recorded the user sessions as well as the 
users‘ visual engagements with the applications using three cameras mounted inside 
and outside of the car (Figure 28a). The participants were encouraged to use both 
ANFORADrive and Umano during the study. 
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Figure 28. (a) Physical setup – Three video cameras record the user‘s visual interactions with the 
device while driving and the speedometer is displayed on the screen in front of the driver. The 
feed of cameras one and two were displayed on the control monitors and the feed of camera 
three was recorded separately. (b) Controlled monitor with three feeds: (1) view of camera one, (2) 
view of camera two and (4) the driving scenario. 
 
 
(b) 
(a) 
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6.3.3. Experimental Conditions and Study Variables 
For this evaluation study (Figure 30), the two major independent variables were 
the aural application and driving scenario complexity. The aural application varied on 
three levels: (1) no aural applications or devices (i.e., driving only task / control 
condition), (2) ANFORADrive and (3) alternative solution on the market (Umano). In 
order to gain a better understanding of the impact of aural applications on driving 
performance, system usability and distraction in various conditions, we also modelled 
three driving scenario complexities: (1) low, (2) moderate and (3) high. The low 
complexity scenario consisted of a single-lane environment with low traffic volume and a 
low-speed limit, such as would be found in a residential neighborhood. The moderate 
complexity scenario consisted of two lanes with a higher traffic volume and higher speed 
limit, such as would be found in the suburbs. The high complexity scenario consisted of 
a multiple lane environment with left or right turns, a much higher density of traffic 
volume and much higher speed limits, such as would be found in highway and city 
driving. The design of the various complexity levels was consistent with the guidelines 
indicated in previous studies (Horberry, 1998; Horberry, Anderson, Regan, Triggs, & 
Brown, 2006; Horberry & Edquist, 2008; Justiss, Mann, Stav, & Velozo, 2006). 
The major dependent variables were as follows. 
 Perceived distraction: Self–reported distractions measured using two questions 
(See Appendix F for questionnaire). 
 Overall safety: The driver‘s safety was measured by one question (See Appendix 
F for questionnaire). 
 User satisfaction: User satisfaction with the aural application was measured 
using one question, but the participants also rated how pleasing vs. annoying, 
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enjoyable vs. unenjoyable, simple vs. difficult, engaging vs. boring, and easy to 
understand vs. confusing they found the aural applications.  
 System usability: The usability of the system was measured using the SUS score 
(Brooke, 1996) on the scale of 0 to 100 with cronbach alpha above .90 (Bangor, 
Kortum, & Miller, 2008; Lewis & Sauro, 2009). 
 Cognitive workload: The perceived mental demand of the task as measured by 
the NASA-TLX (Hart & Staveland, 1988) (Cronbach Alpha above .70 (Hoonakker 
et al., 2011)) on the scale of 0 to 100. 
 Aural flow and voice command usage: The average number of times the 
participants changed the categories and used voice commands in each of the 
aural applications. 
The driving performance variables were as follows. 
 Number of lane departures: The number of times the participants went out of the 
lane without using the right or left turn signal.  
 Response time: The amount of time the participants took to hit the break or use 
the left or right turn signal before taking an exit or turning left or right. 
 Number of accidents: The number of times the participant crashed into another 
car, pedestrians or bicyclist.  
 Lateral lane position (SD): The standard deviation of the lane position angle.  
 Steering wheel angle (SD): The standard deviation of the steering wheel angle. 
 Longitudinal speed (mean and SD): The average time the participants went five 
miles or more per hour over the speed limit.  
 The study utilized one driver behavior variables. This variable was the Times 
Eyes off the Road [TEOR], which was the average amount of time the participants were 
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visually interacting with the mobile interface instead of focusing on driving. Visual 
interaction time and cognitive load were selected in order to measure the visual and 
cognitive distractions, respectively. 
6.3.4. Participants 
Seventy participants were recruited for this study, but only 60 (26 male, 34 
female) participants completed the entire study. The remaining 10 individuals could not 
complete the complete study as they experienced motion sickness caused by the driving 
simulation. The participants ranged in age from 18 to 57 (M = 27; SD = 7.52) (figure 29), 
were native English speakers and were frequent news consumers. All of the participants 
had experience with touchscreen mobile devices and none of the participants had 
hearing or cognitive impairments. The participants were tested for cognitive impairments 
using the Mini-Mental State Exam (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) and they all 
scored above four out of the total score of six (Anthony, LeResche, Niaz, Von Korff, & 
Folstein, 1982). Twenty-four participants did not have any visual impairments, while 22 
wore glasses and 14 wore contact lenses at the time of the study. All of the participants 
had a minimum of two years of driving experience in the U.S. and 45 of the participants 
drove on a daily basis. None of the participants had a history of motion sickness and 
they did not have a prior experience of using ANFORADrive or Umano. For 120 minutes 
of participation, each participant received a $20 Amazon gift card. 
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Figure 29. Histogram of participants‘ age range. 
 
The participants were asked to answer a questionnaire related to their 
engagement in distracting behaviors while driving (Feng, Marulanda, & Donmez, 2014) 
before the study was conducted. All of the participants reported that they engaged in 
some distracting behaviors while driving, such as holding phone conversations, manually 
interacting with a phone, continually checking roadside accident scenes, daydreaming, 
reading roadside advertisements, chatting with passengers in their cars and adjusting 
the settings of the in-vehicle technology (Figure 29). 
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Figure 29. The results of a distraction engagement questionnaire taken by the participants prior to 
the study. 
 
6.4. Procedure 
The participants engaged in sessions that consisted of four parts (two hours): (1) 
warm up; (2) training; (3) a three-stage task session, which consisted of a session in 
which they used ANFORADrive, a session in which they used Umano and a session in 
which they did not use either of the applications (i.e., No Device); and (4) completion of 
the simulator sickness, usability and cognitive load questionnaires as well as a post-task 
interview (Figure 30). 
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Figure 30. The within-subject design for the comparative evaluation of the different aural 
applications (N = 60). 
 
6.4.1. Warm up 
Each participant drove one warm-up scenario for 5-7 minutes to get familiarized 
with the driving simulator. The warm-up scenario took place in a residential 
neighborhood, similar to the low driving complexity scenario. The researcher pointed out 
the speedometer on the screen (Figure 28a) and the general controls in the car before 
starting the warm up session.  
6.4.2. Training 
In order to mitigate the learning effort in regard to remembering the navigation 
buttons or voice commands, I performed 15-minute training sessions with the 
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participants prior to having them use ANFORADrive and Umano. The purpose of the 
training was to allow all of the participants to try out both of the applications and gain a 
common threshold of familiarity in regard to how to work them. For example, in 
ANFORADrive, the participants were trained on how to use the application using the 
button and voice commands. They were told to click on the steering wheel button before 
using any of the voice commands in order to initiate that feature. Then, they practiced for 
five minutes with the ANFORADrive voice commands by clicking on the steering wheel 
button. Finally, they were asked to memorize the eight categories available and repeat 
them for the researcher before starting the actual task. In the Umano training, the 
participants were trained to use only the part of the application that was relevant to the 
purpose of this study (i.e., the channel section). They were trained on how to choose 
their channels, add channels to their playlists, select stories and skip to the next story. 
6.4.3. Task Sessions and Post-task Surveys 
The participants engaged in three driving scenario complexity stages: low, moderate 
and high. The order of the stages remained the same and the participants always began 
with the low traffic, neighborhood streets before progressing the higher traffic stages, 
such as in the city and on the freeway (Odenheimer et al., 1994). Within each driving 
complexity stage, the participants went through alternative aural application exposure: 
no aural application/no device (N), ANFORADrive (A) and Umano (U). The order of the 
aural application exposure was systematically counterbalanced across all of the 
participants in order to minimize the learning effect. Overall, the participants executed 
three tasks (Figure 30):  
a) One task (approx. 15 minutes) for the No Device condition in which the 
participants drove in the low, moderate or high complexity stage without using 
any applications; and 
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b) One task (approx. 15 minutes) for the ANFORADrive condition in the low, 
moderate or high complexity stage; and 
c) One task (approx. 15 minutes) for the Umano condition in the low, moderate or 
high complexity stage. 
The structure of each task was the same across the ANFORADrive and Umano 
conditions (Figure 31). Each participant initially had to drive for two minutes without 
using the application. Then, the researcher would instructed him to begin listening to the 
news. These two minutes of driving were designed to help the participant become 
familiar with that particular driving scenario complexity. Once the participant began to 
listen to the news, he could listen to the news, but was only to interact with the 
application when prompted (e.g., change the story or category) during the next eight 
minutes. During these eight minutes, the participant would be prompted four times to 
change the story or category. One (for the low and moderate complexity) or two (for the 
high complexity) of the navigation prompts would be followed by maneuver prompts five 
seconds later. This design would enable the researcher to measure the participant‘s 
driving performance by calculating the response time to the instructed maneuver. At the 
end of the ten minutes, the participant would hear a prompt that he could interact with 
the application whenever he wanted until the end of the task (i.e., exploration time). 
During these five minutes, the researcher was able to examine how the participant used 
the aural flows in ANFORADrive and whether he preferred to listen to the summary, full 
story or both. The researchers could also see whether the participant was moving 
between the categories within the application. 
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Figure 31. ANFORADrive and Umano task designs during the 15 minutes of driving. 
 
For example, the ANFORADrive task was as follows: 
You have 15-minutes to drive as you would normally do and listen to the 
playlist of news stories using the ANFORADrive app. In the first two 
minutes, you are to drive without using the app. Once I prompt you, you 
can begin listening to ANFORADrive by selecting any category of interest. 
Once you begin listening to the news, for the next eight minutes, please 
don‘t do anything until I prompt you to change the news story or category 
[played the prompts for the participants to become familiar with them]. 
After eight minutes of listening to the playlist, I will prompt you to listen 
and interact as you would normally would for the remaining five minutes. I 
will stop you at the end of 15 minutes. You may start driving now for two 
minutes. 
 
While using ANFORADrive or Umano, the participants were instructed to keep 
the phone below the radio when not interacting visually with it (Figure 32a). The 
participants could interact with Umano using only button commands, but they could 
interact with ANFORADrive using either button or voice commands. If the participants 
used the voice commands, they had to click on the steering wheel button and then say 
the voice command. Once the participants used the voice command, the researcher 
repeated it as a way of giving them a feedback and controlling the participants‘ devices 
using the Wizard-of-Oz approach (explained in Chapter 5). We randomly generated 
voice recognition errors for participants so that they would have a natural experience (as 
described below). 
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Figure 32. (a) A participant is using ANFORADrive and clicking on the steering wheel button to 
initiate the voice command. (b) A participant is visually interacting with Umano. 
 
After each of the three stages in which the participants used ANFORADrive or 
Umano, they rated their motion sickness, system usability and their cognitive efforts 
using the simulator sickness questionnaire (SSQ) (Kennedy, Lane, Berbaum, & Lilienthal, 
1993), SUS (Brooke, 1996) and NASA-TLX (Hart & Staveland, 1988), respectively. The 
participants also answered interview questions related to each of the applications. After 
the no device condition, the participants rated only their motion sickness and cognitive 
efforts. They did not rate system usability. The participants also did not have any 
interview questions after the no device condition (See Appendix G for the introductory 
script, training, tasks, surveys and interview questions). 
6.4.3.1. Generating random errors during the voice interaction with ANFORADrive 
Modern voice recognition systems  such as Apple Siri™  are far from perfect and 
errors are common. Therefore, in order to improve the external validity of the study on 
the Wizard–of–Oz ANFORADrive prototype, we devised a strategy to include a random 
recognition error when a voice command is used. We leveraged the information in (Fong 
& Frank, 1992) that used a 3% voice recognition error in the context of testing a new 
(b) (a) 
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pen/voice system as a future portable device. Based on this prior work, we included a 3% 
random voice recognition error for the ANFORADrive prototype across all instances of 
system activation expected in the study. For example, there were a total of 60 
participants in this study and each participant used a minimum of 10 voice commands to 
interact with the system. Therefore, there was a minimum of 600 voice commands 
across all of the participants. As such, for 18 of the 600 voice commands (3%), a 
recognition error was randomly triggered. 
We introduced two types of recognition errors. The first type was inaccurate 
recognition, which was caused when the system did not recognize the actual command 
voiced by the user and, as such, provided an incorrect response. For example, the user 
would say ―next‖ and the system recognizes it as ―sports.‖ The second type was missed 
recognition, which occurred when the system missed the command and provided the 
user with a missed recognition. For example, the user would say ―technology‖ and the 
system would respond, ―I am not sure what you just said‖  Similar to Apple Siri™ 
response). 
For the purpose of this study, we randomly generated 18 numbers between 1 
and 600 and randomly assigned the type of recognition error for each of these numbers. 
The instrument generated for the research was a simple table that indicated when and 
what type of error (i.e., inaccurate or missed recognition) must be triggered. This table 
allowed the researcher to keep track of the number of voice commands said and, at 
which point, the error must be activated. For more information, please refer to Appendix 
H. 
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6.5. Analysis 
We analyzed the collected data for each of the three driving complexity scenarios 
(i.e., low, moderate and high) separately using SPSS. We used the aural application (no 
device vs. ANFORADrive and Umano) as the between-subject factor from the analysis 
perspective. The outcome variables were compared: perceived distraction, overall safety, 
user satisfaction, system usability, cognitive workload, driving performance and driving 
behavior. For the quantitative data, an independent t-test was used to analyze perceived 
distraction, overall safety, user satisfaction and system usability of the two aural 
applications (i.e., ANFORADrive and Umano). A Univariate Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) was used to analyze the cognitive workload, driving performance and driver 
behavior variables of the two aural applications vs. the no device condition. 
We did use two-way ANOVA to look into the interaction of participans‘ gender, 
age range and number of times they drove in a week with the aural application they used 
on the driving performance under each different driving scenario complexities. We did 
not use repeated-measure ANOVA because each participant did not go through nine 
different conditions (3 aural applications * 3 driving complexity scenarios). This decision 
in the experimental design was because having nine different conditions with each of 
them lasting for 15-minute driving in  a simulation would cause fatigue. We also did not 
use mixed ANOVA because each participant used a different aural application under a 
different driving complexity. That means both aural applications and driving scenario 
complexities were within subject factors for each participant. 
Three researchers watched the videos recorded by the three cameras in order to 
measure the TEOR, voice command and flow usage. System usability was reported 
using the SUS questionnaire and perceived cognitive workload was calculated using the 
NASA-TLX on the scale of 0 to 100. For the qualitative analysis of the interviews, we 
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extracted the recurrent themes and grouped the comments by type. The emerging 
issues highlighted user preference for the interaction paradigms as well as the difficulties 
faced while using ANFORADrive or Umano. 
6.6. Results 
6.6.1. Self-reported Cognitive Workload 
6.6.1.1. Low Complexity 
The users‘ cognitive efforts, based on the NASA-TLX questionnaire, in the three 
conditions are compared in Figure 33. A significant effect of the aural applications 
existed on the self-reported cognitive efforts for the three conditions (F(2,57) = 17.075, p 
< .001, ƞ 2 = .375). Games-Howell was used for the post-hoc comparisons because the 
assumption of homogeneity of variances was violated. Compared to the no device 
condition (M = 19.71%, SE = 3.285), we observed significantly higher cognitive effort for 
Umano (M = 45.04%, SE = 3.285) (p < .001), but not for ANFORADrive (M = 23.92%, 
SE = 3.285) (p = .545). Compared to ANFORADrive, we observed significantly (p < .01) 
higher cognitive efforts for Umano. 
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Figure 33. Compared to the no device condition, Umano significantly increased cognitive effort, 
but ANFORADrive did not add additional cognitive effort in the low driving complexity scenario.  
 
6.6.1.2. Moderate Complexity 
Figure 34 shows that a significant effect of aural application existed on cognitive 
effort for the three conditions (F(2,57) = 6.608, p < .01, ƞ
 2 = .188). The post-hoc 
comparisons using the Tukey test indicated that the cognitive effort for Umano (M = 
49.54%, SE = 4.274) was significantly higher than for ANFORADrive (M = 28.92%, SE = 
4.274) (p < .05) and the no device condition (M = 32.67%, SE = 4.274) (p < .05). 
However, ANFORADrive did not significantly differ from the no device condition. Tukey 
test was used for the post-hoc comparisons because the assumption of homogenety of 
variances was not violated and the sample sizes were equal. 
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Figure 34. Compared to the no device condition, Umano significantly increased cognitive effort, 
but ANFORADrive did not add additional cognitive effort in the moderate driving complexity 
scenario.  
 
6.6.1.3. High Complexity 
A significant effect of aural application existed on cognitive effort for the three 
conditions (F(2,57) = 6.539, p < .01, ƞ
 2 = .187) (Figure 35). Games-Howell was used for 
the post-hoc comparisons. Compared to ANFORADrive (M = 25.29%, SE = 4.319), we 
observed significantly higher cognitive effort for Umano (M = 46.83%, SE = 4.319) (p 
< .05). The no device condition (M = 31.83%, SE = 4.319) did not significantly differ from 
both ANFORADrive or Umano. 
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Figure 35. Compared to the no device condition, Umano increased cognitive effort, while 
ANFORADrive decreases it, but not significantly, in the high driving complexity scenario. 
 
6.6.2. Self-reported System Usability, Distraction, Overall Safety and User Satisfaction 
6.6.2.1. Low Complexity 
Based on the SUS questionnaire, the system usability of ANFORADrive (M = 
81.00%, SE = 3.23) was significantly better than the system usability of Umano (M = 
64.13%, SE = 4.18) (t(38) = 3.198, p < .01) (Figure 36a). The participants were asked to 
rate how distracted they were while driving and using ANFORADrive or Umano on a 
scale of 1 to 100 (1 = very low and 100 = very high). We found that the participants 
reported being significantly more distracted when they used Umano (M = 71.00, SE = 
4.51) than when they used ANFORADrive (M = 32.75, SE = 4.10) (t(38) = 6.279, p 
< .001) (Figure 36b). The participants were asked to rate their level of distraction on an 
additional semantic-differential scale of 1 to 7 (1 = not distracted and 7 = very distracted). 
Again, the participants felt significantly more distracted when they used Umano (M = 
4.95, SE = .31) than when they used ANFORADrive (M = 3.15, SE = .31) (t(38) = 4.093, 
p < .001) (Figure 37). 
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The participants were not asked to rate their distraction for the no device 
condition. However, the self-reported cognitive workload and distraction for both 
ANFORADrive (r(19) = .682, p < .01) and Umano (r(19) = .599, p < .01) were correlated. 
Therefore, the self-reported distraction for the no device context could be correlated with 
self-reported cognitive workload. The self-reported distraction for Umano was 
significantly higher than the no device condition, but ANFORADrive was not significantly 
higher. 
 
Figure 36. ANFORADrive significantly (a) has a better system usability than Umano and (b) 
reduces self-reported distraction by 38.25% when compared to Umano in the low driving 
complexity scenario. 
 
The participants rated their experiences (e.g., overall safety, satisfaction, 
difficulty, pleasant, engagement and enjoyment) with both applications using an 
additional semantic-differential questionnaire on a scale of 1 to 7 (for example, 1 = 
difficult and 7 = simple). Figure 37 shows that the participants felt that using 
ANFORADrive (M = 5.45, SE = .27) was significantly safer than using Umano (M = 3.00, 
SE = .24) (t(38) = 6.826, p < .001) while driving. They were not asked to rate their feeling 
of safety for the no device condition, but the self-reported distraction and safety for both 
ANFORADrive (r(19) = .482, p < .05) and Umano (r(19) = .849, p < .01) were correlated. 
Therefore, the self-reported distraction for the no device context could be correlated with 
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self-reported safety. Self-reported safety for Umano was significantly higher compared to 
the no device condition, while ANFORADrive was not significantly higher. 
Additionally, the participants rated their experiences using ANFORADrive (M = 
5.45, SE = .34) as more satisfactory than using Umano (M = 4.35, SE = .28) (t(38) = 
2.468, p < .05). They also found ANFORADrive (M = 6.05, SE = .18) to be simpler to use 
than Umano (M = 4.80, SE = .34) (t(38) = 3.195, p < .05). All of these reported 
differences were statistically significant. In general, the participants reported that 
ANFORADrive was slightly more enjoyable, more pleasing and easier to understand 
than Umano. However, the participants found Umano to be slightly more engaging than 
ANFORADrive (Figure 37). 
 
Figure 37. In the low driving complexity scenario, ANFORADrive rated significantly safer, simpler 
to use and more satisfactory than Umano. 
 
6.6.2.2. Moderate Complexity 
Based on the SUS questionnaire, the system usability of ANFORADrive (M = 
78.63%, SE = 2.89) was significantly better than the system usability of Umano (M = 
58.88%, SE = 3.97) (t(38) = 4.019, p < .001) (Figure 38a). We found that the participants 
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were significantly more distracted when they used Umano (M = 62.25, SE = 5.82) than 
when they used ANFORADrive (M = 29.50, SE = 5.52) (t(38) = 4.081, p < .001) (Figure 
38b). When using the semantic-differential scale, the participants again felt significantly 
more distracted when they used Umano (M = 5.40, SE = .28) than when they used 
ANFORADrive (M = 3.10, SE = .40) (t(38) = 4.71, p < .001) (Figure 39). 
Self-reported cognitive workload and distraction for both ANFORADrive (r(19) 
= .597, p < .01) and Umano (r(19) = .799, p < .01) were correlated. Therefore, self-
reported distraction for no device could be correlated with self-reported cognitive 
workload. Self-reported distraction for Umano was significantly higher than the no device 
condition, while it was not significantly higher for the ANFORADrive condition. 
 
Figure 38. ANFORADrive significantly (a) had better system usability than Umano and (b) 
reduced self-reported distraction by 32.75% when compared to Umano in the moderate driving 
complexity scenario. 
 
Figure 39 shows that the participants felt that using ANFORADrive (M = 4.80, SE 
= .32) was significantly safer than using Umano (M = 2.70, SE = .30) (t(38) = 4.778, p 
< .001) while driving. They were not asked to rate their feeling of safety for the no device 
condition; however, self-reported cognitive workload and safety for both ANFORADrive 
(r(19) = .520, p < .05) and Umano (r(19) = .696, p < .01) were correlated. As such, self-
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reported cognitive workload for the no device condition could be correlated with self-
reported safety. Therefore, self-reported safety for Umano was significantly higher than 
the no device condition, while it was not significantly higher for the ANFORADrive 
condition. 
Additionally, the participants rated their experiences using ANFORADrive (M = 
5.55, SE = .21) as being more satisfactory than using Umano (M = 3.80, SE = .39) (t(38) 
= 3.909, p < .001). They found ANFORADrive (M = 5.60, SE = .35) simpler to use than 
Umano (M = 4.15, SE = .36) (t(38) = 2.865, p < .05) and easier to understand than 
Umano ((M = 5.80, SE = .35) vs. (M = 4.75, SE = .30) (t(38) = 2.275, p < .05)). All of 
these reported differences were statistically significant. In general, the participants 
reported that ANFORADrive was slightly more enjoyable, pleasing and engaging than 
Umano (Figure 39). 
 
Figure 39. In the moderate driving complexity scenario, ANFORADrive was rated significantly 
safer, simpler to use, easier to understand and more satisfactory than Umano. 
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6.6.2.3. High Complexity 
Based on the SUS questionnaire, the system usability of ANFORADrive (M = 
77.88%, SE = 3.13) was significantly better than the system usability of Umano (M = 
62.13%, SE = 5.99) (t(38) = 2.330, p < .05) (Figure 40a). We found that the participants 
were significantly more distracted when they used Umano (M = 69.25, SE = 5.17) than 
when they used ANFORADrive (M = 18.85, SE = 2.68) (t(38) = 8.655, p < .001) (Figure 
40b). Using the semantic-differential questionnaire, the participants indicated that they 
felt significantly more distracted when they used Umano (M = 5.30, SE = .34) than when 
they used ANFORADrive (M = 2.25, SE = .25) (t(38) = 7.213, p < .001) (Figure 41). 
The participants were not asked to rate their distraction for the no device 
condition; however, self-reported cognitive workload and distraction for both 
ANFORADrive (r(19) = .528, p < .05) and Umano (r(19) = .682, p < .01) were correlated. 
As such, self-reported distraction for the no device condition could be correlated with 
self-reported cognitive workload. Therefore, compared to the no device condition, self-
reported distraction for Umano and ANFORADrive were higher, but not significantly. 
 
Figure 40. ANFORADrive significantly (a) had a better system usability than Umano and (b) 
reduced self-reported distraction by 50.40% compared to Umano in the high driving complexity 
scenario. 
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Figure 41 shows that the participants felt that using ANFORADrive (M = 5.60, SE 
= .23) was significantly safer than using Umano (M = 2.65, SE = .28) (t(38) = 8.025, p 
< .001) while driving. They were not asked to rate their feelings of safety for the no 
device condition; however, self-reported distraction and safety for both ANFORADrive 
and Umano were correlated (r(39) = .747, p < .01). As such, self-reported distraction for 
the no device condition could be correlated with self-reported safety. Therefore, 
compared to the no device condition, self-reported safety for Umano and ANFORADrive 
were higher, but not significantly. 
The participants rated their experiences using ANFORADrive (M = 5.15, SE = .31) 
as more satisfactory than using Umano (M = 4.10, SE = .40) (t(38) = 2.064, p < .05). 
They also found ANFORADrive (M = 6.10, SE = .18) simpler than Umano (M = 4.65, SE 
= .39) (t(38) = 3.370, p < .05), but they found Umano (M = 5.55, SE = .30) more 
engaging than ANFORADrive (M = 4.50, SE = .30) (t(38) = 2.447, p < .05). All of these 
reported differences were statistically significant. In general, the participants reported 
that ANFORADrive was slightly more enjoyable, more pleasing and easier to understand 
than Umano (Figure 41). 
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Figure 41. In the high driving complexity scenario, ANFORADrive was rated as significantly safer, 
simpler to use and more satisfactory than Umano, but Umano was rated as significantly more 
engaging than ANFORADrive. 
 
6.6.3. Driving Performance 
6.6.3.1. Low Complexity 
A significant effect of the aural application did not exist on the number of 
collisions (F(2,57) = 1.000, p = .374, ƞ
 2 = .034), lane departures (F(2,57) = 1.440, p = .245, ƞ
 
2 = .048), lane positions (F(2,57) = .006, p = .994, ƞ
 2 = .0), steering wheel angles (F(2,57) 
= .879, p = .421, ƞ 2 = .03), longitudinal speeds (F(2,57) = .720, p = .491, ƞ
 2 = .025) or 
response times (F(2,57) = .107, p = .899, ƞ
 2 = .004) for the three conditions. Additionally, 
participants‘ gender, age and number of times they drive in a week did not have a 
significant main effect on the number of lane departures and response time. 
6.6.3.2. Moderate Complexity 
A significant effect of the aural application did not exist on the number of 
collisions (F(2,57) = .199, p = .820, ƞ
 2 = .007), lane departures (F(2,57) = .035, p = .966, ƞ
 2 
= .001), lane positions (F(2,57) = 2.236, p = .116, ƞ
 2 = .069), steering wheel angles (F(2,57) 
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= 1.907, p = .158, ƞ 2 = .064), longitudinal speeds (F(2,57) = 2.191, p = .121, ƞ
 2 = .073) or 
response times (F(2,57) = 3.147, p = .051, ƞ
 2 = .099) for the three conditions. Moreover, 
participants‘ gender and number of times they drive in a week did not have a significant 
main effect on the number of lane departures and response time. Participant‘s age also 
did not have a significant main effect on the number of lane departure. Participants‘ age, 
however, did have a significant main effect on the response time (F(14,45) = 2.875, p < .05, 
ƞ 2 = .242). 
6.6.3.3. High Complexity 
A significant effect of the aural application did not exist on the number of 
collisions (F(2,57) = .924, p = .403, ƞ
 2 = .031), lane positions (F(2,57) = .663, p = .519, ƞ
 2 
= .023), steering wheel angles (F(2,57) = 1.258, p = .292, ƞ
 2 = .034), longitudinal speeds 
(F(2,57) = 2.682, p = .077, ƞ
 2 = .086) or response times (F(2,57) = 2.977, p = .059, ƞ
 2 = .095) 
for the three conditions. However, a significant effect of the aural application exist on 
lane departures (F(2,57) = 3.707, p < .05, ƞ
 2 = .115) (Figure 42). 
The post-hoc comparisons using the Games-Howell test indicated that the 
number of times the participants went out of their lanes when they used Umano (M = 
4.40, SE = .722) was not significantly more than when they used ANFORADrive (M = 
1.80, SE = .722) (p = .098) or when they did not use a device (M = 2.25, SE = .722) (p 
= .198). In addition, the number of lane departures in ANFORADrive did not significantly 
differ from the no device condition. Although the F-test (overall) was significant, the post-
hoc comparison (pairwise) was not significant because the overall and the pairwise tests 
ask different questions and they get different answers. Moreover, this different could be 
due to sensitivity of ANOVA which is greater than pairwise test sensitivity. Additionally, 
participants‘ gender, age and number of times they drive in a week did not have a 
significant main effect on the number of lane departures and response time. 
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Figure 42. Although not significant, the number of lane departures increased when the 
participants used Umano than when the used ANFORADrive or did not use any device in the high 
driving complexity scenario. 
 
6.6.4. Driving Behaviors (TEOR) 
6.6.4.1. Low Complexity 
The aural application significantly affected the amount of time that the 
participants took their eyes off the road for the three conditions (F(2,57) = 196.268, p 
< .001, ƞ 2 = .831). The post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey test indicated that the 
participants took their eyes off the road (TEOR) for a significantly longer time when they 
used Umano (M = 99.25 sec., SE = 3.963) than when using ANFORADrive (M = 6.50 
sec., SE = 3.963) (p < .001) or in the no device condition (M = .00 sec., SE = 3.963) (p 
< .001). However, ANFORADrive did not significantly differ from the no device condition 
(Figure 43). 
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Figure 43. The TEOR for Umano was significantly higher than for ANFORADrive and the no 
device condition in the low driving complexity scenario. The percentage value is the percentage 
of the total task time (15 minutes = 900 seconds). 
 
6.6.4.2. Moderate Complexity 
Figure 44 shows that a significant effect of the aural application on TEOR existed 
for the three conditions (F(2,57) = 140.322, p < .001, ƞ
 2 = .099) in the moderate complexity 
scenario. Tukey was used for the post-hoc comparisons. The TEOR for Umano (M = 
84.15 sec., SE = 3.877) was significantly higher than for ANFORADrive (M = 10.20 sec., 
SE = 3.877) (p < .001) and the no device condition (M = .00 sec., SE = 3.877) (p < .001). 
However, ANFORADrive did not significantly differ from the no device condition. 
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Figure 44. The TEOR for Umano was significantly higher than ANFORADrive and the no device 
condition in the moderate driving complexity scenario. The percentage value is the percentage of 
total task time (15 minutes = 900 seconds). 
 
6.6.4.3. High Complexity 
The aural application significantly affected TEOR for the three conditions (F(2,57) = 
105.712, p < .001, ƞ 2 = .788). The post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey test indicated 
that the participants had their eyes off of the road (TEOR) when they used Umano (M = 
74.90 sec., SE = 4.043) for a significantly longer time than when they used 
ANFORADrive (M = 6.20 sec., SE = 4.043) (p < .001) and when they did not use a 
device (M = .00 sec., SE = 4.043) (p < .001). However, ANFORADrive did not 
significantly differ from the no device condition (Figure 45). 
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Figure 45. The TEOR for Umano was significantly higher than for ANFORADrive and the no 
device condition in the high driving complexity scenario. The percentage value is the percentage 
of total task time (15 minutes = 900 seconds). 
 
6.6.5. Voice Command and Aural Flow Usage 
In this section, we report the data corresponding to the last five minutes of the 
tasks (exploration time) in which the participants used the aural application 
(ANFORADrive or Umano). We conducted the following comparisons: how often the 
participants changed the news category; whether they listened to the summary, full story 
or both; how often they used the button vs. voice commands; and which voice 
commands were primarily used. We will also report on voice command usage while 
beginning the playlist in ANFORADrive, which is considered exploratory in nature since 
the participants had the freedom to use any of the voice commands. 
6.6.5.1. Navigating the Aural Flows 
The results show that, on average, the participants changed their news 
categories twice when they used ANFORADrive with the voice or button commands and 
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once when they used Umano with the button commands. Overall, on average, the 
participants listened to three categories using ANFORADrive and two categories using 
Umano. 
Fifty-two of the 60 participants let the aural flow move through the entire 
summary and full story. However, six of the participants preferred the full story only. 
Every time they heard the title or a bit of a summary, they immediately used the ―full 
story‖ command to listen to the entire story. Two of the participants preferred to only 
listen to the summary. Every time they finished listening to a summary, they changed 
either the category or moved to the next news story. Additionally, nine participants used 
the ―related,‖ ―tell me more,‖ ―more‖ or ―like this‖ commands to listen to related stories. 
6.6.5.2. Input Modalities: Voice Commands vs. Button Commands 
Overall, the 60 participants used 309 voice commands in ANFORADrive. On 
average, each participant used five voice commands (M = 5.22, SD = 2.64) and zero 
button commands (M = .08, SD = .38) to interact with ANFORADrive. The three sets of 
commands used most are as follows:  1  the ―next/skip‖ command was used significantly 
more than all of the other commands (used 146 times; an average of three times per 
participant; SD = 1.48); (2) the category selection commands, such as ―technology,‖ 
―world‖ and ―health,‖ were used next most often (used 107 times; an average of two 
times per participant; SD = .94 ; and  3  the ―full story‖ command was used to move from 
a story summary to a full version of the same story (used 34 times; an average of one 
time per participant; SD = .73). The percentage of voice command usage is displayed in 
Table 8. 
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Table 8. The percentage of voice commands used in decreasing order. 
 
The participants could use ―start,‖ ―what‘s new?‖ and ―recent news‖ to begin the 
default playlist (i.e., U.S. news) or they could use the name of the category  e.g., ―world,‖ 
―technology,‖ ―health‖  they were interested in listening to. The results showed that 22 
participants used ―start‖ or ―what‘s new?‖ to start the default playlists, while 34 
participants used one of the eight categories in which they were interested. For example, 
Voice Commands Percentage of Usage 
Skip, Next 47% 
Full Story 11% 
Health 8% 
Technology 6% 
U.S. 5% 
Related 4% 
World 4% 
Sports 4% 
Politics 3% 
Science 3% 
Economy 3% 
Restart 1% 
Summary 1% 
Previous 1% 
More 0% 
Tell Me More 0% 
Anything Else 0% 
Like This 0% 
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10 participants said ―U.S.‖, while five used ―world.‖ Two of the participants used the 
voice command ―play‖ to begin, even though it was not an approved command. Finally, 
two of the participants used the button commands instead of the voice commands to 
begin their playlists. 
6.7. Interview Results 
6.7.1. ANFORADrive vs. Umano in the Context of Driving 
Fifty-two of the 60 participants stated that they would prefer to use 
ANFORADrive while driving, while only 14 participants said that they would use Umano 
while driving in particular circumstances. For example, five participants said that they 
would use Umano on long trips. One participant (P46) noted, “When there is not a lot of 
traffic around or one stretch of road, it would be more useful than in the city switching 
lanes.‖ Other participants said that they would create a playlist beforehand or would 
listen to only one channel, so that they would not have to manually interact with Umano 
while driving. For example, one participant  P25  noted, ―I just wouldn‘t hold it [Umano]. I 
would just play it, put it in my car, drive while listening and let it go automatically.‖ A few 
other participants stated that they would manually interact with Umano only when 
stopped or when they were familiar with the road. For example, one participant (P37) 
noted, ―I would wait until I was going to a stop sign or traffic light to change the channel.‖ 
Another participant  P50  said, ―Yes. I would use it only on drives that I know exactly 
where I am going since I have to look at the screen and take my eyes off the road.‖ 
Thirty-six of the 60 participants said that they would not use Umano while driving 
for several reasons. First, they did not like the way in which they had to interact with the 
application in order to change the story or channel as it did not have voice controls and 
the button commands were small, close to each other (i.e., pause and next button) and 
not sensitive enough (i.e., back button). Second, they did not like that they had to visual 
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select the news story by reading the headlines. Third, they did not like that only the full 
story played and there was no way to listen to a summary or related stories. These 
participants suggested other contexts in which they would want to use Umano, such as 
while washing dishes at home, sitting and having coffee, sitting at their desks or 
computers, getting ready in the morning, commuting on the bus, walking or waiting for a 
class. 
6.7.2. Voice Commands as a Preferred Interaction Modality with ANFORADrive 
Forty-one of the 60 participants said that they preferred to use the voice 
commands to interact with ANFORADrive because it was easier, safer and less 
distracting. For example, one of the participants (P42) noted, ―Voice commands. It‘s just 
easier when you are driving just to speak than look for the button command. Less 
distracting.‖ 
Sixteen of the participants said that they would use a combination of the voice 
and button commands to interact with ANFORADrive while driving for the following 
reasons. First, the users thought that the voice recognition system had not yet reached 
the point where it could operate without any errors. As such, they wanted a backup 
method in case of errors. Second, they wanted to use both the button and voice 
commands until they got used to the commands. Then, they felt that they might only use 
the voice commands. Third, the users preferred to use the button commands when they 
were at a red light, stop sign or driving on a long road; however, they preferred to use 
voice commands while driving on a busy street with a lot of traffic. For example, one 
participant (P56) noted,  
Probably combination of the two. If it were a long road, it would be ok to 
use button commands and take it out few times and hit the button 
commands, but, if it were a busy road, voice commands would be nice. 
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Three of the participants said that they preferred the button commands for 
security reasons or because they were not being able to adopt the new technology. For 
example, one participant (P6) noted, ―I will use the button commands because of 
security issues in that I don‘t know where my voice is being saved to.‖ Another 
participant (P31) said, ―I will use button commands because I am used to it.‖ Another 
participant (P7) noted,  
I prefer the button commands, if there was a lot of traffic and a lot of stops 
where I could easily take it out and play with it or with Indiana‘s law about 
texting and not driving, in the area where I was sure there is no police, in 
the familiar area. 
 
6.7.3. Self-reported User Experiences with ANFORADrive 
Five of the 60 participants did not have anything negative to say about 
ANFORADrive. For example, one of the participants (P15) noted, ―I can‘t think of 
anything negative.‖ The positive aspects of ANFORADrive, as mentioned by the 
participants, were categorized into different themes and are discussed below. 
6.7.3.1. Easy to Learn, Use and Navigate 
Thirty of the 60 participants found ANFORADrive easy to learn, simple to use, 
and easy to navigate. For example, some of the participants noted that it was easy to 
learn and use the voice commands. One participant (P7) said,  
I liked how easy it was. We had a five minute little training session and, at 
no point, was I confused and the voice commands were simple enough. I 
didn‘t have to say a special word or memorize it. It was all natural and I 
could recall it. 
 
Another user (P21) noted, ―I think it added a lot of solid voice commands that 
were easy to know without trying very hard.‖ Other participants said that they liked how 
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easy it was to click on the steering wheel button before using any of the voice 
commands. For example, one participant (P10) noted, ―ANFORADrive was much easier 
to use while driving, especially clicking on the steering wheel, that helped a lot.‖ Another 
participant (P41) said, ―I liked that you could use the steering wheel button, just press 
the button and speak. It was a lot less distracting than looking at it on the screen.‖ 
Three of the 60 users noted that they liked that they could select what to listen to. 
For example, one participant (P22) said, ―I liked that I could pick what I wanted to listen 
to. That is the only part of the radio that I don‘t like that, just waiting and waiting for 
something interesting to come up.‖ Two of the 60 users said that although 
ANFORADrive was easy to learn and navigate but it was not fluid and seamless going 
from one news to another because it was a prototype. 
6.7.3.2. Hands- and Eyes-free 
Fourteen of the 60 participants said that they liked that ANFORADrive was 
hands-free, eyes-free and safe to use. For example, one of the participants (P24) noted, 
―I definitely like the hands-free interface with ANFORADrive and the usability.‖ Another 
participant (P43) said, “The good thing was that you did not need to pay attention to the 
screen and could focus on the road.‖ 
6.7.3.3. Educational and Informative 
Four of the participants found ANFORADrive both informative and educational. 
One participant (P19  noted, ―Being a person who loves news, it [gives] me a burst of 
what is going on.‖ Another participant  P52  said, “I just thought it was very educational.‖ 
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6.7.4. Combining Best Features of ANFORADrive and Umano into One Application to 
Use It While Driving 
When the participants were asked to name the features that they would select 
from ANFORADrive or Umano to combine into one application that could be used while 
driving, they suggested the following features of ANFORADrive (listed based on the 
highest to the lowest number of times suggested): voice commands (43 participants), 
story summary (20 participants), full story (10 participants), related story (8 participants), 
hands-free (4 participants), navigation (2 participants), ease and simplicity to use (1 
participant) and freedom of flexibility (1 participant). 
The participants also suggested the following features of Umano (listed based on 
the highest to the lowest number of times suggested): variety of news categories, sub-
categories, news sources and content (31 participants), narrators and the human voice 
instead of TTS audio (25 participants), interface design with colors and pictures (11 
participants), transition between stories with a little music (4 participants), swiping to the 
next story (2 participants), smoothness and continuous flow (2 participants), car mode 
with bigger interface and button commands (2 participants), setting up the list of my 
channels (2 participants), going back 15 seconds within a news story (1 participant) and 
playing the story from where it was paused (1 participant). 
6.7.5. Preferences for ANFORADrive Features and Improvements Suggested by Users  
6.7.5.1. Reading Level (Summary vs. Full Story) 
Six of the 60 participants said that they liked the option of having both a summary 
of the story as well as the full story. Four of the participants noted that they liked the 
option to be able to get related news. While six of the participants said that they 
preferred listening to the summary by default, another six participants did not want to 
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listen to the summary. Instead, they wanted to listen to the full story only. For example, 
one participant (P54) said,  
I don‘t know if I liked how they did the summary. I felt like the title could 
be a summary because the summary seemed a little long. By the time I 
was done with the summary, I was like, I guess it goes to the story now. 
 
Another participant (P60) noted, ―I didn‘t like the fact that there was a summary 
and then a full story. I would have liked to listen to the full story and, if I didn‘t like it, I 
could just move on.‖ Finally, one participant (P28) thought that the summary and full 
story be confusing for users to differentiate between, as such, he noted, ―I can 
understand getting lost in summary and the full story just because it sounds the same. If 
there was ambient background music behind summary, but not behind full story to 
differentiate them [that would be useful].‖ 
6.7.5.2. Orientation Information 
Two of the participant liked the orientation information, such as the story number, 
category name and summary vs. full story. However, 11 of the users did not like that the 
story number and the category name were repeated every time they listened to a new 
news story. One of the participants (P7) suggested that ―maybe, when you start the app, 
it could say the total number of stories, even that we could just cut it.” Another participant 
(P4) noted,  
Before every story, it will tell you the category. It was kind of monotonous. 
I knew I was in U.S. News, so I didn‘t necessarily hear it [category name] 
after every story. I would want to know only when the category changes. 
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6.7.5.3. Variety of News 
Six of the participants said that they liked the variety of selection provided by 
ANFORADrive. However, 12 of the participants said that not enough news categories, 
sub categories and news sources were provided when compared to Umano. For 
example, one participant (P30) noted, “I had like if ANFORADrive had more sources, 
such as CNN and science daily, available since these news were all from NPR.‖ Another 
participant (P16) commented on not having sub-categories, ―The topics were broad, like 
it didn‘t have basketball or football.‖ 
6.7.5.4. TTS Audio 
Thirty-three of the 60 participants said that they did not like the TTS voice 
because it was robotic and monotone. The participants noted that they wanted a human 
voice that they could also adjust the speed of and for which they could choice different 
options (e.g., male and female). For example, one of the participants (P7) said, ―Without 
a lot of inflection in the voice  i.e., monotone , you kind of zone out.‖ Another user (P19) 
noted, ―It would be good if there was an option to hear another type of voice.‖ On the 
other hand, two participants liked the TTS voice and its pace of reading. 
6.7.5.5. Voice Commands 
Six of the 60 participants noted that it was easy to learn and use the voice 
commands. However, two of the participants said that it took a bit longer for them to 
learn the voice commands and remember them than learning to interact using button 
commands. For example, one participant (P55) noted that ―I think it was easy to use the 
voice commands while driving.‖ However, another participant (P54) said, ―voice 
command was okay, but it seemed like it took longer to learn how to use it because I had 
to learn the voice commands and it was also just not as obvious as the Umano app.‖ 
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Although one participant (P29) wanted to have more alternatives for each of the 
voice commands, another participant (P5) thought that we had enough alternatives for 
each of the voice commands. Three of the participants wanted a voice command that 
would take them to the beginning of the story. Two of these participants found the 
―restart‖ command confusing and thought it was to be used to go back to the beginning 
of a story rather than to the beginning of the playlist. For example, one of the participants 
(P2) noted, ―I expected the ―restart‖ command to restart the article instead of restarting 
the playlist. Maybe having a separate command to do both would be nice.‖ Similarly, one 
of the participants (P56) commented that he could not rewind within a story. He said, ―I 
was not able to go back a little bit in the story by like five or 10 seconds or go back to the 
beginning of the story.‖ 
For the related stories in ANFORADrive, the participants could just listen to the 
list of related stories. They could not select a particular news story in the list other than 
selecting them manually. Two of the participants suggested having a numbered list of 
related stories so that they use the number as the voice command to select a specific 
related story. 
One participant (P5) also commented that the feedback form the voice 
commands made his experience go smoothly. He noted, ―I liked the feedback part of the 
system, which repeats the voice command. They have that for lot of things to make sure 
that it understood what I said.‖ 
6.8. Discussion 
The research question for this study was focused on discovering the impact of 
voice-controlled aural flows (i.e., ANFORADrive) and an alternative solution on the 
market (i.e., Umano) on distraction and driving performance with respect to not using 
any device in the context of driving. To answer this question, the study was conducted in 
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a driving simulation lab. Overall, the findings suggested that voice-controlled aural flows 
do not significantly distract drivers or worsen driving performance with respect to not 
using any devices. This study showed that voice-controlled aural flows belong to a low 
level on the distraction framework (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.5). In addition, the aural 
flow usage patterns confirmed the initial design of ANFORA, which allows participants to 
customize content (see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1). These findings are discussed in 
details in the following sections. 
6.8.1. Hypotheses Revisited 
6.8.1.1. Cognitive Workload 
This study confirms H1.1 and H2.1: Compared to the driving only condition, 
ANFORADrive does not increase the driver‘s cognitive effort, but Umano increases the 
driver‘s cognitive effort in all the three driving complexities. This study also confirms H3.1: 
Compared to Umano, ANFORADrive reduces the driver‘s cognitive effort. The cognitive 
effort ratings of the no device condition for the low, moderate and high complexity 
scenarios were 19.71%, 32.67% and 31.83%, respectively (Figure 46). This result shows 
that the cognitive effort for the moderate driving complexity scenario was slightly higher 
than for the high driving complexity scenario. However, this result could have occurred 
due to experiencing many curvy roads in the design of the driving scenario. 
The ANFORADrive cognitive effort ratings for the low, moderate and high 
complexity scenarios were 23.92%, 28.92% and 25.29%, respectively (Figure 46), which 
were below 30%. However, the Umano cognitive effort ratings for the low, moderate and 
high complexity scenarios were 45.04%, 49.54% and 46.83%, respectively (Figure 46), 
which were between 45% and 50% cognitive effort. The cognitive effort for 
ANFORADrive, Umano and the no device condition increased from the low to moderate 
complexity scenarios, but decreased from the moderate to high complexity scenarios. 
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Based on previous studies (Horberry, 1998; Horberry et al., 2006; Horberry & Edquist, 
2008; Justiss et al., 2006), highway and city driving belongs to the higher complexity 
scenario. However, using many curvy roads in the scenario design could also belong to 
the high complexity because it adds additional overhead to cognitive effort. 
 
Figure 46. The ANFORADrive cognitive workload was below 30% in low, moderate and high 
driving complexity scenarios. 
 
6.8.1.2. Distraction and Overall Safety 
Our study confirms H3.2: Compared to Umano, ANFORADrive reduces driver‘s 
distraction in all the three driving complexities (low, moderate, and high). On a scale of 1 
to 100, ANFORADrive‘s distraction ratings for the low, moderate and high complexity 
scenarios were 32.75, 29.50 and 18.85, respectively (Figure 47), which were below the 
40% distraction level. However, the Umano distraction ratings for the low, moderate and 
high complexity scenarios were 71.00, 62.25 and 69.25, respectively (Figure 47), which 
were between the 60% to 75% distraction levels. Although driving complexity increased 
from the low to high complexity scenarios while using ANFORADrive, the distraction 
level decreased from 32.75 to 18.85 (Figure 47). This result suggests that, as driving 
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difficulty increases, ANFORADrive does not add additional distraction, but reduces self-
reported distraction. 
 
Figure 47. Self-reported distraction decreases as the driving complexity scenario increases for 
ANFORADrive.  
 
Our study also confirms H3.3: Compared to Umano, ANFORADrive increases 
the overall safety in all the three conditions. On a scale of 1 to 7, ANFORADrive‘s overall 
safety ratings for the low, moderate and high complexity scenarios were 5.45, 4.80 and 
5.60, respectively. However, Umano‘s overall safety ratings for the low, moderate and 
high complexity scenarios were 3.00, 2.70 and 2.65, respectively. As driving complexity 
increases, Umano‘s overall safety decreased slightly. However, ANFORADrive‘s overall 
safety increased slightly. These results were confirmed by our qualitative results in which 
the participants noted that using voice commands to interact with ANFORADrive was 
safer and less distracting. Interacting with Umano was perceived as being more 
distracting, which is one of the reasons why the participants did not prefer to use Umano 
while driving (reported in our Interview Findings, Section 6.7.1). 
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6.8.1.3. System Usability and User Experiences 
Our study shows that, compared to Umano, ANFORADrive has a better system 
usability in all the three driving complexities. ANFORADrive‘s system usability ratings for 
the low, moderate and high complexity scenarios were 81.00%, 78.63% and 77.88%, 
respectively (Figure 48), which indicated an acceptable interface with a rating close to 
excellent (Bangor et al., 2009 . However, the Umano system‘s usability ratings for the 
low, moderate and high complexity scenarios were 64.13%, 58.88% and 62.13%, 
respectively (Figure 48), which indicated marginal acceptability of interface (Bangor et al., 
2009). 
 
Figure 48. ANFORADrive‘s usability score was above 75% in the low, moderate and high driving 
complexity scenarios, which was close to an excellent rating. 
 
This study also showed that compared to Umano, ANFORADrive is simpler to 
use and provides the user with a satisfactory experience while using it (confirming H3.6). 
For both the low and high complexity scenarios, ANFORADrive is less engaging than 
Umano. However, this result is only significant in the high complexity scenario because 
of two reasons. First, the participants could listen to only a small set (eight) of news 
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categories and the TTS audio using ANFORADrive. Second, the high complexity 
scenario was always the last task and the participants were already fatigued. Therefore, 
other elements (e.g., news varieties and TTS) could affect them more than in the other 
scenarios. 
Overall, the participants had a better user experience when they used 
ANFORADrive than when they used Umano in all three of the driving complexities. Our 
interview findings also confirmed this result because our participants clearly noted that 
they found ANFORADrive easy to learn, use and navigate. 
6.8.1.4. Driving Performance 
The two main outcome measurements for driving performance in our study are 
the number of lane departures and response time. Participants using ANFORADrive, 
Umano and no device yielded a similar response time in all three of the driving 
complexities (Figure 49). However, an increasing trend occurred from no device to 
ANFORADrive to Umano for the moderate and high complexity scenarios (Figure 50). In 
addition, as the cognitive load increases, the response time also increases. Testing 
response time with additional participants could confirm whether the aural application 
has a significant effect on response time. 
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Figure 49. ANFORADrive, Umano and no device yielded a similar response time in all three of 
the driving complexity scenarios. 
 
 
Figure 50. Response time has an increasing trend from no device to ANFORADrive to Umano for 
both the moderate and high complexity scenarios (with no statistical significance present). 
 
The participants using ANFORADrive, Umano and no device yielded similar 
number of lane departures in the low and moderate complexity scenarios (Figure 51). 
However, the number of lane departures were significantly different for the high 
complexity scenarios (Figure 51). In addition, an increasing trend exists from no device 
to ANFORADrive to Umano for the low and moderate complexity scenarios (Figure 52). 
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Overall, this study confirms H1.4: Compared to the driving only condition, ANFORADrive 
does not reduce driving performance. However, this study does not fully confirm H2.4 
and H3.4. It is likely that having more participants in each condition would help to 
confirm those two hypotheses as well since we did discover an increasing trend. 
 
Figure 51. The number of lane departures was significantly different for the high complexity 
scenario. 
 
 
 
Figure 52. The number of lane departures has an increasing trend from no device to 
ANFORADrive to Umano for the low and moderate complexity scenarios. 
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6.8.1.5. Driving Behavior 
Our study confirms H1.5 and H2.5: Compared to the driving only condition, 
ANFORADrive does not increase driver‘s visual interaction time with the device, but 
Umano increases driver‘s visual interaction time with the device in all the three driving 
complexities. This study also confirms H3.5: Compared to Umano, ANFORADrive 
reduces driver‘s visual interaction time with the device. The TEOR of ANFORADrive for 
the low, moderate and high complexity scenarios was 6.50 sec., 19.20 sec. and 6.20 
sec., respectively (Figure 53), which was 1% of the total task time. However, the TEOR 
of Umano for the low, moderate and high complexity scenarios was 99.25 sec., 84.15 
sec. and 74.90 sec., respectively (Figure 53), which was between 7% and 10% of the 
total task time. As the driving complexity increased, the TEOR while using Umano 
decreased because its participants needed to pay closer attention to the road. In 
addition, the visual interaction time with Umano was longer due to the manual interaction 
to change the news stories and categories. 
 
Figure 53. The visual interaction time with ANFORADrive was 1% of the total task time (15 
minutes). 
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All of our hypotheses, other than H2.4 and H3.4, were confirmed (Table 9). In 
summary, these results suggest that ANFORADrive is similar to the no device condition 
in terms of driving performance, driving behavior, cognitive effort, distraction and overall 
safety. These findings suggest that using ANFORADrive does not add any additional 
overhead or distraction when compared to not using any device. 
Table 9. Hypotheses Revisited. 
Hypotheses Confirmed/Rejected 
H1.1: Compared to the driving only condition, 
ANFORADrive does not increase driver‘s cognitive 
effort. 
H2.1: Compared to the driving only condition, 
Umano increases driver‘s cognitive effort. 
H3.1: Compared to Umano, ANFORADrive reduces 
driver's cognitive effort. 
Confirmed 
 
Confirmed 
 
Confirmed 
H1.2: Compared to the driving only condition, 
ANFORADrive does not increase driver distraction. 
H2.2: Compared to the driving only condition, 
Umano increases driver distraction. 
H3.2: Compared to Umano, ANFORADrive reduces 
driver distraction. 
Partially Confirmed 
 
Partially Confirmed 
 
Confirmed 
H1.3: Compared to the driving only condition, 
ANFORADrive does not reduce overall safety. 
H2.3: Compared to the driving only condition, 
Umano reduces overall safety. 
H3.3: Compared to Umano, ANFORADrive 
increases overall safety. 
Partially Confirmed 
 
Partially Confirmed 
 
Confirmed 
H1.4: Compared to the driving only condition, 
ANFORADrive does not reduce driving 
performance. 
H2.4: Compared to the driving only condition, 
Umano reduces driving performance. 
H3.4: Compared to Umano, ANFORADrive 
increases driving performance. 
Confirmed 
 
Not Confirmed 
 
Not Confirmed 
H1.5: Compared to the driving only condition, 
ANFORADrive does not increase the driver‘s visual 
interaction time with the device. 
H2.5: Compared to the driving only condition, 
Umano increases the driver‘s visual interaction time 
with the device. 
Confirmed 
 
 
Confirmed 
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H3.5: Compared to Umano, ANFORADrive reduces 
the driver‘s visual interaction time with the device. 
Confirmed 
H3.6: Compared to Umano, ANFORADrive 
increases user satisfaction while using the device. 
Confirmed 
 
6.8.2. The Role of Aural Flows While Driving 
In this section, we discuss where aural flows belong in the driver distraction 
framework introduced by Strayer et al. (2011) as shown in Figure 4. Understanding the 
level of distraction generated by aural flows is important because prior studies (Barón & 
Green, 2006; Gable et al., 2013; Harbluk et al., 2002; Hua & Ng, 2010; Lee et al., 2001; 
Strayer et al., 2013; Winter et al., 2010) have provided contradictory findings on the role 
of audio/voice-based in-car systems on the cognitive overload. In our study, we used 
TEOR and NASA-TLX to measure visual and cognitive distraction, respectively. Manual 
distraction was very similar to visual distraction because, whenever the participants took 
their eyes off of the road, they manually interacted with their phones or the steering 
wheel button. 
In order to understand the role of aural flows in the driver distraction framework, 
we first need to know where the driving only condition belongs in the driver distraction 
framework. The driving only condition has a low visual, manual and cognitive distraction 
on drivers because they simply drive and do not engage in any secondary tasks. As 
demonstrated in our results through TEOR and NASA-TLX, visual and cognitive 
distraction scored low for ANFORADrive compared to the driving only condition (no 
device) (as reported in our Results, Sections 6.6.2 and 6.6.4). Therefore, aural flows 
also belong to low level for visual, manual and cognitive distractions. These low levels of 
distraction are evident when users listen to and interact with aural flows (Figure 54). 
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Similarly, listening to Umano also belongs to low level of distractions because it is 
comparable to listening to the radio, which belongs to low level distractions (Strayer et 
al., 2011). However, interacting with Umano could belong to the moderate or high level 
distractions (Figure 54) because both the TEOR and NASA-TLX scores increased 
significantly for Umano when compared to the no device condition (reported in our 
Results, Sections 6.6.2 and 6.6.4). In summary, our findings suggest that ANFORADrive 
could be used as a non-distracting infotainment technology while driving. 
 
Figure 54. Listening to and interacting with aural flows belong to the low level condition for visual, 
manual and cognitive distractions. Listening to Umano also belongs to low level distractions. 
However, interacting with Umano could belong to the moderate or high level of distractions. 
 
6.8.3. Usage of Aural Flows 
6.8.3.1. Navigation Model: Full Flow with All-to-All Access vs. Group Flow with Index 
Access 
In the results section, we showed that the participants changed the news 
category only once while using Umano, possibly because it takes four clicks to change a 
Visual Cognitive
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Interacting with 
Umano
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category (Figure 26). As reported in the results, we observed a radical difference 
between voice command usage in ANFORADrive and button command usage in Umano. 
This difference could be because using button commands to interact visually with 
Umano needed more time and the participants preferred not to use such a time 
consuming method. This result was supported by our interview results, which showed 
that one of the main reasons why the participants did not want to use Umano was that it 
required visual interactions in order to change channels. For example, one of the 
participants (P2) explicitly noted the difference between ANFORADrive and Umano,  
I liked how easy it was to switch between articles or between categories 
[in ANFORADrive]. I didn‘t have multiple steps to go through. With the 
other app, I had to first go to the category and then I had to say it to start 
playing one of the articles. That was multiple steps to just do something 
as simple as starting a playlist. 
 
These results show that full flow, along with all-to-all access and voice 
commands, could reduce visual interactions with the device and improve on the user‘s 
experience compared to group flow along with index access and button commands. 
Hence, full flow with all-to-all access and voice commands could better suit the driving 
context than group flow with index access and button commands. 
6.8.3.2. Structural Navigation and Listening Experience within a News Story 
While Umano is designed to provide its participants with only full news stories, 
ANFORADrive provides both summary and full news stories. We observed, in our results, 
that four patterns of usage exist when the aural flows are used in ANFORADrive (Figure 
55). In the first pattern, the participants let the aural flow run through both the summary 
and full story. This pattern is the default flow provided to the users in ANFORADrive. For 
example, the user will start the flow by accessing the first news in the U.S. category. He 
listens to the title of the story, summary and full story. Toward the end of the full story, he 
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decides to move to the next story and says ―next.‖ He now listens to the second story in 
the U.S. category by listening to the title, summary and part of the full story. He then 
says ―world‖ and the flow moves to the world news. He listens to the title, summary and 
full story of the first story in world news. In the second pattern, the participant prefers to 
listen to the summary of the news only. 
The second pattern is called sampling and is based on the initial design ideas 
introduced for ANFORA News in Chapter 3 (Table 2). For example, the user listens to 
the title and summary of the first news story in the U.S. category, then he says ―next‖ 
before the flow moves to the full story. He now listens to the summary of the second 
news story. Then, he says ―world‖ and listens to the summary of the first news story in 
the world category. In the third pattern, the comprehensive pattern, the participant 
prefers to listen to only the full news story (Table 2 in Chapter 3). In this pattern, the user 
listens to either the title or a bit of summary and then says ―full story.‖ 
In the fourth pattern, the supplemental pattern, the participants listen to related 
stories (Table 2 in Chapter 3). For example, the user listens to the summary and full 
story of the first news story in the U.S. category and then says ―next.‖ He now listens to 
the summary and full story of the second news story in the U.S. category. He realizes 
that he is interested in listening to similar news on this topic and says ―related.‖ Once he 
listens to the related story, the flow moves to the third story in the U.S. category. He, 
again, likes the third story and says ―tell me more.‖ The flow takes him to a related story. 
These four patterns confirmed the initial intention of the design of ANFORA, 
which was specified in Chapter 3. As reported in our results, we observed that the 
majority of our participants (87%) adhere to the first pattern (i.e., the default function of 
the aural flow). Fewer than 10% of our participants adopted both the second and third 
usage patterns. Finally, 15% of our participants utilized the fourth usage pattern. These 
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results were also supported by our interview results, where 23 of our participants 
commented they were not going to use Umano because they could only listen to the full 
story, but not the summary and related stories. 
These results show that providing both the summary and full story as default 
could be a good option in the context of driving, but designers need to give the users 
ability to set their preferences beforehand or while listening to the flow. For example, the 
users might want to listen to summaries of breaking news, but full stories in the science 
news category. They might be able to do it by saying ―breaking news summaries‖ or 
―science news full stories.‖ 
Additionally, a two-way ANOVA was conducted to find out if the driving 
complexity scenarios and aural flows usage did affect the driving performance 
measurements. The results showed that both driving complexity scenarios and aural 
flows usage did not have a significant main effect on both number of lane departures 
and response time. Hence, enabling the users to select the aural flows based on their 
preference will not affect their driving performance. 
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Figure 55. Four different patterns of aural flow usage: 1) 87% of the participants let the aural flow 
goes through both the summary and full story, 2) 10% of the participants preferred to listen to the 
full news story only, 3) 3% of the participants preferred to listen to the summary of the news only 
and 4) 15% of the participants listened to related stories in addition to the summary or full story. 
 
6.8.4. Limitations of the Study  
One limitation of our experimental design is that we conducted the study with 60 
participants due to time and resource constraints. Conducting the study with over 100 
participants would give better power for our statistical data analysis. The second 
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limitation is that distraction and overall safety questions were not asked for the ―no 
device‖ condition. As such, we had to look into correlation of distraction and safety with 
NASA-TLX measurement to make a judgment about the distraction and safety ratings for 
the ―no device‖ condition. 
The third limitation of the study is that we had a between-subject design (20 
participants for each condition) for the aural applications in each driving complexity 
scenario (i.e., low, moderate and high). However, having a within-subject design with 20 
participants for each condition would give us a more accurate result, since the same 
participant would use different aural applications. The only limitation with this 
experimental design would be that the same user would go through only one driving 
complexity scenario. Therefore, the participants would become familiar with the path of 
the driving scenario. In order to reduce the learning effect of the path, we would have to 
create three versions for each driving complexity scenario. For example, the low 
complexity scenario would have three versions. Similarly, each of the moderate and high 
complexity scenarios would have three versions. Therefore, we would have nine 
versions for each driving complexity scenario. We did not pursue this path due to 
resource constraints. 
6.9. Conclusions 
Through this controlled evaluation study, we learned that the ANFORADrive 
condition was similar to the no device condition in terms of driving performance, driving 
behavior, cognitive workload, distraction and overall safety. These findings are positive 
and show that ANFORADrive does not add any additional cognitive overhead for drivers 
even though they are aurally listening to and interacting with their mobile devices. These 
findings are contradictory to the recent study by Strayer et al. (2013), which suggested 
that using speech-to-text systems to text message in the car is risky because too many 
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voice interactions still tax our attention bandwidth. This contradiction could occur 
because our participants were using voice commands to interact with aural flows 
compared to the larger number of voice commands required for sending a text message 
while driving. 
Overall, this study showed that aural flows allow participants to engage with web-
based news content without having to visually browse the screen while driving. 
Admittedly, ANFORADrive needs further improvements and developments based on the 
findings gathered during this study. In the next chapter, I will discuss the main 
contributions of this dissertation to the HCI research community, news industry and 
automobile industry.  
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Chapter 7. Summary of Contributions 
7.1. HCI Research Community 
This research contributes novel HCI knowledge that informs the design of a new 
class of aural and semi-aural user interfaces for the mobile experience (i.e., systems that 
transform existing web information architecture into linear, aural flows to be comfortably 
listened to, thus off-loading the eyes from continuous attention to mobile devices). Our 
approach is exemplified in ANFORA, a set of semi-aural mobile application prototypes 
optimized to generate real-time aural flows from web sources and allow the user to listen 
to large collections of news stories on the go. This research also investigated eyes-free 
input modalities used to interact in the context of walking and driving with semi-aural 
user interfaces and control aural flows created from the web. This dissertation provides 
five main significant contributions to consuming content-rich websites while on the go: 
 Continuous Flows of Content: ANFORA eliminates the need for intermittent 
navigation by providing aural flows. A flow is governed by aural design rules that 
determine which pages of the information architecture to concatenate 
automatically as well as how users can control these flows. Aural flows act as 
playlists of content. The application provides the following types of aural flows 
based on the breadth and the time length of the content covered: group flow and 
full flow. These flow types are associated with different aspects of the information 
architecture of a content-intensive website. 
 Enhancing the Mobile Experience: Users can employ the proposed application 
on modern smart phones (i.e., iPhone and Android devices). Hence, they do not 
need to sit in front of their personal computers to use it. 
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 Making Complex Websites Simpler: The structure of content rich websites 
(such as news, education or tourism websites) is not only hierarchical, but also 
hypertextual. As an example of a hypertextual feature, while browsing a news 
website, a user could quickly reference related news stories or news stories 
within the same subcategory. The aural browsing experience can become 
difficult when users have to navigate non-hierarchical websites. In order to 
address this challenge, ANFORA provides aural flows that cover the hypertextual 
relationship among the content. 
 Topical Access to Content: ANFORA introduces different types of content 
categorizations specifically suited for aural navigation. For example, users can 
choose to listen to segments of news stories based on time constraint (e.g., five 
or 10 minute aural flows) or the degree of the coverage of the content (e.g., only 
a summary of the news or the full story).  
 All-to-All Access to Categories ANFORA enables users to begin listening to 
any content and move to any other content without returning to an index or home 
page to re-select options. For example, users listening to a technology news 
story can simply select ―World‖ in the menu options to listen to the world news 
instead of returning to an index page. 
This research investigated the role of aural flows in two different contexts, such 
as walking and driving. These two contexts were selected as an example of contexts 
featuring both low and high cognitive load and distraction. In the walking scenario, where 
lower cognitive demand existed, using button vs. voice commands did not strongly effect 
the system‘s usability and cognitive workload. However, in the driving scenario, where a 
higher cognitive demand existed, using voice vs. button commands increased system 
usability and reduced cognitive workload. Additionally a significant contribution of this 
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research is identifying that voice-controlled aural flows belong to low level visual, manual 
and cognitive distraction on driving distraction framework (Figure 56). 
 
Figure 56. Listening to and interacting with voice-controlled aural flows belong to the low level for 
visual, manual and cognitive distractions. 
 
7.2. Potential Contributions to the News Industry 
ANFORA News differs from other methods of listening to the news, such as radio 
broadcasts and news podcasts, due to differences in a few key principles, including 
flexibility of access and the level of abstraction of the content selection. As such, 
ANFORA provides a multimodal experience that provides different output and input 
modalities as well as various levels of reading/listening (e.g., scan headlines, sample 
story summaries and listen to full stories). A radio news broadcast, on the other hand, is 
synchronous in that users tune into a complete newscast edited linearly by a producer 
for a predetermined time slot and mass audience. The news podcast provides a more 
asynchronous experience by allowing users to download programs and listen to them 
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wherever and whenever they want. However, these programs are edited by producers 
who have the mass audience in mind. Thus, neither the radio news broadcast nor news 
podcast can take into consideration any single individual‘s time constraints and/or 
personal interests. ANFORA, however, lets users decide the length of time they want to 
spend with the news and how in-depth they want to delve into individual stories. 
Therefore, ANFORA provides an unmatched user experience opportunity in the midst of 
a dramatic transition as the news industry struggles to keep up with the rapidly evolving 
media landscape. 
In today‘s society, the news industry is searching for methods by which to reach 
young audiences using their phones and tablets. ANFORA represents a potential 
paradigm shift in an industry that is struggling to reinvent itself and more effectively 
reach audiences by leveraging paradigms with which younger users are already familiar 
(e.g., listening to playlists on the go). Finally, it is important to note that the innovations 
introduced by ANFORA apply to a variety of content-intensive domains, for which new 
casting is a prominent example. 
7.3. Automobile Industry 
According to Richard Robinson, the director of the Automotive Multimedia and 
Communications Service  AMCS , ―in five years, nearly 25% of the cars will be 
connected to the Internet (Car and Driver, 2015).‖ He also noted, in his article about the 
future of in-car technology, that ―your dashboard may soon become as versatile as your 
laptop (Car and Driver, 2015).‖ The same article stated that, in the near future, 
customers would be able to visit an automaker‘s app store in order to install software in 
their cars instead of buying a new device. For example, MyFord Touch enables car 
drivers and passenger to configure and listen to their own Internet music ―station‖ via 
Pandora (Car and Driver, 2015). Another article noted that Android will soon be 
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integrated into cars (Digital Afro, 2015). Similarly, in the near future, car touchscreen 
dashboards will enable drivers and passengers to listen to their personalized news 
playlists. 
Hence, this research contributes to novel HCI techniques used to design 
applications that could be installed in car touchscreen dashboards. This application 
could transform existing web information architectures (e.g., news, education or 
government websites) into playlists of content to be comfortably listened to and 
interacted with via voice. In addition, if users installed this application on their phone or 
laptop and they were just listening to the content playlist at their home, once they go to 
their car, they could continue listening to the same playlist via their car dashboard. In the 
autonomous cars of the future, this transition could be done seamlessly as the system in 
the car recognizes that the users were just listening to the news vs. music before they go 
to their vehicle. 
The study conducted in the driving simulation lab showed that the current design 
of aural flows is suitable while driving since it does not add any significant cognitive 
workload, distract users or change the users‘ driving performance. Moreover, the results 
of this study showed that listening to and interacting with aural flows belong to low level 
visual, manual and cognitive distraction framework (Figure 56). This research will enable 
car drivers to keep their eyes on the road and their hands on the steering wheel to avoid 
future accidents. Ultimately, this research enables us to understand the possibility of 
cooperating aural flows in autonomous cars. 
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Chapter 8. Future Research Directions 
8.1. Controlling Aural Flows Using Touch 
There are four directions in which this research could be expanded. One 
possibility is to further investigate controlling aural flows with touch/gesture. A few 
studies, such as those studies that investigated earPod (Zhao et al., 2007) and Bezel-
Tap (Serrano, Lecolinet, & Guiard, 2013), have shown that touch/gesture can decrease 
the visual interaction with an interface. In addition, in our study, two of our participants 
liked how they could swipe to go to the next or previous story using Umano while driving 
(See Section 6.7.4). Hence, we could explore a vocabulary of gesture interactions for 
controlling aural flows via the interface or a car‘s steering wheel (Döring et al., 2011). 
Previous research has examined using gestures to interact with infotainment 
systems in the car (Ohn-Bar, Tran, & Trivedi, 2012). For example, a single-finger swipe 
right or left might enable movement between the stories and up and down swipes might 
move between categories. Single taps could go to the full story, and double taps could 
stand in for ―pause‖ or ―play‖ commands. These gestures could apply to use on both the 
interface and on the steering wheel. It is also important to investigate which part of the 
interface should be used for gestural interaction so that users do not hit the wrong button 
commands by mistake. 
8.2. Investigating Additional Voice Commands for Other Interactions 
Another possibility is to further investigate controlling aural flows with the 
additional voice commands. Right now, the Linkless ANFORA prototype has a limited 
number of categories, all of which are taken from NPR. However, in the marketable 
application, we would want to have a broader variety of categories as well as 
subcategories and news stories from different sources, such as CNN, BBC and The New 
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York Times. Therefore, it is worth investigating whether our users need to remember the 
voice commands for all of the categories or only for those categories they access 
regularly. We could also explore how to provide users with personalized flows after 
repeated usage. For example, if a user accesses only health and technology news the 
first 10 times that he accesses the app, then the next time the user accesses the app, 
the aural flow would begin by default showing only health and technology news. 
In our final experiment, some of the participants preferred listening only to 
summaries, while other participants preferred listening to full stories depending on the 
category in which the stories were being listened. Moreover, users might want to listen to 
summaries of breaking news, but full stories for science news. As such, the voice 
commands could be ―breaking news summaries‖ or ―science news full story.‖ Another 
interesting pattern of aural flows navigation was that our users liked to listen to some of 
the related stories. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate how these additional voice 
commands could be used in ways that would provide users with the freedom to interact 
with the device in more meaningful ways. 
8.3. Applying Aural Flows to Other Domains 
The third possibility is to explore aural flows within other content-rich websites, 
such as social networking, education or government websites. For example, on 
Facebook, the user could listen to the 10 most recent posts to his feed or listen to the 
feeds of a select group of friends. He could also listen to the comments for each of the 
feeds. This idea could be transferred to Twitter, where a user could to listen to the 
tweets of users whom he follows. 
We could also expand on the main idea of aural flows and explore a generic 
framework. This framework could be built on top of any content-rich website, allowing 
the user to access the website‘s API and content and convert the sites to aural flows. 
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Once the content is obtained, the main challenge would be to identify the category into 
which the content falls. For example, the framework must be able to distiguish between 
a feed‘s content and the comments. In addition, each social networking website tags its 
content differently from its peers, so the program would need to be able to distinguish 
between the types. Another challenge would be to identify whether the website was a 
news, social networking or government website. 
8.4. Exploring Aural Flows for Visually-impaired Users 
The fourth possibility is to investigate how to use Linkless ANFORA for visually-
impaired users. Since visually-impaired individuals consume web content by listening to 
it using screen readers, it is worth exploring how to use aural flows for the visually-
impaired users, especially since accessing aural flows using voice commands has 
proven to be useful for eyes-free scenarios, such as driving. For example, we could 
conduct a geussability study with visually-impaired users. First, we could train them on 
how to use the Linkless ANFORA and interact with it using voice commands. Then, we 
could ask them to provide us with other voice commands or gestures that would be 
helpful within the program. This geussability study could inform us about what voice 
commands or gestures are more natural for visually-impaired users when interacting 
with aural flows. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Detailed Screenshots of ANFORA News Prototype 
The ANFORA News prototype is available at: http://discern.uits.iu.edu:8670/ANFORA/ 
Full Source code and database are available at: 
http://discern.uits.iu.edu:8670/downloads/ANFORA(Feb15_2012).zip 
 
 
 
 
Scan Headlines Scenario
Selecting the Flow
Experiencing the Flow (Listening to Headlines)
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Sample Story Summary with Related News
Selecting the Flow
Experiencing the Flow (Listening to Sample Stories)
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Listen to full stories with related stories and readers’ comments
Selecting the Flow
Experiencing the Flow (Listening to Full Stories)
Quick hits “Indiana in 15 min”
Selecting the Flow Experiencing the Flow (Listening to Sample Story)
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Quick hits “Across the U.S. in 15 min”
Selecting the Flow Experiencing the Flow (Listening to Sample Story)
Quick hits “Across the world in 15 min”
Selecting the Flow Experiencing the Flow (Listening to Sample Story)
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Listen to all news stories in 30 minutes
Selecting the Flow
Experiencing the Flow 
(Listening to Full Stories)
Interrupting the Flow to 
Go Back to Homepage
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Appendix B: Evaluation Study Instruments and Scripts 
Introductory Script 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in our research project. For this project, we have 
developed a mobile news application called ANFORA News that will allow you to listen 
to news stories in the form of text-to-speech while on-the-go. ANFORA News is 
designed to allow you to customize your news experience, by first choosing the types of 
news stories you would like to listen to based on how much time you have.  
Imagine that you want to browse a news website using your mobile phone. But you also 
must walk to work or class, which may make it difficult to visually browse a news site and 
read stories while you walk. ANFORA News allows you to select the categories of news 
you want to listen to before beginning your walk. Once your selections have been made, 
ANFORA News creates a playlist of those stories and allows you to listen to them, one 
after another, without further visual interaction with the screen. In other words, ANFORA 
News provides a customized, eye-free news listening experience.   
In general, we aim to test ANFORA News‘ usability, collect your opinions regarding its 
strengths and weaknesses and determine whether you find the ANFORA News 
experience to be enjoyable. Therefore, you will be asked to complete up to three simple 
tasks focused on interaction with the ANFORA News interface while walking through a 
busy hallway. I will join you on your walk to observe your interactions with the interface, 
video record your session and help you if any technical problems should arise. During 
this experience, please let me know if you become distracted by your surroundings 
and/or obstacles encountered while walking. When we return to the lab, I will ask you a 
series of questions regarding your experience. The entire session should last about one 
hour. 
You do not have to interact with the screen after making an initial news playlist. However, 
if you want to, there are both control buttons on the screen and gesture commands you 
can use to do so. The buttons should be self-explanatory. Gesture commands are as 
follows: One-finger swipe left allows you to go to the next section within a story; one-
finger swipe right allows you to go to the previous section within a news story; two-finger 
swipe left allows you to go to the next news story; and two-finger swipe right allows you 
to go to the previous news story. You can also scroll to the top of the page and use the 
button control commands if you like. 
You can skip to the next story or stop the flow at any time. However, ANFORA News is 
designed to minimize interaction. 
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First Task Set 
1. From the home screen, select ―Scan Headlines.‖ Then, select all three categories 
―local, national and world.‖ For each category, select at least two sub-categories. 
ANFORA News is designed to minimize interaction and allow you to listen to a 
playlist of news stories on-the-go. However, you can skip to the next story or stop 
the flow any time you like by using gesture or control commands. 
2. From the home screen, select ―Listen to Full Stories‖ and add ―Related Stories‖ 
and ―Comments.‖ Then, select one category, ―local, national or world.‖ Finally, 
select all four sub-categories. Remember that you can skip to the next story or 
stop the flow any time you like by using gesture or control commands. However, 
you are not required to interact with the screen after making these initial 
selections. 
3. From the home screen, select one of the three ―Quick Hits‖ options. Remember 
that ANFORA News is designed to minimize interaction. But you can skip to the 
next story or stop the flow any time you like. 
 
Second Task Set 
1. From the home screen, select ―Sample Story Summaries‖ and add ―Related 
Stories.‖ Then, select two of three categories, ―local, national and world.‖ For 
each of the two categories you selected, choose at least two sub-categories. 
Remember that you can skip to the next story or stop the flow any time you like. 
ANFORA News is designed to minimize interaction and allow you to listen to a 
playlist of news stories on-the-go. However, you can skip to the next story or stop 
the flow any time you like by using gesture or control commands. 
2. From the home screen, select ―Listen to All News Stories‖ under the ―Long 
Format‖ option. Remember that you can skip to the next story or stop the flow 
any time you like by using gesture or control commands. However, you are not 
required to interact with the screen after making these initial selections. 
 
Survey for First Task Set 
On a scale of 1-5 (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree) rate your level of agreement 
with the following statements: 
1. ANFORA News is easy to use. 
2. Listening to news on ANFORA News is enjoyable. 
3. I would use ANFORA News again. 
4. I prefer using ANFORA News to browsing news websites on my mobile device. 
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5. ANFORA News was easy to navigate. 
6. The text-to-speech voice was difficult to understand. 
7. I got what I expected when I clicked on things (buttons, links, etc.) on this site. 
8. The news content was interesting.  
9. The quality of the text-to-speech voice was satisfactory. 
10. The news content was boring. 
11. After using ANFORA News, I feel well informed about the news categories I listened 
to. 
12. While listening to ANFORA News, I realized when the news story started and ended. 
13. While listening to ANFORA News, I realized the category in which the news story 
belonged to. 
14. The ―Scan Headlines‖ feature was useful. 
15. The ―Sample Story Summaries‖ feature was useful. 
16. The ―Listen to Full Stories‖ feature was useful.  
 
Survey for Second Task Set 
1. ANFORA News is easy to use. 
2. Listening to news on ANFORA News is enjoyable. 
3. I would use ANFORA News again. 
4. I prefer using ANFORA News to browsing news websites on my mobile device. 
5. ANFORA News was easy to navigate. 
6. The text-to-speech voice was difficult to understand.  
7. I got what I expected when I clicked on things (buttons, links, etc.) on this site. 
8. The news content was interesting.  
9. The quality of the text-to-speech voice was satisfactory. 
10. The news content was boring. 
11. After using ANFORA News, I feel well informed about the news categories I listened 
to. 
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12. While listening to ANFORA News, I realized when the news story started and ended. 
13. While listening to ANFORA News, I realized the category in which the news story 
belonged to. 
14. The ―Sample Story Summaries‖ feature was useful.  
 
Interview Questions 
1. Overall, how would you describe your experience with ANFORA News?  
2. How convenient was it for you to set up your news playlist? In other words, how easy 
was it for you to choose the categories of news you wanted to listen to? 
3. Were you able to adequately monitor your surroundings while walking? If no, why not? 
4. Was it clear when a new news story started/ended? 
5. At any point, did you feel confused by the interface? If so, can you recall when? 
6. At any point, did you feel lost in the while listening to the news? If so, can you recall 
when? 
7. Did you notice any sound effects such as music or bells in between stories? If yes, 
what did they mean to you? 
8. At any point, did you stop ANFORA News before your playlist ended? If yes, why? 
9. Did you use gesture commands? Control commands? Both? Why or why not? 
10. How did you feel about the way ANFORA allowed you to make initial choices about 
what types of stories you wanted to listen to and then automatically played stories in 
order after those choices were made? 
11. If ANFORA News were available today, when would you use it? How? Why or why 
not? 
12. What did you like best about ANFORA News? 
13. What did you like least about ANFORA News? 
14. How many news stories did you listen to today? 
15. Briefly tell me about a news story that you remember. 
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Appendix C: Tabulated Data 
Task Performance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Aural Flow Completion Rate Scan Headlines (T1)
Full Stories with 
Readers' comments 
& Related News 
(T2)
Sample story 
Summary (T3)
Sample Story 
Summary with 
Related News (T4)
Full Stories (T5)
Completion without assitance 8 5 4 5 3
Completion with assitance 2 5 6 3 5
Users Gave up 0 0 0 2 2
Confused by 
Long Pauses
Encountered 
Technical 
Problem
Poor Recall 
of Gesture 
Commands
Misunderstood 
Button Labeling
Misunderstood 
TTS
Percentage Occurrence of 
Error During Total Number 
of Listening Sessions (50)
50% 36% 28% 10% 6%
Scan Headlines (T1)
Full Stories with 
Readers' comments 
& Related News (T2)
Sample story 
Summary (T3)
Sample Story 
Summary with 
Related News (T4)
Full Stories (T5)
Engagement 
with the Screen
21.70 19.07 18.74 29.25 20.76
Listening to 
Aural flow
78.30 80.93 81.26 70.75 79.24
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Q1. 
ANFORA 
News is 
easy to use.
Q2. 
Listening to 
news on 
ANFORA 
News is 
enjoyable.
Q3. I would 
use 
ANFORA 
News again.
Q4. I prefer 
using 
ANFORA 
News to 
browsing 
news 
websites on 
my mobile 
device.
Q5. 
ANFORA 
News was 
easy to 
navigate.
Q6. The text-
to-speech 
voice was 
difficult to 
understand.
Q7. I got 
what I 
expected 
when I 
clicked on 
things 
(buttons, 
links, etc.) 
on this site.
Q8. The 
news 
content was 
interesting.
Q9. The 
quality of 
the text-to-
speech 
voice was 
satisfactory.
Q10. The 
news 
content was 
boring.
Q11.        
After using 
ANFORA 
News, I feel 
well-
informed 
about
the news 
categories I 
listened to.
Q12.      
While 
listening to 
ANFORA 
News, I 
realized 
when
the news 
story 
started and 
ended.
Q13.     
While 
listening to 
ANFORA 
News, I 
realized the 
category
in which the 
news story 
belonged to.
Q14. The 
“Scan 
Headlines” 
feature was 
useful./     
The 
“Sample 
Story 
Summaries” 
feature was 
useful.
Q15. The 
“Sample 
Story 
Summaries” 
feature was 
useful.
Q16. The 
“Listen to 
Full 
Stories” 
feature was 
useful.
P1 2 4 3 2 1 1 2 4 5 2 4 4 4 3 3 4
P2 4 4 3 3 4 2 3 4 4 2 4 3 3 4
P3 4 5 5 5 4 3 2 3 3 3 5 5 5 4 4 3
P4 5 4 4 5 5 1 3 3 4 2 4 4 4 5
P5 5 5 4 5 1 5 4 5 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5
P6 3 3 4 3 4 2 3 5 5 2 4 3 4 4 5 3
P7 4 4 4 3 4 2 4 4 4 2 5 5 4 3
P8 3 3 2 2 4 1 4 4 4 2 4 4 2 3
P9 3 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 2 2 4 3 3 4 4 4
P10 4 5 5 3 5 1 4 5 5 1 5 4 4 4 4 4
P11 5 5 4 5 4 1 4 4 4 2 3 4 3 4
P12 5 3 4 4 5 2 4 3 2 3 4 5 4 4 4 4
P13 4 4 4 4 5 1 5 4 5 1 5 5 3 5
P14 4 4 4 3 5 2 5 4 4 2 4 3 4 4 4 4
P15 4 3 3 3 4 2 4 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 3
P16 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 2 3 5 4 3
P17 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 3 3 2 4 1 2 2 3 4
P18 4 5 5 5 2 3 5 5 5 1 5 5 4 5
P19 4 4 4 3 3 2 4 2 4 4 5 3 2 5
P20 5 4 4 4 5 3 5 3 3 2 4 4 4 4
Survey Questionnaire 
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Age Gender Kind of Phone News Web Mobile News Radio News TV News
P1 30 M iPhone 6+ hrs 5-30 min no time no time
P2 27 F Epic 4G 5-30 min 5-30 min no time 5-30 min
P3 27 M iPhone 3-6 hrs 30-60 min 5-30 min 6+ hrs
P4 26 F Samsung 5-30 min 5-30 min 5-30 min 1-3 hrs
P5 23 F iPhone 4S 1-3 hrs 5-30 min no time no time
P6 24 F Basic Model 1-3 hrs no time no time no time
P7 25 M Blackberry Torch 30-60 min 5-30 min 3-6 hrs 3-6 hrs
P8 24 F iPhone 5-30 min 1-3 hrs no time no time
P9 27 M Nokia- M73 6+ hrs no time 1-3 hrs 1-3 hrs
P10 55 F LG Optimus 30-60 min 30-60 min 1-3 hrs 6+ hrs
P11 26 M Android 5-30 min no time 5-30 min no time
P12 50 M Blackberry 5-30 min 5-30 min 6+ hrs no time
P13 29 F iPhone 4 1-3 hrs 5-30 min no time 1-3 hrs
P14 37 F Android Samsung Fascinate 1-3 hrs 5-30 min no time 1-3 hrs
P15 23 F 30-60 min 5-30 min 5-30 min 5-30 min
P16 27 M LG CU500 (java) 3-6 hrs no time 5-30 min 5-30 min
P17 37 M iPhone 4 1-3 hrs 1-3 hrs 1-3 hrs no time
P18 30 F iPhone 30-60 min 5-30 min 3-6 hrs 3-6 hrs
P19 24 M Android-SGH T959 1-3 hrs 30-60 min 5-30 min 5-30 min
P20 34 M Regular P.O.S 30-60 min no time 1-3 hrs no time
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Appendix D: ANFORA News Patent 
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Appendix E: Linkless ANFORA Prototypes 
Button condition: http://discern.uits.iu.edu:8670/ANFORA_B/ 
Voice + Button condition: http://discern.uits.iu.edu:8670/ANFORA_VB/ 
Control console to manually activate voice commands: 
http://discern.uits.iu.edu:8670/ANFORA_VB/admins/home 
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Appendix F: Linkless ANFORA Evaluation Study Instruments and Scripts 
Introductory Script 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in our research project. For this project, we have 
developed a working prototype mobile news application called ANFORA News that will 
allow you to listen to news stories while on the go. ANFORA News is designed to allow 
you to customize your news experience, by choosing the categories of news stories you 
would like to listen to based on your interests.  
Imagine that you want to browse a news website using your mobile phone. But you also 
must walk to work or class, which may make it difficult to visually browse a news site and 
read stories while you walk. ANFORA News allows you to select the category of news 
you want to listen to before beginning your walk. Once your selections have been made, 
ANFORA News starts playing the requested playlist of those stories and allows you to 
listen to them, one after another, without further visual interaction with the screen. In 
other words, ANFORA News provides a customized, eye-free news listening experience.   
We are studying different ways to interact with ANFORA News, and would like to collect 
your feedback regarding your experience with this application. You will be asked to 
complete two simple tasks focused on interaction with the ANFORA News interface 
while walking in the halls of the USER LAB at Walker Plaza building at IUPUI.  We will 
join you on your walk to observe your interactions with the interface, video record your 
session and help you if any technical problems should arise. I will ask you a series of 
questions regarding your experience after each interaction with the ANFORA prototype. 
The entire session should last about 90 minutes. 
You can use either button controls on the screen or voice commands to interact with the 
interface. The button control commands should be self-explanatory. We will spend 30 
minutes training you on how to use both button and voice control commands. 
 
Training Tasks 
Step 1: This is the interface of ANFORA News prototype. For the purposes of this study, 
we have chosen a number of news categories from the NPR website from which playlist 
of News will be created. You can start listening to this playlist by selecting any category 
that you are interested in, such as U.S., world, technology, sports, health, science, 
economy, and politics. If you don‘t select any category, the order of the news stories will 
be U.S. News, World, politics, sports, technology, health, science, and economy. The 
volume level has been predetermined, so you will not need to make changes to it. In this 
part of training you can use both buttons and voice commands to interact with the 
application and listen to the news. When you want to issue a voice command, touch the 
cord from your earphones, and say the command you wish to use. For e.g., Touch the 
cord and say ―What‘s New today?‖ Then, I will simulate the response to your voice 
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command using my controls. Each news story has two sections, a story summary and 
the full story. In this application, by default, you can listen to both sections. But if you are 
interested in listening to one or the other, you can use a voice command to indicate that.  
Here is the list of voice commands; you can review it for a few minutes (2-3 minutes) 
(Hands the list to the participant) 
Now we are on the home page.  
 Now if you want to start with your playlist, say ―What’s New?”, or “Start” or 
“Recent.”  
 To pause the playlist, please click on the pause button in the interface. 
 If you want to go back to the home page, say “Home”.  
 We have 8 different categories of news in our application: U.S., World, Politics, 
Sports, Technology, Health, Science and Economy. You can select any of them 
by saying the name of the section. If you want to listen to a specific category of 
news just say the name of the category you want to listen to. For example, if you 
want to listen to sports news, simply say, ―Sports.‖ 
 Please pause. 
 Once you are listening to a playlist of news stories, you can go to the next story 
just by saying ―Next” or “Skip”.  
 Imagine that you have listened to a few news stories and realize there was a 
story that you want to listen to again. You can go back to that story by saying 
“Previous” or “Back”.  
 At any time during your listening experience, you can change the current 
category of news to another one that you are more interested in by saying the 
category name. For example, if you are currently listening to U.S. and you want 
to switch to Sports News, simply say Sports. 
 If you decide you are not interested in a particular news story – meaning both a 
story summary and a full story – you can say “Forward” to go to the next section 
of a story.  
 You can say “Rewind” to go to the previous section.  
 At any time, if you decide to go back to the beginning of the playlist, say 
“Restart”.  
 Imagine you are listening to one news story and you decide you are interested in 
listening to more stories on that topic if they are available on the NPR website. 
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To do that, you can say any of the following:  “Anything Else?”, “More”, “Tell 
Me More”, “Like This” or “Related”. Try saying, “More” and see what happens. 
 We have now explored all of the voice commands you can use to interact with 
ANFORA News. 
 For your convenience the list of voice commands and the news categories are 
available on both the walls of the hallway. 
 
Step 2: If you want, you can review the list of voice commands for a few more minutes. 
(2-3 minutes) 
Step 3: We will no longer tell you what to say. Feel free to use any of the commands you 
have learned to interact with the application. Now, please start listening to U.S. News. If 
at any time you face any difficulty, I am here to assist you (5 minutes) 
Step 4: In this part of the training, you may only use buttons to interact with the 
application.  
 To begin your playlist, click on the  button. Click the checkbox next to U.S. 
News and then click submit. You can use this button to switch to another 
category of news at any time.  
 In the middle of the story, you may decide you want to stop listening or listen to 
the news later. In this case, click .  
 To continue listening to a story, click .  
 Once you are in the flow, you can go to the next story by clicking on the next 
button .  
 Imagine that you have listened to a few news stories and realize there was a 
story that you want to listen to again. You can go back to that story by clicking on 
the previous button . 
 Imagine you are listening to one news story and you decide you are interested in 
listening to more stories on that topic if they are available on the NPR website. 
To do this, you can click on .  
 If you decide you are not interested in a section of news, you can click 
or  to go to one of those sections.  
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 At any time, if you decide to go back to the beginning of the playlist, click . 
Step 5: Please start listening to U.S. news, and use the button control commands to 
interact with it. (5 minutes) 
 
Task List 
NOW you are going to walk and use ANFORA News on the go. Let me first show you 
the path and the list of voice commands on the wall. Please follow me. 
Task List – Button Control Commands 
1. In this version, you may navigate using button control commands. You have 
15 minutes to use ANFORA. Please browse at least 8 news stories during this 
time period and change the category once. Try not to listen to the category of 
news you already listened to. From the home screen, start listening to any news 
category you like. We will stop you after 15 min. 
Task List – Button Control Commands + Voice Commands 
1. In this version, you may navigate using either voice or button control 
commands. You have 15 minutes to use ANFORA. Please browse at least 8 
news stories during this time period and change the category once. Try not to 
listen to the category of news you already listened to. From the home screen, 
start listening to any news category you like. We will stop you after 15 min. 
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Appendix G: ANFORADrive Evaluation Study Instruments and Scripts 
MINI-MENTAL STATE EXAMINATION (MMSE) – 6-Item Screener 
I have some preliminary set of questions before we get started.  
*Instructions: 
1. Say to the participant the words "apple", "table" and "penny". 
2. Have them repeat the words and tell them to remember the words. 
3. Go through the first three questions. 
4. Have the patient recall the three words. 
5. Record Total Score. 
   
Introductory Script 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in our research project. For this project, we have 
developed a working prototype mobile news application called ANFORADrive that will 
allow you to listen to news stories while driving. ANFORADrive is designed to allow you 
to customize your news experience, by choosing the categories of news stories you 
would like to listen to based on your interests.  
Imagine that you want to browse a news website using your mobile phone. But you also 
must drive to work or class, which may make it difficult to visually browse a news site 
and read stories while you drive. ANFORADrive allows you to select the category of 
  
Questions: 
  
Response 
  
  
  
Score 
* Score one point for 
each correct answer 
What day of the week is today?     
What month is it?     
What year is it?     
*Recall the first word (apple)     
*Recall the second word (table)     
*Recall the third word (penny)     
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news you want to listen to before beginning your drive. Once your selections have been 
made, ANFORADrive starts playing the requested playlist of those stories and allows 
you to listen to them, one after another, without further visual interaction with the screen. 
In other words, ANFORADrive provides a customized, eye-free news listening 
experience.   
We are studying different ways to access and interact with ANFORADrive, and compare 
it with another existing application called Umano. We would like to collect your feedback 
regarding your experience with these two applications. You will be asked to complete 
two simple tasks focused on interaction with the ANFORADrive interface and Umano 
while driving in the driving simulator at TASI (Transportation Active Safety Institute) lab. 
In addition to these two tasks, you will be also asked to complete one task where you will 
not use any of the applications. I will spend 5-10 minutes training you on how to use 
each of the applications before you use them. I will join you on your drive to observe 
your interactions with the interface, and help you if any technical problems should arise. I 
will also ask you a series of questions regarding your experience after using each of the 
interfaces. The entire session should last about 2 hours. Any question before we start? 
Great, let‘s start now with the warm up session, so you can get familiar with the 
simulator. 
 
Training Tasks 
Task List – Warm up  
1. For you to get familiar with the simulator environment, we will have approximately 
5-minute warm up session. Drive as you would normally do following the rules of 
the road. Remember you will hear the instruction to take turns or change lanes, 
so if you don‘t hear any instruction, please keep going straight. Your 
speedometer is shown on the screen. Feel free to try and stop and start the car 
several times to get a feeling of how it is and get used to the break. Start driving, 
as you would normally do following the rules of the road now. 
 
[You have reached end of the warm up session, you can go ahead and put the vehicle in 
the park. Let‘s now move to the next part.] 
 
Remember you will hear the instruction to take turns or change lanes, so if you 
don’t hear any instruction, please keep going straight. 
Task List – No device  
 
1. You have approximately 15-minute. Drive as you would normally do following the 
rules of the road. 
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[You have reached end of the scenario, you can go ahead and put the vehicle in the 
park and fill up the questionnaire.] 
 
[Let participants do all the steps themselves/Hand in the list of Voice commands] 
ANFORADrive Application Training 
Take 2-3 minutes to look at the list of voice commands, then I will start training you on 
how to use the application and the voice commands. 
 
Step 1: Let‘s walk you through ANFORADrive application and train you on how to use its 
interface.  
 This application is basically a big, giant playlist of news from the web. This 
playlist of news is chunked in different sub playlist, each of a given category (for 
example, US news, technology news, politics news). If you let the playlist play, 
the playlist will go automatically from one category to another and will read one 
story after the other until all stories will be exhausted. In each story, the playlist 
will play the summary and then the full story. In this case, we have fresh news 
story coming from NPR into this application. 
 We are now on the homepage of ANFORADrive, please browse up and down for 
few seconds. 
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 Now if you want to start with the playlist, you have two options. You can click 
either click on  or .   starts the US news by default 
and it will go automatically from US to technology to politics and other categories 
available until all the news are exhausted.  
 But if you are interested to start from a different category such as politics, you 
can click on , select the category  ―Politics‖  and then click submit. Try clicking 
on  
 
Now you are in the playlist of news. For example, this playlist contains X news stories 
across all available categories. As I mentioned before, if you let the playlist play, the 
playlist will read one story after the other until all X stories will be exhausted. In each 
story, the playlist will play the summary and then the full story. If at any point, you want 
to interact with the playlist, you can use button or voice control commands. For example 
with button, you can do the following: 
 You can play and pause by clicking  
 You can go to the next story by clicking , please click. 
 You can go back to the previous story by clicking . 
 You can move between different sections of news by clicking  or .  
 You may decide that you are interested in listening to the news related to this 
story and you can just click on ―related news.”    
 At any time during your listening experience, you can change to another category 
of news by clicking the  and then select another category and click Submit. 
 At any time, if you decide to go back to the first category of news you started 
from, click . 
 And you can click on the logo to go back to them home page. 
 
Step 2: Other than button, you can also use voice control commands to start and 
interact with the playlist. To mention: this is a simulated prototype for voice interaction, 
which means you voice out your command and I will operate your command through my 
device. 
 Now if you want to start with the playlist, press and hold the simulated button 
on the steering wheel and say one of the followings: ―What’s New?” or “Start” 
or “Recent.” Then, release the button. Try pressing the button, saying, “What’s 
New” and then release to see what happens. 
 Or if you want to listen to a specific category of news like U.S., say ―U.S.‖ Try 
saying, “U.S.” and see what happens. 
 Now you are in the playlist of news, you can go to the next story just by saying 
―Next” or “Skip”. Try saying, “Next” and see what happens. 
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 You can also go back to the previous story by saying “Previous” or “Back”. Try 
saying, “Back” and see what happens. 
 You can also move back and forth between different section of news by saying 
“Full Story” or “Summary”. Try saying, “Full Story” and “Summary” to see 
what happens. 
 And if you decide you are interested in listening to the news related to this story. 
You can just say any of the following:  “Anything Else?”, “More”, “Tell Me 
More”, “Like This” or “Related”. Try saying, “More” and see what happens. 
 At any time during your listening experience, you can change the category of 
news story you are listening to another one that you are more interested in by 
saying ―Switch To Technology” or “Change To Technology.” Try saying, 
“Change To Technology” and see what happens. 
 At any time, if you decide to listen to the news story from the beginning of the 
playlist, say “Restart”. Try saying, “Restart” and see what happens. 
 Play and Pause works using button and not voice. 
Step 3: Review the list of voice commands for a few minutes. (2-3 minutes) 
Step 4: Now, please start using ANFORADrive, and use both button and voice control 
commands to interact with it. (5 minutes) 
[Make sure to remove the audio files from the server] 
Remember you will hear the instruction to take turns or change lanes, so if you don‘t 
hear any instruction, please keep going straight.  
You can place your phone under the radio. 
Remember you can activate and control the news either by voice or button. If you use 
voice, remember to click on the steering wheel and say your voice command. Since this 
is a prototype, sometimes there will be a long pause to load the content and audio 
whether you use voice or button, just bare with the system and don‘t take it out to look at 
the device, it will eventually play the story. 
Task List – ANFORADrive  
1. You have 15-minute to drive as you would normally do and listen to the playlist of 
news stories using ANFORADrive app. In the first 2 minutes, you just drive 
without using the app. Once I prompt you, you can start listening to 
ANFORADrive by selecting any category of your interest. Once you start 
listening to the news, for the rest of 8 minutes please don‘t do anything until I 
prompt you to change the news story or the news category [play the prompts for 
the users so they are familiar]. After 8 minutes of listening to the playlist, I will 
prompt you to listen and interact as you would normally wish to do for the 
remaining 5 minutes. I will stop you in 15 min. You can start driving now for 2 
minutes. 
 
[You have reached end of the scenario, you can go ahead and put the vehicle in the 
park and now come out to fill up the questionnaire.] 
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[Let participants to do all the steps themselves] 
Umano Application Training  
Step 6: Before we start, I would like to explain that each news story in umano app has 
only the full story and you can only use button control commands to interact with this 
application. 
Step 7: Once you open umano app, there are 5 buttons in the bottom of the app, which 
are stories, popular, playlist, my channels and more. 
 Stories have the most recent news stories. 
 Popular has the most popular news stories. 
 Playlist has the news stories you have added to your own playlist. 
 My channels  also show the channels you have selected based on your 
interest. 
 When you are in Stories  or Popular , you can either click on the story 
to listen to it or add the story to your playlist  to listen to it later by clicking on 
. 
 Once the news is added to your playlist, you can see next to the story. To 
remove the news from the playlist, you can click on wherever you are. 
 While listening to the news stories, you can go to the next story by clicking . 
 Imagine that you have listened to a few news stories and realize there was a 
story that you want to listen to again. You can go back to that story by clicking 
. 
 Or imagine that while listening to a news story, you missed a part; you can click 
on  which takes you back 15 seconds.  
 Now if you want to pause while listening to news story, you can click  
 And if you want to start playing the news story again, you can click on  
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 While listening to a news story, to change to the car mode, click on  and 
select  ―Car Mode‖ and the page changes to  and you can go to the 
next or previous news by clicking on  or . You can also pause or 
play by clicking on  or  
 You can also exit the car mode, by clicking on the Exit on the top left corner. 
 If you are interested to read the text or glance the news story text, you can click 
on  
 To add channels to ―my channels‖, click on the top left corner and click on 
the  
 Once the channel is added to my channels, you can see next to the channel. 
To remove the channels from ―my channel‖, you can click on  
 
Step 8: Please start listening using umano app, and use the button control commands to 
interact with it. (5 minutes) 
[Make sure to remove the stories from the playlist and also the channels from my 
channel before starting the real tasks.] 
Remember you will hear the instruction to take turns or change lanes, so if you don‘t 
hear any instruction, please keep going straight. 
Please lower the volume for Umano Application. You can place your phone under the 
radio. Make sure to use the CarMode. 
Task List – Umano 
1. Please prepare your playlist in the channel section of Umano app selecting 
minimum 3 category you are interested in. [Once the playlist preparation is done] 
You have 15-minute to drive as you would normally do and listen to the playlist of 
news stories using Umano app. In the first 2 minutes, you just drive without using 
the app. Once I prompt you, you can start listening to Umano by picking one of 
the categories you already selected. Once you start listening to the news, for 
the rest of 8 minutes please don‘t do anything until I prompt you to change the 
news story or the news category [play the prompts for the users so they are 
familiar]. After 8 minutes of listening to the playlist, I will prompt you to listen and 
interact as you would normally wish to do for the remaining 5 minutes. I will stop 
you in 15 min. You can start driving now for 2 minutes. 
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[You have reached end of the scenario, you can go ahead and put the vehicle in the 
park and now come out to fill up the questionnaire.] 
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Appendix H: Random Recognition Errors Generated 
Voice Command Number Error Recognition Type if any 
1 
2 
3 
…. 
 
N/A 
29 Inaccurate Error 
30 
…. 
N/A 
73 Inaccurate Error 
74 
…. 
N/A 
95 Inaccurate Error 
96 
…. 
N/A 
123 Inaccurate Error 
124 
…. 
N/A 
134 Inaccurate Error 
135 
…. 
N/A 
163 Missing Error 
164 
…. 
N/A 
184 Inaccurate Error 
185 
…. 
N/A 
261 Missing Error 
262 
…. 
N/A 
273 Inaccurate Error 
274 
…. 
299 
300 
N/A 
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Showcase & Forum, IUPUI Campus Center, Indianapolis (IN), November 28, 2012. 
 
Rohani Ghahari, R., George-Palilonis, J., Bolchini, D., ANFORA – Aural Navigation 
Flows on Rich Architectures, poster presented at the 2012 Grace Hopper Celebration of 
Women in Computing (GHC), Baltimore Convention Center, Baltimore (MD), October 3-
6, 2012. 
 
Rohani Ghahari, R., George-Palilonis, J., Bolchini, D., ANFORA – Aural Navigation 
Flows on Rich Architectures, poster presented at the 2012 IUPUI Research Day, 
Student Showcase, IUPUI Campus Center, Indianapolis (IN), April 13, 2012. 
 
Bolchini, D., Ferati, M., Rohani Ghahari, R., Yang, T., Navigating the Aural Web, poster 
presented at the 2012 IUPUI Research Day, Faculty and Community Showcase, IUPUI 
Campus Center, Indianapolis (IN), April 13, 2012. 
 
Rohani Ghahari, R., George-Palilonis, J., Bolchini, D., ANFORA – Aural Navigation 
Flows on Rich Architectures, poster presented at the 2012 Women in Technology, IUPUI 
Campus Center, Indianapolis, April 11, 2012. 
 
Bolchini, D., Ferati, M., Liu, Y., Luebke, J., Rohani Ghahari, R., Yang, T., Navigating the 
Aural Web, poster presented at the 2011 World Usability Day, organized by the Indiana 
Chapter of the Usability Professionals‘ Association  UPA  Indianapolis  IN , November 
10, 2011. 
 
Bolchini, D., Rohani Ghahari, R., George-Palinonis, J., ANFORA – Aural Navigation 
Flows on Rich Architectures, poster presented at the 2011 World Usability Day, 
organized by the Indiana Chapter of the Usability Professionals‘ Association  UPA  
Indianapolis (IN), November 10, 2011. 
 
Bolchini, D., Ferati, M., Liu, Y., Luebke, J., Rohani Ghahari, R., Yang, T., Navigating the 
Aural Web, invited poster presented at the 2011 IUPUI TRIP (Translating Research Into 
Practice) Showcase, Indianapolis, IUPUI Campus Center, September 12, 2011. 
 
Bolchini, D., Rohani Ghahari, R., George-Palinonis, J., ANFORA – Aural Navigation 
Flows on Rich Architectures, invited poster presented at the 2011 IUPUI TRIP 
(Translating Research Into Practice) Showcase, Indianapolis, IUPUI Campus Center, 
September 12, 2011. 
 
Bolchini, D., Ferati, M., Rohani Ghahari, R., Liu, Y., Luebke, J., Yang, T., Navigating the 
Aural Web, poster presented at the World Usability Day in Indianapolis, IUPUI Campus 
Center, November 11, 2010. 
 
Bolchini, D., Ferati, M., Rohani Ghahari, R., Liu, Y., Luebke, J., Yang, T., Navigating the 
Aural Web, poster presented at the World Usability Day in Indianapolis, IUPUI Campus 
Center, November 11, 2010. 
 
Bolchini, D., Ferati, M., Rohani Ghahari, R., Liu, Y., Luebke, J., Yang, T., Navigating the 
Aural Web, poster presented at the Indiana TechPoint Innovation Summit, Indiana 
Convention Center, October 27, 2010. 
 
 
  
INVITED PRESENTATIONS AND TALKS 
 
Back Navigation Shortcuts for Screen Reader Users, 14th international ACM 
SIGACCESS conference on Computers and accessibility (ASSETS '12), Boulder (CO), 
October 22, 2012. 
 
Navigating the Aural Web, invited presentation at the Indiana Chapter of the Usability 
Professionals‘ Association  UPA , Indesign LCC, Indianapolis  IN , October 15, 2012. 
 
ANFORA: Investigating Aural Navigation Flows on Rich Architectures, 13th IEEE 
Symposium on Web Systems Evolution, Williamsburg (VA), September 30, 2011. 
 
 
 
INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE 
 
SAP, Newtown Square, PA                           Feb 2014 – Aug 2014 
User Experience Researcher Intern, Knowledge & Enablement Solution (K&ES) Team 
 Evaluated the information architecture and overall experience of WordPress 
newsletter templates by interviewing end-users, identified usability issues and 
provided recommendations for improving the usability of all internal newsletters 
 Validated the usability and values of preliminary web concept to disseminate 
knowledge management best practices by conducting user interviews, resulted in a 
successful launch of a portal page with best practices content 
 Evaluated the usability of proposed redesign for a Tutorial & Help portal page of 
internal Human Resource System, resulted in a successful launch of the new HR 
portal 
 Analyzed SAP Services LoB portal and presented the findings to enable 
stakeholders identify out dated content and improve the usage of the portal with 
relevant and up-to-date content 
 Evaluated the usability of media sharing site through expert reviews, analytics, and 
user interviews, provided functional and interface recommendations for short-term 
improvements 
 Validated knowledge management survey instrument by multivariate analysis of 2 
pilot implementations of data from multiple departments and regions, conducted data 
analysis in SPSS and compared it to R with a publication report in progress 
 Analyzed the correlation between system usability survey and net-promoter scores 
(2012-2013) using SPSS to understand the relationship between the KPIs, and 
overviewed the whole internal tool landscape for the next phase of the project 
 Designed and conducted exploratory research around key information behaviors (e.g. 
bookmarking resources, tools, links, etc.) by interviewing employees on their current 
and desired practices 
 Designed a prototype to support integrated bookmarking for employees used as part 
of the exploratory interviews as well as to illustrate parts of the overall experience 
strategy 
 
SocialYell, New York                  Jun 2009 – Aug 2009 
Consultant  
 Consulted the founder of SocialYell to plan the product development of the website 
 Prioritized new features to implement website based on priority 
  
 Made recommendations about including how to translate business requirements into 
technical requirements for development 
 
HDFC Bank, Bangalore, India                 Mar 2008 – May 2008 
Intern, Direct Sales Department  
Market Research Analysis of TASC (Trusts, Associations, Societies and Clubs) Segment 
in Bangalore 
 Contacted customers to find out with which bank they have their association account 
and what are the benefits they are getting from that specific bank 
 Analyzed collected data from customers and determined banking requirements of 
this targeted segment  
 Reported data to HDFC Bank Manager 
 
 
 
HONORS AND AWARD 
 
Richard Tapia Travel Scholarship to attend and present a poster       Feb 2014 & 2015 
At Richard Tapia Celebration of Diversity in Computing Conference       
 
School of Informatics and Computing Travel Scholarship to attend and present a 
poster                   Oct 2014 
At Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing      
 
Salesforce Scholarship to attend and present a poster                                 Oct 2013      
At Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing          
 
Richard Tapia Travel Scholarship to present at doctoral consortium         Feb 2013 
At Richard Tapia Celebration of Diversity in Computing Conference       
 
FactSet Scholarship to attend and present a poster                 Oct 2012 
At Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing           
 
Graduate Research Assistantship                        Aug 2010 – Aug 2015 
Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis 
 
Member of Honor Society for Int. Scholars (Phi Beta Delta)        Mar 2010 – Mar 2011 
Syracuse University 
 
 
 
SERVICE ACTIVITIES 
 
Reviewer for Journal and Conference Papers    Aug 2010 – Aug 2015 
 Journal of the Institute for Ergonomics and Human Factors – 2014 
 AVI‘14 International Working Conference on Advanced Visual Interfaces – 2014 
 Interacting with Computers – 2013 
 
 
 
  
LANGUAGES 
 
English, Persian (Farsi) 
 
 
 
VOLUNTEER WORK 
 
HCI International Conference, Orlando, FL             Jul 2011 
Student Volunteer 
 
Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY                             Jun 2009 – Aug 2009 
Lillian and Emanuel Slutzker Center for International Services 
 Helped the staff upon international students‘ arrival 
 Gave introduction seminars to group of 5 to 8 new students at a time 
 
